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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Volamt Number 62

Holland Michigan Tbmnday, July 20, 1933

Holland’s C. of C. Mayor Bosch Gives Very Important Mes-

To Be Guided
By Mr. Connelly

HOLLAND’S

Do you know

that from the
Christian High school under State
street on the east side of River
street, turning on the north side of
Fifteenth street west, there is a
creek running. The concrete sidewalk is built over this creek. This
creek has its source at the watershed of Holland hospitalhill. Tto
creek takes a winding course
through the tannery property with
an outlet into Black lidee near Pine
avenue. The creek was the only
supply of water fifty years age
running through a large vegetable
and flower garden, extending nearly the entire block from Pine avenue to River avenue on both Fourteenth and Fifteenth streets. It
was called the Van Hereween gardens. It was surrounded by a tall
fence eight feet high. There was
a large white gate on Thirteenth
streetr— the only entrance. All of
Holland folk wanting vegetables,
fruits or flowers went to the gardens armed with a large markat
basket. Customers paid for the
vegetables and fruits but generally
a bouquet of flowers went with it
The old gardener was a fine gentleman and to my “kid eyes” this
place looked like a paradise. The
brook babbled more than it does
today for there was more water;
Then it was the only outlet for
surface water which now is being
taken away by storm sewers.Whe«
the old gardenerdied the gardes
was divided into buildinglota,
day occupied by Kolyns, Post, Kol*
len, Dimnent homes and the Grace
Episcopal church parsonage oa
Thirteenth street, and the Boimans, Robins, Browning, Dregman,

MAYOR AND COMMON COUNCIL BACK HOLLANDS
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION WITH FUNDS
I’retentlou* CaMpaign for 1,000
Meaiben la Now in Progress.

Friday was a “red letter day”
in the history of thla city. The
mayor and common council showed
wonderful co-operationwhen they
were made aware of the fact that
William Connelly of Grand Karen
and Spring Lake was prevailed
upon to become managing director
of Holland's reorganised Association of Commerce.
It surely was a public spirited
gesture when they unanimously
voted to give the Chamber of
Commerce $300 a month for one
year to help aid the organisation
h promoting industrialand commercial activities so sorely needed
at this time.
At the special common council

meeting last Friday Alderman
Henry Prins submitted the resolution which City Attorney Lokker stated is !n full accord with
the state law— that the common
council can contribute funds towards the upbuilding of its indus-

%

i

trial structure.

Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872

“Bill” Connelly

Appears Before
Council

CHANCE

Common

Man and Woman
Stage Holdup

The securing of William M. Con-

At Fennville

nelly as director of our Chamber
of

Commerce, we

believe, is one of

TAKE $2.9M FROM OLD STATE
BANK BUT FAIL TO MAKE

the greateststeps Holland has tak-

en in years. The elty at the pres-

GETAWAY

ent time is facing a real problem.

Man Is Badly WmmM Aa WeO
Aa Are Several Deputies.

For obvious reasons our industrial

complex has not been very

reas-

suring during the past three years.

One minute after 8 o’clock yeaterday morning Officer Peter
Bontekoe of the Holland police
department received a call that
the Fennville bank had bttn .robbed and asking for officers. A
few minutea afterwards a police
car was filled with machine guns,
rifles, tear gas guns and a part of
the new equipment installed here

Holland has had its welfare problem because of idle bauds and while
this situation haa been alleviated
in a measure, we are far from “out
of the

woods” and

the

few months

to another winter hsve a

way

of

“flying by" fast

Men who have

a closer insight

since the local bank robbery staged

and first-handknowledgemore so

last September.
It took the officers Just twenty
minutes to get to Fennville but
shortly before their arrival one
of the bandits was shot by Allegan
officers and severely wounded.
The hold-up was staged by Ed
Austin, aged 46, and his wife, whe
lived near Bravo some four miles

than the "man in the street” have
realised for

some months that the

solution to our gravest problem Is
to start the wheels of industry and

to promote the avenues of commerce.
Holland is equipped with the best

from Fennville.
The Austins,who It months ago
moved from Detroit to a farm 8

factory buildings well provided
with tools. All we need is activity
there. Holland has a harbor and
shipping possibilitiesthat are most

miles southwest of Fennville, near
the Orr school, came to Fennville
about 4 a. m. While his wife
waited in their car in a sida street
at the rear of thd bank, Austin
jimmied a window and hid inside.
At 7 a. m., Austin covered DeWitt
Steinberg,janitor of the bank,
when Steinberg arrived for work.
Steinberg came in the front door,
only to be forced Into the wash

ideal and through the R. F. C. there
is a chance to develop these soon.

It is needless to go into detail in
this editorial. Our Mayor in a
message in this issue clearly sets
forth why the City of Holland is
aiding this project.
You can rest assured that our
Mayor Nicodemus Bosch
William Connelly
enterprising city officialswould
never
have
lent their aid to a projmany interestingfacts.
room, tied hand and foot, and
Stegeman and Karsten homes on ect of this kind— which can be leThe common councilunanimous- MAI OR BOSCH GIVES VERY am pleased to state that our own
The reel highlight st the com- mind I would be in under similar warned to keep quiet.
gally done under the state law—
concurred in the message of the
IMPORTANT MESSAGE AT harbor board has not overlooked Fourteenth street
Then Austin hid again. At 7:60
(Continued)
were
it not that a man of the Con- mon council meeting last evening
cbnditions. I was simply astonSPECIAL COUNCIL
mayor and the resolutionto fola. m., Marvin Hutchinson, assistthis situation.
was
the
appearsnee
of
Mr.
William
nelly type had been chosen. The
ished that m spite of til these re- ant cashier, arrived. He went
low introduced by Alderman Prins
MEETING
Busy factories and a busy harbor
FIFTY YEARS AGO COLUMN Mayor and Common council have M. Connelly, lloiland's new direc- verses its citizenry could muster about his usual work, while waitand supported by Alderman Kfeis.
will soon elimniatethe tremendous
seen the workings of Mr. Connelly. tor of the Associationof Com- up enough courage to stage such
City Attorney Clarence Lokker Below will be found a message
• • •
ing for the time lock to open the
merce. The councilroom was well
was loud in his praises of Mr. issued by Mayor Nicodemus Bosch expense that Holland is shoulder- The 50 years ago column had to In their official capacity they have filled with friends and citizens an unusual,unique ami worthwhile vault doors at 8 o'clock.
demonstration.I said to Judge
Connelly, stating that no city in that will have much to do with the ing from week to week in the wayj ,be omitted this week because of been in close contact with him on
At 8 the vault doors clocked and
who gave the man from Spring Cross from whose office window
Michigan will now have a better betterment of Holland's industrial of welfare and by the same token the Chamber of Commerce cam- roads, on supervisoractivities and
Hutchinson swung open the door.
Lake
a
royal
welcome.
I beheld these demonstrations, 'A
Chamber of Commerce director and welfare situation. The com- this new industrial and commercial paign, which is of vital import- in many other capacitiesin which
Mayor Bosch pleasingly intro- city with such people is bound to Austin stepped out of hiding and
than has Holland. He stated that mon council in turn stood “four- life will add materiallyto the city ance to Holland just now. The city and county were forced to coldemanded money.
duced Mr. Connelly as a man who succeed and through their courage
he had been in contact with Mr. square” for this message as well treasury in the way of taxes. And column will again appear without laboratejointly. They know from
Hutchinson, noting that Auatln
really
did
not
need
an
Introduction
can overcome most tny obstacle.’ was a small man, attempted to
Connelly in many ways, officially as for a resolutioncarrying with what is more, it will enable the fail next week— as well as other these contacts what s thorough,
to
Holland.
He
also
thanked
the
“Therefore,when several of
and otherwise,and found him one it the giving of funds to aid a idle to pay their share towards the features held over. We are sorry preeise, far sighted,untiring man
men from this city who made it your town folks approached me grapple with the bandit, but was
of the most able officials he has real worthwhile Associationof city's upkeep as they have always but Holland needs a little boosting they had to deal with.
felled with a blackjack.Austin
We in Holland have often been possiblefor Mr. Connelly to come I began to think seriously about ran into the vault, picked up two
met in a long time. He stated that Commerce.The message follows: done faithfully before this stressful just at present
here
and
stated
that
while
the
envious that north Ottawa poscoming and when I felt that they packages of currency and ran out
t t t
Mr. Connelly has a broad concepperiod, in fact a large majority of
sessed a “Bill” Connelly. The sug- Chamber of Commerce has brought seriouslywanted me in Holland, I
tion of the needs of a city and his Fellow Members of the Common
them are hoping and praying that FORMER TAVERN MANAGER
of the bank through the rear door
gestion of his name for this posi- some failures there were also suc- made up my mind that there was
Council:
activities in north Ottawa county
this day may not be far distantACCKIT8 NEW POSITION tion was only by accidentin a group cesses. The mayor aaid that he a real worthwhileJob, although to the car, which his wife started
I have called you this evening in
gave ample proof of his efficiency.
Energetic and loyal citizensin
south on a side street.
of a half dozen men but it took was extremely pleased, knowing not an easy one, in Holland, MioiiThe mayor then called upon sev- specialsession on a matter that I Holland for the past two weeks
Hutchinson,still dazed, stagE. L. Leland of Leland lodge, like “wild fire," although this Mr. Connelly as he did, that he had igan, my destinationtwenty years
eral men who had much to do believe needs urgent attention es- have been working on plans, ways former manager of Warm Friend
gered to his feet and ran out the
been
chosen
to
conduct
the
indusago befote I was temporarily side- front door, shouting that the bank
with Mr. Connelly’s coming here pecially at this time. With no re- and means, and have been casting Tavern, Holland, has taken over group was not even aware that Mr.
trial and commercial affairs of the tracked. (Laughter.)
and asked them for -a few words. flection upon any of our civic or- around for a man who is eminently the management of “The Keg,” a Connelly's servicescould be i
had been robbed. He caught sight
city and he asked that the fullest
"The serious part of a Chamber
All expressed their fullest appreci- ganizationsand their efforts, which fitted to be the moving spirit in new night club .of South Haveij. cured.
(Continued on Page Four)
co-operation
be
given
Mr.
ConBesides being an able man, Mr.
of Commerce is to make good and
ation that the “city fathers” had has brought a measure of success, placing Holland in a more enviable Mr. Leland loft Holland two years
nelly and undoubtedly then grati- if you give me the Tulip Time spirConnelly
is
well
and
favorably
I
believe
the
time
is
now
ripe
to
seen their way clear to help a
position industriallyand commerMISS NELLE BREEN
»*<>.
known at Lansing and at Wash- fying results would follow.
it the results are inevitable.I am
project through which if success- get behind wholeheartedly and fos- cially and this man has been perSAFE IN AFRICA
Mr.
Connelly,
when
he
arose
to
ington. He has acquaintanceship
already in touch with the requireful every citixcnbenefits. These ter financially and morally a real suaded to come to Holland and all PROMINENT DIVINE
speak, caused a ripple of laughter ments of harbor development
with
nationally
known
engineers
live
constructive
Association
of
men felt that for several years
he asks for is the fullest co-operaAND NOTED ARTISTS TO
Word has been received by Mr.
and road and harbor builders. He when he referred to the speed in
back these industrialproblems Commerce.
tion of our mayor and common
BE AT HOPE CHURCH has an intimate acquaintance with which a councilmeeting was con- through the R. F. C. I am per- and Mm. John Breen of 246 West
sonally acquaintedwith one of
had been placed upon the shoul- The hour is here to think of ac- council, of our civic bodies and of
Dr. S. C. Nettinga, president of
ducted under the guidanceof u the most able lake engineers in Fifteenthstreet, telling of the safe
ders of a few and at this time it tion in our industrialsituation. every citizen. He wants them to Western Theologicalseminary, will nearly every Board of Supervisors
hard-boiled mayor, and even the this part of the country. His abil- arrival of their daughter,Miss
in
western
Michigan
through
his
was so burdensomethat all should Other cities throughout the state forget petty differencesand work preach in Hope church Sunday
mayor could not refrain from a ity has been shown at Muskegon, Nelle Breen at her mission station
contribute. Apparentlythe state and nation and some not far from together in one common cause and morning. Beautiful music will be road work. To them “Concrete
broad grin.
Connelly”
is
a
name
to
conjure
which has turned out to be an im- in the Sudan United Mission,AfHolland
are
setting
their
industrial
legislature some time ago felt the
that is to get Holland back to where furnished by Mrs. D. B. K. Van
Mr. Connelly said in part as fol- portant terminal in lake traffic. rica. The letter was received
same way since they made provi- house in order. I sincerelyhope it was six years ago and then to Raalte, soprano, of Holland, and with. He has a nation-widerepuHe has personallypromised to give from Ibi, where Miss Breen arsions in the law to cover a case of and believe that the long-looked- keep on building. Holland has the Mr. Frank de Moen Kleinheksel, tation because he suggestedthat lows:
concrete was the only servicesble “I hardly feel that I came here me aid here at Holland. We are rived on June 13, in which sha
for trend upward is close at hand resources, the location,the envi- tenor, of Flint, Michigan.
this kind.
material with which to build trunk to become acquainted but rather in the path of the eastern-western stated that she expects to reach
The men who spoke at the and there never was a time when rons and the will to work. That is
— — — olines and what the result has been to become better acquainted.I hook-up in the way of lake traf- her African home at Lupwe on
council meeting were Arthur W. Holland should be prepared to take self-evidentfor without these atDogs Are to Have a Death b evident throughout the nation.
have the reputation of working fic and what took place in Mus- June 15.
Wrieden, president of the Cham- advantage of the opportunitiesthat tributeswhat we have here would
Holland
should
be
congratulated
fast but it hardly seems very high kegon is the first realizationof
ber of Commerce; William C. Van- the new era of better times will never have been created.
Warrant Holiday
DOGS INJURE CATTLE
denberg, Vaudie Vandenberg,An- bring.
Michigan’s dogs, and that in- for being far sightedenough to se- speed when in twenty years I have how Holland will benefit through
I might go on indefinitelyin
ON OTTAWA FARMS
Industrially Holland has been giving an inventory of our avenues cludes canines in Holland and Ot- cure the servicesof Mr. Connelly traveled only twenty miles from its position on the Great Lakes.
drew Klomparensand Ben A. MulCarferrytransportation is not a
rather hard hit, but I believethat of strength but you know these as tawa county,no longer need cringe and to those who may be skeptical Grand Haven to Holland.
der.
Fanners in the southeastern
One new feature that has been with the right spirit, with the co- well as I do. Just now we must at sight of a sheriff. The dog law aa to whether our industrial situa"There is something quite un- dream, I feel, but is Inevitable.
‘ Of course, with the govern- part of Crockery township comvery gratifyingis that the city of operation of every one and with a make preparationsthrough a prop- adopted in 1919 said, “The sheriff tion will be improved because of usual about my coming to Grand
Holland will be officially active on real live man at the head of an er business organization. Every shall also kill, upon complaint of kb presence here, we would like Haven. My ‘better half and my- ment all plans must be practical. plain dogs are attacking their catthe board of the Chamber of Com- Association of Commerce, a man lake port city has been doing just the prosecuting attorney,any dog to quote from the Grand Haven self went on a belated honeymoon Just now projectsthat are worth- tle at night A number of cows
merce. The resolution provides who has made industrialproblems that for the past year or more that is in the tubit of running at Tribune where that publication and of course that had to be to while must be quickly presented, have been badly injured by having
that the mayor, the city attorney a study— undoubtedlyseveral of and I believe that Holland is just large unaccompaniedby owner or aaya, amongst other fine things, Niagara Falls. I had a few days the paramount reason being to their tails chewed.
Deputy Nelson Baldus and sevand the city clerk shall be mem- Holland's idle plants will soon be awakening to the real situation. his agent.” This provisionwas re- as follows:
left and had heard of Waukazoo give the maximum amount of lapealed by the 1933 legislature.
eral farmers have formed hunting
“He was at one time head of the and its virgin forests and intended bor.
bers of the board of directorsand filled and what that would moan to The cities that are ready are the
Other changes in the dog law are: Grand Haven Chamber of Com“Under the IndustrialRecovery partiesand will kill the dogs.
Holland is not difficult to conjec- ones to benefit because of their
j will have an official voice in all
The age limit for registeringdogs merce and during that period a to take a trip down there. I
o- • Act. the decentralization
of industure.
. transactions together with the
preparedness.
landed
in
Grand
Haven
and
the
is increased from four to six large factory expansionoccurred
ROAD JOB FINISHED
The opening of one plant would
' regularly constituted
board elected
I believe it is the duty of this months; license fees are reduced
first man I met was Bill Van Dre- try will take place. This will give
NORTH OF 8AUGATUCK
by the Chamber each year. . That alleviatethe taxpayers of paying council to go on record pledging from two and four dollarsto one bcfO,”
zer. the restauranteur,who said, smaller industries in the smaller
The Holland City News not only ‘Why don't you go to a real lake, cities a chance to get a fair share
will put the city of Holland in di- thousandsof dollars for welfare both moral and financial support to and two dollars if secured before
welcomes Mr. Connelly, but judg- Spring Lake?' Well, I did visit of production and the small plants
The state road commissionhas
rect touch with all matters pertain- alone, not taking in consideration
I a real worthwhile Association of June 1. County boards of superviing to the city industriallyand the taxes such a plant would pay Commerce. If but one new institu- sors are empowered to reduce these ing from the enthusiasm expressed Spring Lake and establishedAr- in a short time will ‘have their just finisheda new retainingwall,
otherwise and that is as it should in due course into the city treas- tion were brought here or a single fees in certaincircumstances; fees by our leading citizens since the butus Bank, where my home is lo- day.' which will bring a little more culvertand pedestrian bridge over
ury. The building of one highway idle factory opened up again, Hol- of township treasurersare reduced announcement of his coming was cated. You know my real estate sunshine in their affairs. Indus- Moore’s creek at the north end of
be.
Grand Haven is rather upset in or near Holland would likewise land would derive far more direct from 16 to 10 cents per dog while made, “Bill” Connelly will be activities when I first came here try, too, is prone to leave the larger the village of Saugatuck on USabout Connelly’s going, judging give much labor and added avenues benefitsthan the financial aid giv- those of township supervisors or mighty welcome here not alone, and my other activities for I nev- centers for smaller communities 31. Heavy rains some time ago
dog wardens are reduced from 20 but will receive the whole-hearted er left Ottawa county after that. and in that Holland should also washed out the culvert
from editorials and news articles and convenient traffic in and out en such an organization.
co-operationfrom a citizenryconof
the
city.
in the Grand Haven Tribune, in
I wish to say in closing that I to 10 cents per dog. Boards of su"It would be rather presump- materially benefit.
Through an able Association of will give my hearty personal co- pervisorsare also given power to fident that Holland’s industrial and tious on my part to map out plans
“I wish to say here that I am
which it is set forth that Mr. Connelly has had considerableto do Commerce working together with operation to such an organization appoint county dog wardens, if de and commercial affairs are now in hurriedly now, as far as Holland going to give the host that is in to comprehend off hand and he
safe hands.
with the industrialdevelopment the Common Council and the Hol- and I feel it is my duty to the city
is concerned, and to make any me and sincerely hope to be with stated that the city engineer should
land Harbor board, our maritime of Holland to co-operateas a pubthere. promises. I prefer to have actions you by August 1 and together we draw a map of just what streets
Here are a few paragraphs from possibilities are limitless.A plan lic official.I sincerelyhope that
speak and accomplishmentstell will lay the foundation for a trucks should take. Undoubtedly
EDITORIAL
is now on foot whereby the United the aldermen here assembled as an
a news story:
greater developmentin this city trucks will be routed largelyover
the story.
and vicinity.
the trunk lines through the city
“The example of unified effort States government with certain official body will stand by this ur“Mrs.
Connelly
and
myself
hope
(Grand Haven Tribune)
to revive the business interests of stipulations and regulations gent necessity st this time. The
to cast our lot with you for I think
"In closing I wish to say that maintained by the fctate.
I Holland, in common with most American cities,has suffered an a great deal of Holland, its en- I was extremely pleased to see
Holland by securing a man of the through a self-liquidating plan will time for action has never been more
Hucksters will receive a reduccaliberof William M. Connelly to aid Holland and its environs auspicious and at the same time industrial decline as a result of the depression,but our county ncigh- virons, its possibilities, and espe- this meeting opened with prayer
|bor has refused to become discouraged. In fact conditionsin Holland cially its spirit. What induced me by my good old friend. Rev. Van- tion in licensesfrom $25 to $15.
head the Chamber of Commerce, through dockage, dredging and more urgent.
the generous appropriationof shipbuilding projects, having in
Finally, receiving our financial have resulted in bringing city groups into harmony, the council there to come here more than any one derbetk. This is a grave situa- This resolutionwas presented by
$3,600 per year by the council and mind the putting to work of idle aid which will make possible an voting unanimouslyto appropriate $3,600 for industrialrevival pur- thing was the spirit I speak of. ti»n in which the 'happineniT'and} A*^’n,an Steffens of the Fourth
the co-ordinationof the two bodies, men. The St. Lawrence waterway, able head to our Association of poses which will be carried forward jointly by the council and the Cham- For the first time this year I behopes of our citizenslie in the W,,U
• • »
was brought before the city coun- which has been promulgatedfor Commerce, we challenge that body ber of Commerce. Of considerableinterest to Grand Haven people is held your beautifulTulip Festival balance and we surely need divine
the announcementthat William Connelly of Spring Lake will be execuAlderman Huyser also brought
cil last night by ]. Edgar Lee, the past ten years, may be looked to make a real worthwhile showwith
millionsof tulips and color- guidance at this time
tive directorof Holland’scivic attempt to restore employment to the
in a report on pool room licenses
president of the Chamber of Com- upon by some with skepticism be- ing. The success or failure of this
ful parades. These were marvel• • •
idle workers.
and
these were also reduced, the
cause of the long delay but that body will be laid at their door.
merce.
On page 4 of this sectiona brief
Mr. Connelly is constructivein his thinking and action. Spring ous. I also knew of your industrial
“Grand Haven has taken some this great waterway is to become
I would suggest that this civic Lake will testify to his civic vision, and for many years to come will I plight and your banking situation. program, laid out by Mr. Connelly, first table being taxed $25 a year
and every additional table $2 a
heavy blows within the past few a fact, of that there is no question. organbationbe reorganized com- point with pride at the real estate developments for which he was chief- I then thought of the state of appears.
year instead of $6 as heretofore.
weeks, namely the loss of the There are many obstaclesto over- mensurate with the extensiveplans ly responsible. So also will Ottawa county appreciatemore and more
• •
t-i
ear ferries, state police post, wea- come in the way of treaties be- that are contemplated and on such his services on the road commission, which have brought to the whole
Attorney Clarence Lokker m
ther bureau and it is high time tween countries,opposition from a basis th^t every citizen will be area a network of highways adequate to the heavy summer traffic.
the clerk to file the matter brought in a report relative to the
that leadersof this community pull Eastern sources, etc., but the Unit- pleased to subscribeand feel them- Holland knew what it was doing when engaging Mr. Connell v, and it
until Alderman Jonkman insisted Bailey Dry Cleaner case in which
together to keep this city on the ed States governmentis pledged to selves a part of a movement that seems almost a certaintythat within a year his labor to rebuild Holland
;t should take the regular course William Snyder of Grand Rapids
build that waterway and if you will honestly promulgate Holland’s industnr will bear fruit
map. he told the council.
and go to the appeal board. The was a r rented for violatingthe dry
Many in Grand Haven will regret that Mr. Connelly has decided
“ ‘We must have money to do it watch the daily press closelyyou civic welfare, first and always.
The council meeting opened with aldermen voted this request down, cleaning ordinance. Mr. Lokker
to devote his time to another city, particularlywhen this city is in a
and we want the financial backing will notice that there is activity in
NICODEMUS BOSCH,
sense a competitor. Loss of him haa brought comment similarto thzt prayer by Rev. John Vanderbeek, however, feeling that this matter stated that he felt all the time
of the counciland local citizens to every harbor board, in every lake
Mayor. prompted by the removal of the ear ferriesand our weather bureau pastor of Sixth Reformed church, had given enough trouble covering that the ordinance would not “hold
Michigan.
carry on the Chamber of Commerce
and police post The fear is expressed that unless Grand Haven takes after which the aldermen saluted a period of more than two years. water” since there had been sevwhich has brought thousandsof
united action in the immediate future, these losses will be followed by the flag.
eral adverse deebions in the lowdollars into this community in the
others, leaving us high and dry and partially deserted while other comCALL INDIAN CUCKOO
Grocer Henry Vander Warf “on er as well as the supreme court.
•
*
•
past, to carry on a work which is
6,300 DOG FISH IN SINGLE
“BRAIN FEVER” BIRD munities are forging ahead.
the hill" sent in a communication It is held that an exhorbitanttax
absolutely essentialat this time,'
Thp Seventh Day Adventists askHowever, we should wish Mr. Connelly every success, and be glad
SCHOOL
he emphasized.
ed to be allowed to put a gospel objecting to officers coming there or license fee brings about reAn Indian species of cuckoo b that he will continue his work in the county at least His objectivehas
and stoppinghorseshoethrowing strained trade and Justice Elbcrn
• • •
commonly called the “brain fever always been to build up Western Michigan as a whole. It may be that tent near Eighteenth and Harrison after 10 o’clock at night. He said Parsons so held in trying the case
avenue
for
a
few
weeks,
where
. Those in charge of the C. of G.
When Roy Buzzard, Kent county bird” because of its constantlyre- his work in Holland will hasten realisation of his dream.
the playground was next to his early in the week. Mr. Parsons
campaign are Wm. C. Vandenberg conservation officer, saw a small iteratedcry.
All that remains for Grand Haven to do is to forget what is past nightly serviceswill be held. This
home and he was not annoyed by declared the law unconstitutional.
Andrew Klomparens, Dick Boter and black bass moving along the shaland support a leadership that proposes to do as Holland and other was granted.
o
the innocent play. His communica- Snyder refused to pay the li
• • •
Abo Stephan.
low ahore water of Sand Lake, he
cities
are
doing—
bring
the
varioua
civic
interests
together
under
a
comHOLLAND MAN HONORED
tion brought a gale of laughter fees of $25 a month or $200 a
knew what to do. He took a small
BY GOVERNOR COMSTOCK mon flag of Progress.We know that several members of our council
The mayor and aldermen be- when he stated that the complaint •uerthw
but
are deeply concerned over the city’s future and are eager to work out a
The amount of welfare paid out dlpnet and captured the dog fish
Governor Comstock yesterday
came wrathy when the “steenth"
by the city of Holland during the fry, while the adult male swam appointed five new members to the plan of co-operation. We know also that several of our leadersare busy request came in for the rezoning must have come from a “crab” no protat for tko wqmml
past two weeks is $3,918.40,of away. Buzzard counted the fry and board of governors of the Michi- today drafting ideas which they hope will be acceptableto all interestv. of River avenue to accommodate who had forgotten that he was bond.
young once himself. •
bo';..,-:-..
which the highest was groceries, found there were 168 ounces. The gan soldiers’ home at Grand Rap- We are getting a belated start, perhaps, but that we are on the way the John Knapp building. This
entire school weighed 41 ounces,
cannot be questioned. When people all over the communityare showing
$2,026.67;next was milk, *868.36;
time
the
request
was
only
to
open
ids.
One
of
the
members
is
Benwhich amounted to 6,800 small dog
concern over the adversities of the past few months, personal and inAlderman Jonkman presented a
third was medical, $336.47, and
fish. Whenever possiblesportsmen jamin * L. Hamm of Holland, a dustrial and civic, and are asking each other “What shall we do?” there up the block between Fourteenth resolution demanding that trucks up
shoes, $121.69.
and Fifteenthstreets instead of the be routed through the city on
should net such schools of amall Spanish war veteran, who has al- can be but one result:
There are 442 active cases and dog fish, since dog fish are destruc- ways been prominent in military
Sooner or later Grand Haven will ioin her various organizations full length,, apparently to accom- toinstraats. He read a half
thus far 166 have voluntarilywithtogether, spend money as Holland and other cities have to revive local modate this building. The mayor
tive to desirablegame fish. They circles here.
drawn. The number of active should be careful, however, they
was so upset about this repeated should be made in completing
Mr. Hamm is a salesman for industry, and engage an able leader to ace the plans through.
cases two months ago was 561, a ^netting dog
dog fish and not black- the Michigan Paper Company of
request which has been turned
' fallin* off of 119,
u
,rtl0"’"rc: down just
repeatedly that he

A special meeting was called
by Mayor Bosch, who, in a message, set forth clearly and concisely why he asked the city of
Holland to take this step. The
message printed elsewhere on this
page is self-explanatoryand gives
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BEES AND GOLFERS DON'T
MIX
Charlotte Tribune— An unusual

Zeeland

incident which nearly wrecked the
ladies’ nerves occurred on the golf

- -

20«

A RESORT OPPORTUNITY
'• • •

Mrs. Milton

Kneg

and her guests.
Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. Wagner, of
Rochester and their caddies were
approaching number eight green. A

PLANT BUREAU HEAD FOR- SCHROTENBOER REUNION
MER SAUGATUCK BOY
BRINGS OUT SOME
INTERESTINGSTORIES

‘

Proves To Be SaH
Apt Detective

course Saturday afternoon when

Office .

Woman

SPOTS COUNTERFEIT BILL
UPON THE INSTANT AND
GUIDES POLICE TO

Dr. William A. Taylor, a former
ugatuck
‘ lad, whose father, Rev.
T. Taylor, was one of the first
pastors of the Con gregational
church here, la now chief of the
Bureau of Plant Industry at Washington, D. C. He has just passed
his 70th birthday,which age would
mean his retirement President
Roosevelt has issued executive or-

Would Build

GO ON BALLOT

•

ARRESTS

directly

around them covering them so they
all had to lie flat on the ground,
expecting every minute for them
to light, but fortunatelythe bees
passed on a few rods before lighting. It was a pretty lively spot for
a short time and approaching
playerscould not imagine what all
the disturbancewas about.

Susan

,

---

-

Kalamazoo River

Pike

Wall-Eye

Now

Running

-

against the private shooting act.

in 1934
k\ters
1 seeking re- ROBBERS RAIDING

EARL WILSON tvi.i.o
TELLS miiKni.
COUNCIL
OF DESIRE TO CONSTRUCT
45 MODEL CABINS NEAR

preP*®' °* tlBPprivate shooting
si
ALLEGAN COUNTY
serve act, is seen in the request
of the Departmentof State for information regarding initiatory legThe Akom grocery of Allegan
THE OVAL
islation. The request was received
was robbed for the third time this
immediately after the governor anA summer touristcabin project nounced his intention of vetoing the year Sunday morning when thieves
was presented to the city council measure which would repeal the stele an undeterminedamount of
at the regular meeting last night private shooting preserve act, merchandise.
by Earl Wilson, in charge of the which he did. In order to place
concession at the Oval at Grand such a request on the ballot, petiHaven wherein he proposes to tions embodying the proposal and
The Shiffertdepartment store of
build a group of cabins on prop- bearing 129,000 signatures,must be Fennville was entered Sunday by
erty leased on the river front filed with the departmentat least way of a rear window and all the
known as the Monroe property.
10 days before either a regular or cash from the cash register and
The plat as presented before the special session of the legislature. a quantity of tobacco taken.
city contained 45 model cabins of
the type that la being used in the
most modem cabin groups with cement roads leading to each cabin
and a
Mr. Wilson explained there was
no such accommodationin thia vicinity and he knows, from inquiries
received at the Oval, that there is
a demand for thia over-nighthousing which has become very popular
with the tourists all over the coun-

Many have claimed as being the
first white child born in Graafder exempting Mr. Taylor from schaap, but it would seem that
(Grabd Rapids Press)
Mrs. Evert A. Kloosterman, one compulsoryretirement as he has
Zwaantje Schrotenboer who later
•
time a resident of Zeeland,exhibit- been in the departmentof agriculbecame the wife of Mr. Henry LubDecision of the board of educaed her wit and sense of detecting ture since 1891 and is declared to
bers, was the first “pale face" as
the spurious when she became the be a leading authorityon the growtion to postpone the opening of
the Indians would say, to see the
chief detectivethat landed two ing, shipping and storage of fruits.
Grand Rapids public schools to
light of day in that community, the
counterfeitagents safely behind He began his work in a fruit tree
date of her birth being October
Sejltembcf 18 extends the summer
nursery
here
when
a
young
man.
prison bars.
10, 1847. She was the child of
o
vacation period for parents and
Mrs.
Kloosterman, toMr. and Mrs. Johannes SchrotenHOPE
COLLEGE
GRADS
gether
with
her
husband,
operates
children alike by two weeks. Probboer, and was born on what is
PLAN
PICNIC
SUPPER
a bakery at Beloit, Wisconsin,
ably other western Michigan cities
now known as the Peter Schrotenwhile at the retail counter of her
and villages will follow a similar
Grand Rapids Herald— The Grand boer farm.
store a man came in and bought
Rapids Hope College Alumni assoAnother interesting incident
course in* many instances. This
a cake for which she charged him
ciation of which Howard Sluyter is told of how Mrs. Johannes Schroopens up an opportunity fot- tour32 cents. He offered her a $5 bill
president, will have a picnic supper tenboer, who arrived here in the
which she accepted and handed him in Townsend park, section C,
ist and resort interests such as they
year of 1847, met up with a wolf
the change.
Wednesday,at f>:30 o'clock. Miss in the woods surrounding the vicnever before have had.
She became suspiciousof the bill Margaret Boter is chairman of
inity. Mrs. Schrotenboer was on
Labor Day and the beginning of ANGLERS ARE MAKING GOOD
at once and started an investiga- transportation.Members attending
the school year have marked the
CATCHES ON WORMS; MUST tion which in ten minutes proved to are requested to bring provisions the way to town when she met
the hungry animal and she clubbed
SHUN SNAGS
her that it was counterfeit. She for their own group.
close of the resort season in the
him to death, and thus a little “Red try.
immediately
called
the
police
headpast Return of children to school
The fishing for wall-eyed pike quarters and informed them with MISS PANTLIND TO BE FETED Riding Hood” atory was averted. He stated that he had leased the
generally has necessitatedthe re- in the Kalamazoo river at SaugaThis same lady was also an expert property from Mr. Monroe providAT OTTAWA BEACH
completedescriptionof the man.
at killing rattle snakes and there ing Grand Haven would grant the
turn of parents also. As a result tuck has presented Zeeland fisher- Then she set out with a ten-year
men with a great deal of sport so
were plenty of them in the dense buildingof that type of cabin and
resort proprietorshave not deemed
old daughter to locate her quarry,
Mrs. Charles E. Kirchen of Holfar this year. The season on wallfoliage along the paths these brave considersthe location an ideal one.
it profitableto continue operation eyes in the Kalamazoo began con- and in another ten minutes had land gave a dinner for her niece,
The present plan would call for an
pioneer women had to take.
sent her little girls to the nearest Miss Fredrica Pantlind, in honor
investmentof about $14,000, he
after that date, even though a few siderably earlier than usual this
Another story is told of the said, which would probably be
of her birthday anniversary at her
»ar, says Bill Vande Water, Zee- telephone to direct police officers
season’s-endstragglersremained.
, prophecyof one of the Schrotencottage
at
Ottawa
Beach
Saturday
where they could locate the man
handled through a corporation.He
land, in the Grand Ranids Press,
evening. Invitationswere extended • boers long since passed away, who proposed to get a part of It under
This year it is probable there
lyocal anglers who fish the Kala- while she remained on guard.
When arrestedthe man gave his members of the Ottawa Beach prophesied long before the event way, if not the whole project,as
wfll be many more who will plan matoo use the old fashioned vayounger set which includes Miss of the automobile that "the horses soon as he can get the necessary
to extend their residence in the riety of garden worms for bait. name as B. Rothbergof Chicago, Dorothy Anne Thomson, Miss Evewould be extinct and that horse- permission.He has had the project
The greater number they can hang and he informed police where his
resort country. Cottages will be
lyn Thomson, Miss Jane Kusterer, less wagons would traverse the in mind for the past three years
onto a No. 2 hook the better. They partner,Harry Schatz, also of Chikept open longer and tourist trips start fishing near the village of cago, could be arrested.Schatz Miss Barbara Kusterer, Miss Jane highways.” He augmented this by and believes that it will be an asHeath, Miss Mary Louise Idema, saying that men would fly through set to the resort area, and will
will be extended.Many late sum- Saugatuck and float down the river was arrested in his auto and was
Miss Virginia Wanty, Miss Betty the air “like birds." His own bring hundreds of people there for
with
the current.
taken
to
police
headquarters
where
mer trips, in fact, may be planned
Jane Stander, Miss Jessie Lock- childrenlived to see that day.
short stays.
A short casting pole, a pole used $125 in $5 counterfeitbills were
wood, Miss Anne Idema, Thomas
by those who wish to avoid the for ice fishing or just a line
Each cabin is to be built of wood,
found on Rothberg and Schatz, Thoits,Chester Idema, Jr., Robert
The
reunion is being held an
in an attractive style and furnished
heat of midsummer. In addition dropped over the side of the boat
while about $350 in genuine money Gamble, George Wanty, Raymond nually, the committee deciding
with necessities for over night
the trek of world’sfair crowds will usually does the needed work. The was found secreted in the machine. Johnston,Lewis Heath, Edward hold the reunion at the same place
stays.
more experienced fisherman keeps
Another partner,who name Roth- Heath, Robert Field, Samuel Mac- next year, the date to be announced
continue throughout the fall.
his bait moving all the time. The
berg
said
was
Klassberg,
escaped.
Mullen,
Joseph
Gearson,
Boyd
later.
With these favorablecircum- sinker placed at the end of the
MICHIGAN HAS NEW FROG
It developed that Schatz was a Pantlind, Edward Wells, Richard
LAW NOW ON BOOKS
It is also planned to assemble
stances at hand it would seem that line is allowed to strike bottom.
Fairchild,Walter D. Idema, Jr.,
The
best type of sinker is pear- distributingagent for a counteras
complete
a
family
history
it would not be amiss to plan some
Michigan has a new "frog" law.
shaped, as these do not snag as feit ring and had hired Rothberg and Lloyd Johnson.
possible so that this can be put
o
major resortlandattractionfor often as the long or square type. and Klassberg to peddle the couninto book form. With that in view The law adopted by the 1933 legisThe hook is placed about six terfeit bills paying them $1 out HOLLAND
September.
the executive committee has sent lature does not change the dates
the open season for taking frogs
inches above the sinker. This of every $5 bill disposed of.
SUCCUMBS AT AGE OF 86 out questionnairesto each family, of
and
does not require a license for
method saves nerves and hooks beCounterfeit $10 bills have made
which is expected to return them
taking them, but it recognizes a
SIXTH REFORMED CHURCH cause of the many snags in the their appearance in this section of
to the president,Mr. L. Tinholt.
Mrs. Bertha Pommcrening, 86,
minor industry — that of frog propKalamazoo river. Many of the old- western Michigan recently and a
Mr. Tinholt states that if there agation, and it liberalizes the old
timers use a two-strandedgut sharp lookout should be kept for died Tuesday morning at her home,
Lincoln Avenue an
are any of the Schrotenboer fam regulationsrelative to possessionof
leader about three feet long. The them. They are quite readilyde- 202 West Eighth street.
Twelfth Street.
leader affords the fish more play tected through the difference in the
frogs during the closed season.
Mrs. Pommcrening was born in ily who have not received one
they can have
The directorof conservationhas
and it is an experienced fisherman quality of the paper from the gen- Germany and lived in Hammond, these questionnaires,
who can land a wall-eye without uine and they are likely to be less Indiana,for many years. She re- one by callingat his home at 123 been authorized to issue revocable
J. Vanderbeek,Pastor.
the use of landing net or gaft hoop
permits for the propagation, sale
worn. If convinced of their being sided in Holland for two years, dur- East Twenty-third street.
if a long leader is used.
and possessionof frogs or parts of
The
usual
program
of
sports
wail
ing
which
time
she
made
her
home
bogus call the police immediately;
During the month of August
frogs when propagated and reared
9:30 a. m.— Morning worship.
if not certaintake it to the bank with a daughter, Mrs. Gustave indulged in amid much laughter
under prescribed rules and regulaSermon, “God, the Father.” Spe- the wall-eyes will hit spinners if or some person who is likely to Pommcrening.
at the expense of the participants.
conditions are the same as in 1932.
tions. A $5 permit fee is charged.
cial music will be rendered.
Surviving
are
two
sons,
E.
MilAnother sport afforded at Sau- know; compare it with another
The directoris also empowered to
11:00 a. m.— Sunday school.
genuine bill to detect it. But be ler and R. Miller of Chicago; one
issue revocable permits for taking
Three hundred descendants
6:15 p. m— Intermediate and gatuck is to visit the deserted pier sure to get the culprits in the daughter, Mrs. Pommcrening; four
at the mouth of the river and cast
frogs
at any time for scientific,edthe
Schrotenboer
family
attended
Senior Christian Endeavor sociefor pike. This sport is becoming hands of the police before they get grandchildrenand three great- the reunion held last week, Thurs- ucationalor experimental purposes.
ties.
grandchildren.
away.
better every year.
day. Dinner was served at A $1 fee is charged.
7:30 p. m.— Evening worship.
Funeral serviceswill be held toIf one is not interestedin catchFrogs imported from outside the
Mr. and Mrs. Kloosterman have
12:30 o’clock, after which the folSermon topic, “Christ for the Un- ing wall-eyeshe can fish for chanlived in Beloit,Wisconsin, many day, Friday, at 2 o’clock from the lowing officers were elected for the state may be bought, possessed or
saved.” Special singing will be nel catfishor panfish which are
years. As
young man, Mr. Nibbclink-NotierFuneral home. ensuing year: L. Tinholt, president; sold at any time during the closed
provided.
abundant in the river.
Kloosterman left here, having been Rev. William Schumacher,pastor Henry Schrotenboer, vice presi- season if proof of their origin is
Prayer meeting Thursday eveborn in the Kloosterman homestead of Zion Evangelical church,will of- dent; George Schrotenboer, secre- furnished.Frogs that have been
ning at 7:30. Topic, “I SUnd at
legally obtained may also be
two miles north of Zeeland, now ficiate.
tary; Mrs. Ray Nykamp, assistant bought, sold or had in possession
Four-Legged Duck
the Door and Knock.”
occupiedby his brother, Henry
secretary,and Bert Siebelink, in a preservedcondition at any
Kloosterman. Mrs. T. Van Den MINNOW LAWS ARE
Others to serve on the time of the year providingthey are
A four-leggedduck was hatched Brink and Mrs. D. J. Vander Kooi,
CHANGED, LICENSE LOW treasurer.
executive committeeare John of the non-edible variety.
on a farm near McColl, S. C., reboth of Zeeland,are sisters of Mr.
Schrotenboer,Mrs. George Tinholt,
cently, but did not live long to
While the commercial minnow limake use of its extra traveling Kloosterman. Mrs. Kloosterman, cense has been reduced in cost from both of Holland, and Mrs. FredONE MAN BURIES
equipment. On land, the second pair before her marriage, was Miss Su- $10 to $3 a year, the number of ericks of Muskegon. The reunion
I’OPULATION OF A CITY
oi legs proved useful to their pos- san Steigenga,daughter of S. Stei- those required to have such a li- next year will again be held at
sessor, but the duck was drowned genga of North Holland, Michigan, cense has been greatly increased Jenison Park. ImmediatelyfolWilliam H. VandcWater, residuring its first aquaticventure. Us and first lived at Adrian, Michi- through 1933 legislative action, the lowing the business session, the
legs became entangled and it was gan.
department of conservationhas an- afternoon was turned over to the dent of Holland fifty years, celesports committee. The following brated his eighty-fourth birthday
nounced.
NOW 18 THE TIME to buy good unable to keep afloat
The reduction in fee has been received prizes: Mr. and Mrs. Jake anniversary last week with a famused car transportationat lowSCHOOL RE- given immediate effect and the Hulst and eight children of East ily reunion.
est prices. Our stock is constantly
IMMANUEL CHURCH
PORT OF DISTRICT NO. 5, commercial minnow licenses are Saugatuck, for having the largest A distinctive feature is recorded
changing and they are ready to
now being sold at the new rate.
• • •
family at the reunion; Mrs. Gerrit in the VanderWater family. He
go. Come in or call us before you
FRL,
HOLLAND
Services in the Armory, Corner
Under the new commercial min- John Lenters of East Saugatuck, is the father of 14 children—6 sons
buy.
TWP.
FOR
1932-1933
now law a license must be obtained 82, for being the oldest present; and 8 daughter*— and outaide of
Central Avenue and Ninth
M. D. LANGERVELD. Inc.
by anyone selling, giving,furnish- Rotha June, three weeks’ old the deaths of 2 wivea, not a death
Street.
109-111 East Eighth Street
• • •
The regular annual meeting was ing or offering to sell, give or fur- daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Warner has occurred in the circle of chilRev. J. Lanting, Pastor.
Holland, Michigan.
held in the schoolhouseon Monday, nish any live minnows taken from Alofs of rural route No. 6, Holland dren in more than 60 years.
public waters. A license permits the
Itc30
a • •
July 10, 1933.
for being the youngest present, VandeWater also achieved a
sale of minnows at but one place
Rev. Tom Wiight of the Calvary
Meeting called to order by the of business and permits the use of and Mrs. James W. Stuart of He- record as grave digger. When he
Baptistchurch of Muskegon, Mich.,
retired a few years ago he had
chairman,B. Bazaar.
crew in the neld for the taking bron, Nebraska, for coming the
FOR SALE — Used refrigerator, will be in charge of the services Reading of school notice by the one
completed
a service of 27 years
longest
distance.
Other
prize
winof minnows. An additionallicense
also used gas stove. Both in Sunday.
as sexton of Pilgrim Home cemeis
required
for
every
additional ners were Sylvia Elaine Nykamp,
chairman.
9:30 a. m— Prayer meeting. Secgood condition. Also two recondiplace of business where minnows Julius Den Bleyker, Sarah Bos, tery. He dug approximately 2,500
Invocationwas said by Rev.
tioned Hoovers, $9.50 each. Inquire ond floor.
are sold or for each additional field Harold and Julius Hulst, Susan graves.
10:00 a. m.— Morning worship. Maasen.
o
GEERD’S ELECTRIC CO., 84 East
Grissen, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boucrew.
11:15 a. m.— Sunday school.
Eighth street, Holland. Phone
Motion made and supported that
ma, John Alofs, Mrs. John Jipping REFORMED CHURCH 1933
REPORT SHOWS LOSS
Itc30 Classes for all.
the chair appoint two tellers.
NIGHT CEREUS BLOOMS
and G. J. Pruis.
3:00 p. m.— Allegan jail services.
Preliminary
atatistical summary
IN
SPRING
LAKE
GARDEN
Carried.
Group No. 4.
of the Reformed Church in AmerGrand Haven Tribune — Four ANNOUNCE PURCHASE
George Brower and Gale Schille0:30 p. m.— Young people's serv
huge blossoms on a night blooming
FOR RENT— 9x7 tent, 3 cots and
OF HAVEN LAUNDRY ica for 1933 show slight losses as
man were appointed and sworn in cereus, belonging to Mr. and Mrs.
comparedwith 1932.
stove. H. D. STRABBING. Ham- ices.
as
such.
7:30 p. m.— Evening worship.
H. G. Ryder of Spring Lake, openNumber of families, placed at
ilton,
Itc30
Announcement is made today by 86,121, shows a decrease of 525,
Thursday morning— Children's Peter Stael and Albert Stegenga ed last night for the few short
were elected.
hours that is given these exquisite Mr. and Mrs. D. V. Hole of the while the total number of commeeting. All arc invited.
Thursday
evening—
Prayer
and
Motion
made
and
supported
to blooms to last, and attracted a purchase of the Haven Laundry at municants enrolled at 158,552 is
FOR RENT— Some good houses;
change the school term to nine number of neighbors and friends 401 Fulton street,Grand Haven. smaller by 1,646. Bible school enalso for sale or exchange. K. praise service in the Armory.
who wished to see the plant. There Mr.* and Mrs. Hole have moved rollmentat 145,183is less by 852.
Saturday
evening—
Open
air
gos
months.
BUURMA, 220 West Sixteenth
are two more buds which are ex- here with their family from Alma,
pel services in Holland. Saugatuck
Carried.
Number received on confession
street Phone
5tc
where they owned and operated the
and Hamilton.
The bid of Chris Sas to do the pected to open tonight. The fact City Laundry for 23 years. New was 5,498, a loss of 1,363, and on
that the plant had four blossoms
janitor work for $130 was acceptcertificate, 3,225, a loss of 406.
at one time is considered very un- equipment has been added to the
“These things have 1 written unto ed.
Total contributionsfooted $3,plant, including a steam sterilizer
usual.
The
blossoms
open
late
in
Washington Square Garage you that believeon the name of
The work of cleaning the school
the evening and dose at daybreak, and a dryer, and the interior of the 776,331,a loss of $795,559 as comthe Son of God; that ye may was given to John Veldhecr for
will repair that car o! yourt at a
pared with 1932. Congregational
building is being remodeled.
never to open again.
know that ye have ternal life, $17.00.
expenses were $567,593,less than
scat reasonable figure. All work
and that ye may believeon the
The job of hauling coal was givin 1932.
guaranteed. Prompt service.
name of the Son of God.”— I en to I. Routing for 75c per ton.
—
oJohn 5:13.
Reading of minutes. Accepted.
DEER WAS SEEN IN SPRING
3736
Motion made to adjourn.
LAKE TOWNSHIP THIS WEEK
Carried.
A fawn was seen recentlynorth
of the McMann school on the farm
FINANCIAL REPORT
DR. SAMSON’S OFFICE
of Albert Rands in Spring Lake
Receipts
is in Country Club Addition. Go
wnship. Early in the morning
Balance on hand from July
east one mile on Eighth street to
Mr. ana Mrs. Rands, their daugh1932 ......................
$ 249.73
Dartmouth road, then turn north
Irjght Display Globes ter, Myrtle, and George Henderone block. It is a new brick house
Primary
1,953.06
son saw what at first they beSEEN IN DRUG STORES
on corner. We own our home so
Delinquent taxes ...........31.64
lieved to be a calf. The animal
HARK BACK TO THE
pay no rent, consequently save you
................
500.00
made several long leaps, one of
GREAT
PLAGUE
OF 1655,
avariciouslandlord’s rent. Ten
Library Fund ......................6.59
which took it over a five-foot
WHEN COLORED BOTTLES
dollars and down is price of beauRefund from Consumers'
fence, and they were certain then
WERE PLACED IN WINDOWS
tiful hand-engraved gold mounting,
it was a deer as it disappeared in
Power Co. .......................1.36
the nearby woods. Deer have been
TO HELP SICKROOM
any shape or style lens desired;
Taxes, General fund ........ 80.00
seen on occasions in this county
guaranteed. All eye, ear, nose and
Tuition from nonresidents194.14
MESSENGERS QUICKLY
but it is rare. It is believed there
throat work correspondinglycheap.
LOCATE APOTHECARIES
may be others in the section as the
21tfe.
Total ...............................
$3,016.52
animal seemed too young to have
Expenditures
wandered very far. *
Isaac Houting and Son,
COR. DE KEYZER
Hauling coal .................. 14.45
SALE OF' GASOLINE
Notary Public
B. Slagh, cleaning school 17.00
SHOWS BETTER TIMES
Real Estate. Insurance and
Holland Co-op. Assn., fuel 117.13
A perceptible increase in the conCollection Agency
Fris
Book
Store
......
25.66
Surprising how little it
sumption of gasoline in Michigan
Wills, MarriageLicenses and Your
Tuition to Holland High
is shown by gasolinetax collections
costs
for
additional
Legal Papers taken care of at
School ......
15.00
of the Department of State. Re17 West Tenth St. Holland, Mich.
B. J. Berghorst, repairing
outlets in your living
ports of the May gasoline sale
22tfc
Pump ................................
45;i5
show a tax increaseof $62,000over
room, garage, porch or
Consumers’ Light and
May of the year previous.This
kitchen. No muss.
represents approximately 2,000,000
Power Co ..................... 29.43
BERRY CRATE8-0ne or a truck
gallons of gasoline.May is the
Current School Topics .... 6.00
load.
our prices first.
first month of 1933 tq,show an InHenry Smith, janitor ........ 95.00
FRANZBURG’S, corner Thirteenth
crease in gasoline usage over the
Teachers’ salaries.......
2,398.60
street and Central avenue. 2tc
corresponding month in 1932.
G. Van Geldercn, trustee 7.50

swarm of bees came

and Game Club waa unanimous

Sctfe of

Tourist

The

lished.

principal la all wrong. Holland Fish

I

Two

^

Schrotcnboars, who held
their reunion a short time ago at
Jeniaon Park caused several pioneer stories to be told not yet pub-

Let us have a vote on it The

PRIVATE SHOOTING1
PRESERVE ACT MAY

-

i

Man With Money
A

local

Eligible

nureery company wishes to establish

some energetic young or middle age man

in business.

Considerablerevenues can be derived from

a retail

nursery embracing shrubs, trees, plants, bulbs, flowers, seed,

garden fertilizer, garden

furniture, etc

The place when established must be on U.

S. 31 or

some other well traveled state highway. An applicant

who

possibly owns land

way in

WOMAN

will

the vicinity

on any well

of Holland may be eligible.

teach the applicant everything there

about the nursery business so he
as to all details.

We

mendous wholesale

Corner

traveled high*

State of
fresh

will also

stock,

is to

We

know

may be convenant

back him with our

which

tre*

the largest in the

is

Michigan. He w^ll never want for good

A #

1 stock

which

can always

be

quickiy re-

plenished. We are strictlywholesalersatd do not
wish

to depart

from that classification.But with the

proper location, a complete stock and the right man,

we

believe there

is

money

to

made

in this sort of en*

terprisein our Holland resort district.

a

Apply

WELLER NURSERY,

west of

Holland, U. S. 31, near Lugers crossing

Phone 5315

WANT ADS

LAKE WOOD ZOO

THE ANNUAL

OF

-

8745.

-

Open

to the Public

Mich.

From 8:00 a. m. to
8:00

3380.

- -

GEO. GETZ

V

STEPS

Q

Has Your Mantel been

;

ill farm, 10 to 20
.tMOT^e for poultry and
i truck; must have good livpouKry house. Send
rMt nrice and
)D( 6952 North

wired

Clock?

a

3tp28

De Fouw

Electrical

Supply Co.
26

-.68.74

......................

for an Electric

,,

.

Miscellaneous

E. 8th

Total ......................

$2,839.56

Recapitulation
Receipts ..........
Expenditures
.....
Balance on hand:
.....

,

ii

$3,016.52
........... 2,839.56

mortgages having been subsequently assigned to the Grand
Rapids Trust Company of Grand
the Rapids, Michigan, and no suit or

Default having been made in
conditions of a certain mortgage,
given by Dirk W. Jellema and Gertie Jellema, his wife, as mortgagors, to Henry Holkebocr, as mortgagee, on the 16th day of March,
A. D. 1908, and recorded in the
office of the Register of Deeds for
Ottawa County, Michigan, on the
10th day of June, A. D. 1908, in
Liber 88 of Mortgages on page 239,
on which mortgagethere is claimed
to be due at this time for principal
and interest the sum of Eleven

ns

(Ladies wearing amulets
FOR DECORATION , FOLLOW N
Total ................................
$3,016.52 FOOTSTEPS OF THEIR SISTERS
I hereby certify that this U a OF OLDEN DAYS .WHO WORE
I

TALISMEN AS

m

i

I

CHARMS

AGAINST IVIVANQ ILL HEALTH
Secretary.

Expires October 14

NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE

proceedings at law having been institutedto recover the money »ecured by either or both of said
m

NOTTCE ^S^HEREB y1”

ivfew

,

that by virtue of the power of sale
conUined in said mortgagesand in

i

In bank .......................... 142.43
Trust Fund ............
34.58

St. Phone 3771

FARM

pursuanceof the statute in such
case made and provided, the said
mortgages will be foreclosed by
sale of the premises described
therein at public auction to the
highest bidder at the North front
Hundred Sixty and 18-100 ($1,- door of the Court House In the
160.18,dollars, and the sUtutory City of Grand Haven, Michigan, on
attorney fee as provided in said Monday, the 23rd day of October,
mortgage,and
A. D. 1933, at three o’clock, EastDefault also having been made ern StandardTime, in the afterIn the conditionsof a second mort- noon of that date. The premises
gage given by said Dirk W. Jellema being described In said mortgages
and Gertie Jellema, his wife, aa as follows:
Lot eight (8) in Osborne’s
mortgagors tp the First State
Subdivisionof Lot* one (1) and
Mr. and Mrs. John Kammeraad Bank, of Holland, Michigan, a cortwo (2) in Addition Number
and daughter, Elvina, left Tue* poration, as mortgagee, on the 24th
one (1) to Villageof Harringday on • two weeks’ trip through day of March, A. D. 1927, which
ton, according to the recorded
Wisconsin and Illinois en route to said mortgage was recorded in the
map thereof, situated in the
Chicago, where they will visit the office of the Register of Deeds for
CHy of Holland, Ottawa CounOttawa County, Michigan, on
world's fair.
ty, Michigan.
March 26, 1927, in Liber 136 of
Dated: This 19th day of July,
The third alarm Monday after- Mortgages on page 348, on which
mortgage there ii claimed to be A. D. IMS.
noon at 2 o’clock sent tile fi
GRAND RAPIDS TRUST CO.
at this time for principal
H EM0PH U A (Ready Bleeding), to the corner of Van Raalte avethe snm of Eighteen Hunnue and Twenty-fourth
A DISEASE WHICH NEVER ATTACKS
Ninety-seven and 24-100 LOKKER A DEN HERDER,
WOMEN . IS PASSED ON TO where graaa waa afire. It waa
for Assignee.
the flames got
l) dollar,an! t>
SONS ONLY BY THE MOTHER

$

7

Get

at

• than ever before

money

SAV.ES

m. Daily

More and Greater Variety of Animals

PHONE

Loan

p.

O

Yrf, N, Y,

1

i

THE HOLLAND CUT
Largest

Egg

Fish License

The largest egg known relative
to the alu of the bird that pro-

sise.

Beer
dirty

trick on the Lake county road corn-

minion. For several years sips

have warned motorists to slow
down for the deer runway which

AND SOIL
MICHIGAN

IS SOIL

Break

Gives Wives

duces it U that of the New Zealand
kiwi. This bird, scarcely as large
as an ordinary fowl, lays an egg
little smaller than that of the emu,
a large ostrich-like bird found in
Australia. The cuckoo lays the
smallest egg of any bird for its

Some wag has played a

THERE

Law

Husbands are worth at least 50
cents to Michigan wives who go
Ashing this bummer. According to
the new Ashing l'C“nse law pnas^Mi
by the 1938 legislature, a single
Ashing license, costing 50 cenut,
is enough for both man and wife.
If the angler has taken out a
trout license earlier in the season,
it is sufficient for the wife to carry
the number of her husband’s license. If the husband is taking out
a new license, he will receive an
extra stub. He carries the license
and his wife carries the stub. Unmarried women over 18 will have
to take out separate licenses.

IN

The state agricultural experiment station has published a bulletin showing from a survey that
only twentv-Aveper cent of the
land in Michigan is No. 1 in quality. There are 125 types of soil in
the state. The best of them comprise 9,700,000acres. Allegan
county has 41 per cent of the Arst
class, 43 of the second and 16 of
the third. Only twenty counties in
the state have a higher rating.

at Legion field by the
score of 6 to 3.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Van Eenenaam
of this city havo receivedan invitation to the annual picnic of the
Michigan Society of St Petersburg, Florida, which will be held
in Traverse City on Wednesday,
July 19, the opening day of the
National Cherry festival.The society is composedof Michigan residents who wintered In Florida this
year. Its picnic will be held this
year in Traverse City, July, 19, 20,
and 21, at the height of the cherry
evening

harvest.

Bmromro&tmxmmtccmmmmmmmmmsmmsm
PURCHASE YOUR MEAT REQUIREM|E

SAME PORTRAIT OF WIL-

ORANGE

LIAM OF

The portrait of William of
Orange has appeared on the stamps
of two Dutch colonies, Curacao and
the Dutch East Indies. In both
cases the portrait used is that
which appeared on the six-centof
.... mother
_____ country.
The value is
the
cou
liX cents for Curacao and 12H for
_

the Dutch Indies. In both cases, the
colbr is orange. It is reported that all German
stamps bearing the portrait of von
‘ enberg are to be issued in new

SUNDAY DINNER
SUGGESTIONS
y ANN PAOl
11/E, as Americans, do not realise
vf how fortunate we are to havo all
the peachee we can eat without atralning our food budgete. FrequentlyIn
Sngland they coet a shilling apiece.
This week ushers in the real peach
eeaaon and it ia the time to «njoy
them In all the varietyof weya In
which they can be served; whole,
allied, in tarts er pies, shortcake,
gelatin desserts and Ice cream. The
woman who likes to can her own
peaches can also begin to do so either

#

Mr. and Mrs. C. Bazan spent last

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schutt spent

Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Bliss.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert De Vries and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. C. Bazan and family Thursday evening.
Sunday they were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Bell and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schutt and
sons, Edwin, James and Donald,
and Mrs. Schutt’s brother,James
Michielsenof Holland,have return
ed after visiting relatives, Mr. and
Mrs. John Harthom,
of Atwood.
tb
Mrs. Bert De Vries and children
spent Tuesday in Zeeland with Mr.
and Mrs. John De Vries. Miss Gertrude De Vries is spending a week
visiting her grandparents. Hattiemae and Glaays Andringaand Elmer Andringaare visiting Bernard
De Vries this week.

OLIVE CENTER
Mrs. Gerrit Vande Meulen from
Holland is spending this week at
the home of her mother, Mrs. Gerrit Bartels.

iced)

Lamb

Iced)

shall be unlawful for any person,firm or corpora-

tion, to use any radio for the purpose of broadcasting of

programs or

advertising,outsideof any place of business, or to so install and operate any radio in his place of business as to broadcast outsideof the
building,

by means of any horn, sounder, reproducer,or other

device,

or to broadcast any program or advertisingby means of a radio in-

sUUed

in a vehicle, so constructed as to permit of such broadcasting

while such vehicle

is

at rest or in motion; Provided,that the

Common.

Council of the City of Holland, may grant special permits for such
)lic

friendslast Thursday. Mrs. Van- Mrs. Eva Brady. Mr. Watkins
den Berg was Miss Frances Van will return to the Soldiers' Home
in Grand Rapids the first of August.
Hess before her marriage and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Knoll and
Hanchett was Miss Vera Van Hess.
daughters,Deane, Dorothy, Geneva,
Both were Zeeland residents for Margaret and Lorraine,from Holsome years. Mrs. Vanden Berg was land, were guests of Mr. and Mrs,
teacher in the local school.
Henry Redder Tuesday evening.
Mrs. T. Solter of Cincinnati.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Veltheer
Ohio, was a guest at the home and daughter, Crystal, spent Sunof her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jo- day afternoon and evening with
hannes Mulder of South Centennial relatives in Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer and
street, Zeeland.
In the American Legion junior sons called on friendsin Bass River
baseball league, the Monarchs de- Tuesday evening.
Mr. Henry Redder was in Grand
feated the Recreations on Friday

broadcasting for unusual or extraordinary occasions, for a lim-

time in any one day.
Section 2 — Any person convictedof a violation of this ordinance
ill

BOYS HAVE

WONDERFUL TIME AT WORLD’S FAIR

be punished by a fine of not less than five dollars nor more than

Ity dollars, or

Ottawa County,

by imprisonment

in the City Jail, or

County Jail, of
more than

and imprisonment, in the discretionof

the court or magistrate before whom such convictionshall be had.
Section 3 — This ordinance shall take effect twenty days after
its

Beef Roast

8c

CuUlb.

Meaty

Frankf. or Bolog.

3

Flank Steak YS”'1

i

n

«

'*»

15®

11

IOC
is

taken that all

moot

Pork

Steak

Lamb,

3

"»•

25c

riffM oar*

•old orer AAF

tors

he In

meat

com-

perfect

„

-- —

IMPORTANT NOTE: The ; r

Rinso

—

-----

V

,

e shown on all items in this advertisement lnclu’?a the Michigan 3% Sales Ta*.

Large Size

’

NAPTHA SOAP

PELS

PEAS I*

Standard Pack

Ajax Seep

Here

is a

__

NORTHERN TISSUE
ENCORE SPAGHETTI

3

2

ik«*’

10

ban 47c

Corn Flakes

^

Big Value

or Foat

39°

No. 2 cans 25c

in glass

Kellogg’s

JELLO

IOC

Shoulder

Genuine 1933 Spring Lamb, Legs 15c

2|C

bar*

4 rolls

21c

3 jars

25c

Toasties

Ige.

20®

pkg.

Flavors 4 “'kgs. 25c
CHOCOLATE PONDROSA N. B. C. Cookies lb. 25c
Famous Dessert

All

Cigarettes
^
JELLY
Page Flavors
Ann

AU

Gold Medal or Pillsbury’s

Sugar
JELLY

Brand

PINEAPPLE

IONA

Butter

GINGER
GINGER

B*I

$4.85

Urge

lb.
lb.

^ars

SNAPS

ALE

-

Quaker Maid,

in

2 for

Coffee

qu**,

29c

_

25c

lb.

2lbs

15cl

59c) pint*, ao*.

Special N. B.

Yukon

Jar 10c

Lb.

r
Club
89c

95c.

27c 26c

Oleo

^

jar 15c

10 lb*.

Flavors

17c Maxwell House
23c Nut

2 Qu>rt*’

99c

bag

lb.

Can

All

(Silvcrbrook Print, lb.

Coffee

Mason

24^

Holland Crystal Creamery

Eight O’clock Coffee

Bokar

Flour,

Bulk, Pure C»ne 100 lb.

Sultana

Beans

for a period of not less than five days nor

thirty days, or both such fine

m
»

*

Mr. and Mrs. M. Stool of Jenison
and Mrs. Harry Schutt

visited Mr.
recently.

Coffee

It

6c

RibEndlb

Bell.

Mr. and Mrs. Will Overbeek and
childrenfrom Holland were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. James Knoll Frithis week or next Pickled whole
day night.
peaches, like watermelon rind, are
At the annual school meeting
delicious.Use vinegar, sugar and a
held Monday evening Jacob Kraal
bag of whole pickling apice.
There is littls differencein cost bewas elected director to succeed
tween good home made jelliesand
Markus Vinkemulder, whose term
thoae you can buy. If you prefer to
expired. It was also voted to remake your own, currants ere here to majority of the applicants were of Mrs. Delia Plewes on West duce the salary of the director from
open the jelly season and their season state employes who had been disMain street, Zeeland. All members $24.00 to $20.00. The janitor elected
is short.
charged from other departments on are invitedto be present.
will be John Knoll at a salary of
Here are the Quaker Maid Kitchen
Mrs. Henry Harmeling and her $40.00. Oliver Banks and Harm
July 1. During the last two-year
dinner menus.
period the Departmentof State op- daughter, Marguerite, left Monday Kuite are to clean the school
erated at a cost approximately for their home in Chicago after building for $15.00. Albert Timmer
Low Coat Dinner
<moked Picnic Maihed Potatoes $200,000 below the amount allowed visiting relativesin this city and accepted the job of hauling coal at
Buttered Cabbage
by the legislature.Still further Grand Rapids for a week. Miss 88 cents a ton. Mr. John Maat is
Bread and Butter
economiesare being planned and Gladys Moerdyk accompanied them to he the new teacher.
ChocolatePudding
instead of increasing the number for a visit in Chicago.
John Sjoerdsma and George Van
Whipped EvaporatedMilk
of employes in the department, the
Fifteen members of Boy Scout Dyke are employedon the farm of
Tea or
Milk
personnel
wnnel is to be reduced and still troop No. 35 of Second Reformed Markus Vindemulder.
greater use made of the staggered
Medium Cost Dinner
church of this city left Monday aft- Markus Vinkemulder.
system of part-timeemployment.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vanden Brink
Beef Steak Baked Potatoes
ernoon for a week’s camping stay
While $30 a month pensions for
of
spent several days at
Grilled Tomatoes
at Green Mountain beach near the Holland
most Michigan residents over 70
Banana Salad with Peanut Butter
home of Mrs. George Smeyers
Holland.
They
were
accompanied
Dressing
years of age, will become part of
last week
by Scoutmaster George Meengs
Bread and Butter
Michigan’s laws within a short
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Troost of
Peach Shortcake
time, the method of providingfunds and by M. B. Rogers of the troop Harlem visited with Mr. and Mrs.
Coffee (hot or
Milk
for payment of the pensions is still committee.
Peter Groenewoud last week.
John Karsten and family have
doubtful. The governor has anMr. and Mrs. Meuse Jongregh
Very SpecialDinner
nounced that he will sign the bill moved from the Meengs residence are announcing the birth of a
Watermelon Balia with Crushed Mint
as passed by the legislaturebut on Lincoln street to Kalamazoo. daughter last Thursday.
Roast
Potato Souffla
efforts will be made to provide Mrs. Bertha Scholten has moved
Sidney Risselada from Holland
Lima Beans
Mint Jelly
some new method of raising funds. to the second floor rooms of B. is visiting his cousins,Henry and
Rolls and Butter
The act now calls for a $2 head tax Habers’ residence on Central ave- Richard Nykamp, this week,
Peach Bavarian
upon every Michigan residentover nue, Zeeland, from the H. Lenters
Mr. and
id Mrs.
Mrs. Peter Arnoldink
Coffee (hot or
Milk
and son Alfred of Grand Rapids
21.
residence on Cherry street.
Mrs. H. Vanden Berg of Grand visited their father, Mr. Jacob De
Haven and Mrs. Ralph Hanchett Jongh, Tuesday.
Mr. Harry Watkins moved his
ORDINANCE NO. 378
and two daughters of Big Rapids
Chapter No. 63
were visitors with relativesand householdgoods to the home of

Section 1—

Pork Loin Roast

Friday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred

..

The City of Holland Ordains:

OUARAN

IS

Zeeland held their annual out-door

than ordinarily successful, bringing lard Nienhuis left for Chicago last
home with him one twenty-two- Thursday to attend the world’s
inch German brown trout and Ave fair.
other trout each ten inches in
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thayer and
length,some brook and some German browns among the lot The daughters, Neva and Lucille, from
big Ash, he has reason to believe, Newaygo spent a few days at the
is the largest taken from that home of O. Banks, little Mary Etta
stream this season. It weighed Bell returning home with them aftthree and a half pounds and with er spending six weeks in Newaygo.
its bright red and brown spots was
its
Mrs. George Smeyers and chila thing of beauty. Mr. Nichols is dren called on her mother, Mrs.
a great lover of the out-of-doors Vcr Sluis, last Sunday.
and its creatures. On his Ashing
Wilma Koetse from Cadillac is
trip last Sunday he saw tracks at
visitingrelatives in this vicinity
the water’* edge of tyhat he this week.
thought must have been a very
Mrs. Barney Walters left recentlarge deer and some weeks ago he
and his son came upon a doe which ly on a visit to Montana to visit
probably had her young near, as a sister.
she stood her ground when the fishMrs. Ruth Arnoldink and son
ermen appeared. The fawns were from Grand Rapids, spent a few
not in sight hojwever.
days at the home of Jacob De Jongh
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Knoll and
INFORMATION FROM LANSING
from Holland were visiWORTH WHILE KNOWING daughters
tors at the home of Jack Nieboer
Wednesday evening.
The alphabeticalsystem of distributing
......... „ automobile
..........license
1
plates
ZEELAND
to the variouscountieswill be continued in 1934, it was announced
by Secretary of State Frank D.
J. N. Clark, chief of the Zeeland
Fittgerald.The same letters will fire department, was electedpresbe assigned in 1934 as in 1933.
ident of the Michigan State FireMore than 1,000 applicationsfor men's associationat its annual
positionswith the Department of
meeting held recently in Lansing.
State or with the Sales Tax CornManistee has been chosen as the
mission,of which he is a member,
convention city for the 1934 meethave been received by Secretary of
State Frank D. Fitzgerald within ing.
The W. C. T. U. will hold its regthe last week. Mr. Fitzgerald is
the only elective Republican state ular meeting this Friday afterofficial now in office and a large noon at 2:30 o’clockat the home

An Ordinance to regulate the qse of Radios for Public Broadcasting
of Radio Programs and Advertising.

WHERE QUALITY

AT A&P MARKETS

The Young People’s allianceof

OLIVE CENTER

meeting yesterday in the James• Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Banks spent town spring grove. The commitlast week, Friday at the home of tee had arranged a good program,
Walter Timmerman at North Blen- which includedsports and a varied
Got a Very Big Trout
don.
program of songs and speaking.
to read, “Slow, Beer Runway,
Mr. and Mrn. Jack Niebocr and There also was a completeprowhich
serves aa
as m
a winning
ad for
nil II II ociTca
"
Lawrence Nichols, of Allegan children attended the Dirkse re- gram of picnic sports.
the Bitely and Baldwin beer dealcounty, started to Swan creek in union at Tunnel Park last week,
ers.
HARLEM
that county last Sunday in quest Thursday.
a trout and was more Harold Vander Zwaag and WilTWO DUTCH COLONIES USE of the wily
crosses M-37 in the L Lakes tract.
The sign read, “Slow, Deer Runway." The wit in question went to
all the troubleof taking black paint

NEWS

59c

2 lbs.

25c

24-oz. bottle

10c

Tomato Sauce

cam

passage.

NICODEMUS BOSCH.

Passed July 19, 1933.
Approved July 20, 1933.

FRESH FRUITS

Mayor.

AND VEGETABLES

Attests

OSCAR PETERSON,
City Clerk.

h

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market
The Food Emporium

of

Beef Roast, best chunck

Pork Roast
Hamburger

cuts

cuts

lean Boston Butts

.......

.......... 11c

fresh

.

—

Groceries of

Natioaal Repate.
deliver anywhere in the City for 5 cents.

Phone 1551

W atermelons,

THE

............. 10— 12^c

ground, lb .....................8c
•Sausage, Pure Pork ........................... 8c
Buehler’s Best Bacon .........................ISc
Bologna or Frankfurters ......................
10c
Legs Mutton young and tender ................ ll^c
Cheese, Cream, Brick or Longhorn .............. 18c
Nut Oleo, 2 lbs ............... *.•••'• .......... 17c
Big Ben Laundry Soap, 6 bars for ........... 85c
Coffee B. B., Special, 3 lbs ......................50c

We

Extra Fancy,

Wax Beans,

Holland

................ 9c

Government Inspected Meats.

Peas,

Wuhin^ton

Telephone, ^

Round Dixie Bjlles, 28

Pencil Pods, Fresh

lb.

^bs.

average, each

and Tender,

Lbs.

Only

Specials for Saturday
Pork Roa*t choice shoulder

i

*

GREAT
The young men you see in this surprises after surprises were in
picturefrom left to right are Ke- store for them.
Officials of the company, tovin Van Anrooy, Casper Schregardus and Alfreds Morris, all of gether with every member of the
Holland. They hive just returned concern, having nothing but the
from Chicago, where they attend- highest praise for the thousands
ed the great Century of Progress
expositionon the lake front. They
were the three from this city who
were pgu* winners among 160
other boys from this state in the
Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea
Co. contest.
The young lads reported a wonderful time as the guests of the A.
& P., the trip taking up the greater part of eight days, six of which
were spent in Chicago and at the
world’s fair. The officials of this
company having this trip in charge
showed these young men the time
of their lives and there was not a

dull

moment

during the

entire

trip.

They saw
could see

saw

it

the fair as no one else

and what

is

more they

Chicago, the second largest

city in the United States. Most

of them had never been to the
Ijs of the middle west find

:

&

«

- >:

Atlantic & Pacifi L
4-*>:

>:

TEa

CO

>:

upon thousands of boy contestants, Bavelnm business Wednesday.
their parents, relativesand their
Joe Werner and his niece, Josefriends who made competitionkeenl phine Stinson, motored to Grand
and interesting throughout the Rapids Tuesday.
six weeks’ period of vote getting.
Ernest Peck of Pentwaterwas
These votes were given with pur- the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
chases at A. A P. food stores in Peck Sunday.
the lower peninsula of the state
Mrs. Harry Guiles has gone to
of Michigan.
Pentwater to spend several weeks.

Accompanying the boys were
Jack Rohr a* their leader; Dr.
O. Marcotte, A. A P. represcnUtive; Mr. W. W. Brockway,WJR
representative;Mr. Stanley BoynLt.

ton and nurse, Miss Mildred Snell,
with troop leaders,L. A. Richter,
W. F. Church, H. Dunn and Arthur Ringus.
The entire 150 from Michigan
saw this “wonderland”at Chicago
and from the time they left home
up to the time they returned they
were being entertained by the A.
and P. and the outing did not cost
them a penny, the trip being their
tcwwd u pri»e Winners,

Mrs. H. F. Northquist, this week. quently assigned to the Grand Rapthe County of Ottawa is held, on
Bluegillsare biting pretty good ids Trust Company, a corporation,
itobcTv
now in the Big Pigeon. Guess of Grand Rapids, Michigan, on Monday, the 23rd day of Oct
A. D. 1983, at three o’clock in the
everyone is getting their 50 cents
which mortgage there is claimed afternoon of that day, Eastern
worth.
to be due at the time of this notice Standard Time, which premises are
The Crown Prince orchestra of
Muskegon is now playing for Mrs. for principal and interest the sum described in said mortgage as folWerner's privateclub at Styx hall, of Twenty-nineHundred and 74- lows; to-wit:
100 ($2,900.74)dollars, and an atlocated on the Pigeon river.
The East five (5) feet in
torney’s fee as provided for in said
width of Lot fifty (60) and the
Tausy Davis has gone to Musmortgage, and no suit or proceedWest thirty-six(36) feet in
Expires October 14
kegon for a few days.
ings at law having been instituted
width of Lot fifty-one (51)
Mrs. T. Felzona and daughter NOTICE OF MORTGAGE BALE to recover the moneys secured by
of Doornink's Subdivision of
Mary returnedhome Saturday Default having been made in the said mortgage or any part thereof,
Lots one (1) and eight (8),
after spending several weeks in conditions of a certain mortgage,
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, Block “B" Addition to the City
Chicago.
given by John Lanting and Jennie that by virtue of the power of sale
Mrs. Ben Stone left for Chicago Lanting, his wife, to First State
Uf ^ilUn^4**1 inth#
contained In said mortgage and
Tuesday to join her son, Carl.
Bank, a corporation,of Holland, pursuant to the statute in such case Micnipr-. m •
Mr. and Mrs. Tel Anys of New Michigan, dated the 11th day of made and provided the said mortDitod: ThU 19th
Richmond were the guests of Mrs. December, A. D. 1926, and recorded gage will be foreclosedby sale of A. D. If
Harry Guiles Sunday.
in the office of the Register of the premises therein described at GRAND
Burt K. Chaffee, Jr., was a visi- Deeds for the County of Ottawa public auction to the highest bidtor at the home of Mr. and Mrs. and State of Michigan on the 14th der at the North front door of the
LOKKER 6
Joe Werner Wednesday.
day of December,A. D. 1926, in Court House in the City of Grand
Mrs. Fredrich Granger of Mid- Liber 147 of Mortgages on page Haven, Michigan, that being
dfovillo in the guest of her cousin, 347, which mortgage was subse- place where the Circuit Court

^
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TREMENDOUS MISSION
SUCCUMBS TO INJURIES
GATHERING AT
PINE LODGE
William Glerum, one of

Prank Ressejfuic,Holland, has
moved to this city and will occupy
a raaidencc at 623 Fulton street,
Grand Haven.
Henry Siersma, former drain
commissioner,who resides at
North Holland, was in Grand Haven yesterday on business.
The following depositors’committee was appointed at Hamilton
at a meeting held at the Community hall in that village to take

up matters with the bank there.
They are Jacob Eding, William
Drenten, Dick Srait, John Jasebereno and John Ter Avert.

John Van Tatcnhovc and

son,

Lester, are spending the week
a camp in northern Michigan.

•

in

Rev. M. Amoys of the East
Leonard Christian Reformed

Zeeland’s efficient speed officers, died
early Tuesday as the result of an
automobileaccident on June 29,
when he, with a light Ford, chased
a speeder on M-21 east of the city.
He nearly got the speeder but in
telling him to stop the fenders of
the two cars locked and the light
Ford was overtorned and the officer was rendered unconscious
and taken to Zeeland hospital,
where after weeks of suffering he
finally succumbed to his injuries.
The speeder was C. Edwards of
Battle Creek, who was arrested
later by Officer Fred Bosma and
Undersheriff Ed Ryzenga.
Edwards was arraigned Wore
Justice H. Huxtable on Oiree
counts, reckless driving, leaving
the scene of an accident and failure to give aid at the scene of
the accident.
Just what the status of the case
will be now since the death of Mr.
Glerum is a matter for the prose-

church of Grand Rapids will exchange pulpitswith Rev. L. Van
Laar of the Prospect Park Christian Reformedchurch this Sunday. cutor.
Rev. Arnoys will have charge of
A coroner’s inquest was called
morning and evening services here. by Gilbert Vande Water of HolBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van land and will be held at the ZeeWieren at the Woodview^cottagcland city hall on July 28.
on the Ottawa Beach roadTon July
The funeral services will be held
today, Friday, at 1:30 from the
14, a son, Frederick,Jr.
home and at 2:30 from the Third
Rev, Oscar Holkeboer of OostChristian Reformed church of
burg, Wisconsin, will conduct the
Zeeland, Rev. Jabaay officiating.
evening service at the Harderwyk
Burial will take place in Zeeland
Christian Reformed church Suncemetery.
day at 7:30 o’clock.
Pallbearers will be Police Chief
o
Fred
Bosma, Officer Gerrit VanALBERT DE YOUNG
DIES AT HOME OF SON Dyke, Sheriff Ben Rosema, Undersheriff Ed Ryzenga and Deputies
Albert Do Young, 86, died Wed- M. Bareman and H. Kliene. Memnesday afternoon at the home of bers of the city council will be

- --

his son, Peter

Dc Young, 140 East honorarypallbearers.

Flags on the city hall and pubSeventh street.
Mr. De Young was bom in The lic buildingsare at half staff. The
Netherlands and came to this city body will lie in state at the Langeabout 42 years ago. He helped land funeral home.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
fn the buildingof the old HollandLake Michigan interurban.He was Kate Glerum; one son, Irvin Gleemployed by the Michigan Rail- rum of Ann Arbor; one daughter,
way system until the organization Miss Ruth Glerum of Zeeland; also
one brother and two sisters, Ed
went out of business.
Glerum and Mrs. William BareBesides hia son he is survived
man, and Mrs. Charles Rozema all
by a daughter, Mrs. Thomas Buof Zeeland.
ter of Holland, and seven grandThe jury is composed of Angus
children.
De Kruif, foreman; John Teusink,
Funeral services will be held John Kole, Jack Boonstra, Gilbert
Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock at Van Hoven and William Kamperthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter De man.

The annual Colonial missionary
sionary
Lodge
A program for the annual mis- on next Thursday afternoon
on aid
sion feat of the claasia of Holland evening.An array of good sneakand vicinity, of the Reformed era will have charge of the ptfcChurch in America, at Pine Lodge gram. The afternoon session beThursday, July 27, was announced gins at 2:00 o’clock;evening at
today by* Prof. A. E. Lampen, 7:30 o’clock.
member of the committee in charge
Miss Helene Broek of Holland
of arrangements.
was a guest of Mias Ruth Hieftje
The committee plans an innovaat her home on East Cherry street,
tion in the program this year by
picnic will be held at Pine

Zeeland,Tuesday.

The following musical program
be played at the next band
concert by the Zeeland American
Legion band, Friday night, July
21, at 8 o’clock, Fred Rabbai conducting: “Semper Fidelis,’’March,
by Sousa; “Aida," selection by
Verdi; "Blue and Gray Patrol,”by
C. W. Dal bey; "The Old Rugged
Cross,” arranged by F. Rabbai.
Requested by Mrs. Lewis; “A
Hunting Scene." descriptive, by P.
Bucallassi;“God and Silver,"
waltz, by Lehar; "Washington
Grays," March, by C. S. Grafulla;
"Star Spangled Banner."
Mrs. Matthew Heyboer was very
happily surprised at her home on
will

REV. H. A.

POPPEN

CENTRAL PARK

CONNELLY MAPS OUT
HOLLAND PROGRAM

ZEELAND

Jefferson street, Zeeland, Friday
evening, when her children took
possession of her home to help
celebrateher birthday anniversary.
Those present besides the home
members of the family were Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Heyboer and children, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jacobs,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Vander Plocg
and children,all of Holland. A
weincr roast was enjoyed and a
fine social time was enjoyed by all-

the inclusionof a general theme
of “I want to know the why about
missions." Questions will be asked
missionaries. In this way a definite, co-ordinated presentation of
the work in the mission fields will
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Noordhuis
be given, meeting criticismsand and children and Mr. and Mrs.
questions often encountered today
Russel Niesmer and Leona, all of
Prof. Lampen said.
Holland spent Wednesday at the
By adding a challenge to the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Noordprogram, it is hoped new interest
huis on Cherry street, Zeeland.
will be created. Members of
Miss Winifred Boone of Zeeland,
churches in the Holland and neighreturned Friday from a three
weeks’ vacation outing at the
girls’ camp at Newaygo, Michi-

Miss Georgiinna

Heneveld’a

William M. Connelly, the new Sunday school class met Thursday
Chamber of Commerce industrial afternoon at the home of Jean
director,in a concise statement, Harthorn. After the buslneee sesgives a resume of a tentative pro- sion games were played and regram he suggested.Undoubtedly freshments served.
Mr. Henry Hopkins, who has
Mr. Connelly will have a great
many more suggestions to make been representinga Chicago house
but these show that the new head in this territoryfor some years,
of the Chamber of Cpmmerce is has been called back to the home
alert and knows Holland’s needs. office to assume an executiveposition there. Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins
The suggestions follow:
A program for a new era for have made many friends in the
the City of Holland should include community who will be sorry to
see them leave.
the following:
new industrial develop- Mrs. Cedarholm of Castle Park
was a guest of Mrs. Jacob H. De
ment.
1—

A
A
A

Free this week.

convention bureau.

Mr. Maurice Hendrickson of
Grand Rapids will sing a solo at
A drive for improvementand the church Sunday morning.
Leona, Sidney and Cathabclle
enlargement of tho resort area.
An expansionof the Tulip Teusink of Zeeland are spending
a few days visiting their grandWeek idea.
parents, Mi. and Mrs. Henry Teu2—

3—

port development.

4—

BLOWN TO ETERNITY

5—

Elaborating on those ideas a bit,
I would say that this is the time
for all small towns to make their
drive for new industries. The decentralization of industry has been
recommended by the president and
is being recognizedby many manufacturers as essentialto the future welfare of their existence.
The City of Holland is indeed
fortunate in having such an excellent hotel and many other facilities for the enjoymentof visitors,
all of which is a first essential to
procuring conventions.It is my
opinion that Holland could be made
a very popular convention town
with proper and well directed efforts and at least an average of

one good convention per

sink.

The missionary society met on
Tuesday afternoon at the parsonage with Mrs. F. J. Van Dyk and
Mrs. James Cook as the hostesses.
Mrs. Ralph Van Lente and Mrs.
Dick Van Der Meer led in the devotions. Mrs. F. J. Van Dyk sang
a solo and Mrs. John R. Kempers
of Chiapas, Mexico, appeared in a
colorful Mexican costume and gave
a most interesting talk on the
work she and her husband are doing there. There were twentyeight ladies in attendance and refreshments were served by the
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hostesses.

Rev. F. J. Van Dyk was

in

Grand

weeki
Tuesday,
Prof. Paul E.

Hinkamp will
preach at the church Sunday in an
Regarding the developmentof exchange of pulpits with the pasyour port, many things enter into
tor who will conduct the services
this. It is true that there will be
at his former charge in Hamilton.
a big development in carferry opMrs. Neil Eastman has been
erationswhen the national plan for confined to her home on account
landed in your hotel.

trunk line railroadsis completed. of illness for the past two. weeks.
Muskegon, Grand Haven and Hol- She is making a good recovery.
land are in a very direct line for
Mr. Jacob Stroop’s conditionregan. Miss Gale Boone has gone
this development. One essential mains about the same although
to spend a vacation at the same
j to secure government funds for
he has been unable to be up and
camp.
harbor development is tonnage. It about for the past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Elhart, Alis my opinion that Holland can
Virginia Lee Cummins of Grand
bert Meeuwsen and Bernard Heuget this tonnage by well directed
Rapids is visiting her cousin, Ann
velhorstspent last Friday at Murand intelligent effort if certain Jane Van Dyk, for a week.
ray lake, seven miles north of
connections are worked out in MilCherry pickers have been busy
Lowell. They visited Mr. and Mrs.
waukee, which at this time are at work on the fruit farms of WilTed Elhart, who reside there.
somewhat encouraging. large
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit F. Huizenga amount of shipping in and out of liam Benedict and Harry Du Mez,
returned to Zeeland Saturday eve- your port would bring subsidiary but the crop is not as good as in
Young. Rev. L. Veltkamp, pastor
ning from a few days’ stay in enterprisessuch as shipyards and other years.
of Central Avenue ChristianReHOLLAND WILL ASK
Rockford, Illinois,where Mr. Hui- outfitting establishments.
There
formed church, will officiate.
zenga
went as a demonstratorin is also, of course, the prospect of
GOVERNMENT
HELP
TO
Friends may view the body at the
the finishingroom for the Kenil- Industrial Recovery Act funds
BUILD SCHOOL
De Young home on East Seventh
worth shops. On July 24 they will where public necessity can be
street.
leave for Buffalo, New York, shown.
The board of educationat its anwhere Mr. Huizenga has accepted
There is no city better located
nual election Tuesday evening reSCHOOL BOY MUSICIANS
an excellent position with the than Holland as a center of sumelected
Fred
Beeuwkes
president,
Sykes Furniture company, manu- mer resort activities and there is
IN CAMP AT PINE LODGE
(Continued from Page One)
and Henry Geerlings secretary.
facturersof desks, chairs and bed- much to be done to revamp some
of the car as it swung west on a
William Arendshorstwas elected
room furniture. They will be ac- of your resort areas.
A Christian school boys’ musi- vice president, succeeding James
back street.
companiedby Gerald Elenbaasof
It is my opinion that your Tulip
cians camp, consistingof eighty A. Brouwer, who failed to qualify boring classes are urged to attend
Then he saw Kenneth Jackson,
Borculo who will visit them a few
Week idea is susceptibleto consid- 32, garage proprietorand member
boys from Muskegon, Holland, for re-election at the recent elec- the fest.
its
weeks.
The meeting will open at 2
erable expansion. I think it is pos- of the village council, who organKalamazoo and Grand Rapids, has tion. John Olert and Earnest C.
o’clock
in
the
afternoon
with
Rev.
Last
Thursday
afternoon
Mr.
sible
to
bring
representatives
of
been pitched at Pine Lodge.
ized the vigilantes at Fennville.
Brooks were received as new memThe program includes two con- bers. Geerlings is the oldest mem- C. A. Stoppels, pastor of Bethel and Mrs. J. Heuvelhorst of Grand the various bulb and seed houses to
Jackson, who is an expert rifle
certs, the first on Thursday eve- ber of the board, having served 37 Reformed church, Holland, as Rapids, Miss Frances Van Nuil, Holland during that time and have and pistol shot, ran into his ganing at 8 o’clock and the second years as member and 20 years as chairman. Henry Hoffman of Mrs. Richard Huyser and baby, an exhibit hall for that purpose, rage for his shotgun and climbed
Holland will direct a song service. Betty Ann, and Mrs. S. Ensing of the sale of space in which might into his own car with Russell Mcon Jniy 28.
secretary.
Rev. Stoppels will conduct devo- Zeeland, and Mr. and Mrs. G. J. be a source of considerable reveTentative plans are for organizThe Holland school board will tions. Rev. H. V. E. Stegeman. Veldman of Holland called on Mr. nue towards refinancing the costs Kellips, 22, an employe, at the
ing a children’schorus. Leaders
wheel.
investigatethe possibility of get- missionary to Tokio, Japan; Rev. and Mrs. William Rief at Holland.
of the Tulip Week festivities.I Kellips’ head was struck,possibly
in the movement and also for the
ting funds under the self-liquidat- J. R. Kempers, missionary to ChiBom to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit would also think that endeavor causing a skull fracture.
musicians’camp are: Herman Vaning division of the federal program apas, Mexico, and Rev. Henry PopMeeuwsen, Franklin street, Zee- should be made to have the state • Unable to continue driving,Mcder Vennen, director; Gerald Multo construct a previously planned pen, missionary to Amoy, China, land, a son, Tuesday, July 18.
convention of Garden clubs held at Kellips pulled off to the side of
der. Phil Brease, Theodore Janaddition to the high school build- will speak. An offertory, music
Rev. and Mrs. William Kok, Rev. Holland simultaneously with the the road.
Ktna, Fred Ophof and Neal Spaning.
Tuition for nonresident stu- and closing prayer will end the and Mrs. A. Jabaay and Rev. H.
ninga, all of Grand Rapids, and
Tulip Week
In a car following them, howE. Oostendorp, all of this city,
H. J. Kuiper, superintendent of dents amounts to between $8,000 afternoon session.
This may sound like a very am- ever, were James Michin, G. Shoe
and
$9,000 annually, and it was
The evening meeting at 7:30 Rev. and Mrs. John C. De Kome, bitiousprogram, but it is like the maker and Iva Wade. They took
Christian schools of Muskegon.
thought that this might place the o’clock will have Rev. J. AVolterink, missionaries to China, and Rev.
Sat., July
p.
Admission 25c
The camp will close July 28.
one proposed by our new president. up the chase, firing until they
constructionin a classification as pastor of Forest Grove Reformed and Mrs. Jacob Kamps, Indian
He says that if it is only carried flattened the rear tires.
self-liquidating.
church, as chairman. The Beech- missionaries to New Mexico, at- out 50 per cent it will make a prosAbout three miles west on M-89
The building has been over
tended the ministers' conference perity the country has never known Austin turned his car into an orcrowded for several years. Work
at the home of Rev. and Mrs. J. before. I hope he is right and I chard owned by Elmer Paine on
on an addition would provide jobs
HOLLAND. MICH.
Geels at Beaverdam last Tuesday. hope I am right in what I have the old LaDick farm, and drove
for between 50 and 60 men for
Miss Lena Ozinga is spending outlined.
back from the road about onefive months.
a week in Chicago where she will
WM. M. CONNELLY. half mile and stopped the car.
On self-liquidatingprojects,
o
attend the world’s fair.
Michin fired several shots over the
has been understood here that the
Miss Mary Vander Wall, clerk ZEELAND AND HOLLAND
Another Shipment of
car in an effort to Induce the cougovernment will donate 30 per
at Boone & Co. store, is confined
ple to surrender.Austin stepped
WOMEN
ENTERTAIN
cent of the total amount needed
to her home on West Main street
from the car with his rifle and
and will lend the remaining 70 perwith illness.
•—MatineesDaily at 2:30—
Michin fired one shot, which hit
(Zeeland Record)
cent on liberal terms.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Streur and
him in the shoulder. Austin dropEvenings at 7 and 9
Trustees Earnest C. Brooks, WilMrs.
William
Meyer
of
this city
grandchildren,Betty and Virginia
ped his gun and gave up.
liam Arendshorst and Andrew
Streur of Holland, spent Sunday and Mrs. Ai Barveld of Holland
In the meantime this village was
Klomparens
were
appointed on
were
hostesses
at
a
shower
given
with Mr. and Mrs. F. Huizenga.
Fri^ Sat., July 21, 22
on the move. More than 100 men
commit lee to look into the matter
in
honor
of
Miss
Anna
Dykema,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Meearmed had been started west, the
It was reported that $10,144.60
James Dunn and Joan Bennett
boer, Miss Gladys Meeboer and a bride-to-be, at the home of Mrs. state police from Paw Paw were
of which $6,269.60was in school
Meyer
on
Main
street, Zeeland,
Henry Smallegan of Holland enon hand, as was Sheriff Fred Mil— in
board scrip and $3,875 was in cash
joyed a fine trip through north- last Friday afternoon.Those pres- ler of Allegan and Chief of Pohad been collected as school taxes
ern Michigan. They also visited ent were Mrs. Gerrit Gebben, Mrs. lice Peter Lievense of Holland,toby the city treasurer.
98c
Mrs. Ray Beeboer’s relatives at Fred Langeland, Mrs. George Geb- gether with OfficersBen Kolkman,
The committee on schools and
ben, Mrs. Lambert Gebben, Mrs.
Arizona
Ironwood, whom she had not seen
Dave O’Connorand Jack Van Hoff
Supt. E. E. Fell were given the
Bert Zuwcrink and the guest of
$11.95 and $14.95
for some time. They enjoyed
of Holland. Dr. R. J. Walker of
matter of re-consideringthe plan
REV. H. V. E. STEGEMAN
honor,
all of Zeeland; Mrs. B. Rievery pleasant time, returning by
Saugatuck
dressed the wounds of
to close Froebel school No. 2 next
mersma and AngclineRiemersma
Mon.,Tues., Wed.,
29c
way of Chicago.
the cashier and the members of
year in the program of economy.
of New Groningen;Mrs. M. BerJuly 24. 25. 26
the posse, and then turned his atThe
sewing
circle
of
which
Miss
Closing of the school would make wood band, conducted by Bert
kompu.s of West Olive, and Miss
$3.50
Anna Dykema was member, gave Dorothy Lampen of Holland.Games tention to Austin,who was brought
Charlie Ruggles.RuthBoland and transfer of the part-time classes Brandt, will play. Mr. Hoffman
back to town on a small truck.
to the Froebel No. 1 buildingnec- will have charge of a song service. a miscellaneousshower in her hon- were played at which prizes were
The stolen money was found in
Lilyan Taahman in
essary and this situation has given Rev. S. C. Nettinga,president of or at the home of Miss Mary Ann won and a fine lunch was served.
the car and was restored to the
rise to some complaint,it was said. Western Theologicalseminary, Boes, Zeeland, Monday evening. Miss Dykema received many fine
bank. Mrs. Austin was taken to
Those present were Mrs. Marvin gifts.
will discuss "The Why of Foreign
the Allegan county jail by Undero
Among those from Holland who Missions Yesterday," and Rev. A. Geerlnigs and the Misses Sarah
sheriff Claude Gibson, L. R. Brady,
recently attended the world’s fair Pieters,professor of English, Bi- Schrotenboer,Clara Gebbcn, Ethel
VIRGINIA PARK
Added
conservator of Fruitgrowers’State
in Chicago are Miss Dorothy ble and Missions at the seminary, Kleinjans,Catherine Heyboer,
Holland, Michigan
212—216 River Ave.
bank, Saugatuck, and C. W. ParHaan. Miss Ruth Nibbelink, Mr. will discuss"The Why of Foreign BeatriceBouma, Mary Ann Boes
On The Stage— In Person
and the guest of honor, Anna DykMr. and Mrs. George Heneveld rish, Saugatuck druggist.
and Mrs. Albert Boone and daugh- Missions Today."
Austin was taken to the Meema.
Deliciousrefreshments were and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schutter, Helen, and son, Junior; Edwin
Canteen service on the grounds
Berkel, Donald Timmer, Robert will be under the charge of the served and Miss Dykema received maat of Hamilton went on a fish- morial hospital in Allegan, where
The World’s Greatest Magician Evenhuis, Joe Heerspink,John
many fine gifts.
ing trip in the northernpart of he is held under guard. Anti- papers in the name of Frank A. But we both were desperate for
Pine Lodge association.
The Van Haitsma family re- the state with George’s new trail- tetanus injections were given him. Olsen, granted May 21, 1914, and money.
Vogelsang, Jr., Henry Ten Hoor.
A children's hour will be started
Asked if he was worried now,
Thura., Fri., Sat.,
Frederick Ver Hoef and Leonard at 2:30 o’clock in the afternoon, union was held in Brown's woods er adding much to the comfort Physicians reported his condition to Grace Maria Sigley on FebruAustin said no. MI am not worryas just fair. He was suffering ary 10, 1925.
last Wednesday, when about 175 of the trip.
Vogelsang.
conducted by Mrs. J. Schipper of
July 27, 28. 29
were present. A picnic dinThe Community club held its from loss of blood and shock and There will probably be no ar- ing. I’ll let the law worry. I
Holland.
ner was enjoyed at noon which regular meeting at the clubhouse his physical condition generally raignments pending the outcome know my personal liberty Is gone
Claudette Colbert, Ben Lyon and
was followedby a program consist- Monday evening. John Kuipera was not good.
of injuriesto McKellips and Aus- but that's life’s destiny.
"Gee, we were a couple of kids,"
Three Allegan youths who plead- ing of singing, instrumental mu- and Henry Meeusen served the
Ernest Torrence in
McKellips was struck just above
tin.
he said, reverting again to his
ed guiily to larceny in connection sic, and readings; also a ball refreshments.
the left eye by a bullet which folMrs. Austin said last night she
with the robbery of a grocery game. At the business meeting
The Hubs baseball team has lowed the skull around, coming to and her husband turned from farm- wife. "She was a real pal.
"I want them to sell the farm
store, were held on bonds of $200 Prof. J. P. Van Haitsma of Grand
ICoverthe
rest
just
underneath
the
skin
at
been the winner in several close
ing to bank robbery because they
each today, pending sentence.
Rapids was elected president,and games which they played last the back of the head. The bullet were "slowly starving,”and as she and give everything to her. i We
put every cent we had into that
The trio, Milton Swartz, 19; Mrs. P. H. Karaten of Zeeland, week. The young lads are play- was removed and he will be taken
It Is
$2 02
sat in her cell at the county jail farm and only owe $200 now. I
to Kalamazoo as soon as possible
Paul Armintrout, 18, and Merle secretary-treasurer.
ing in fine form and there is
at Allegan declared she wished always made the payments b«fore
White, 17, appeared before Cirfor X-ray pictures to determine if
splendid co-operation.
they both had been killed.
they were due.
cuit Judge Fred T. Miles Tueshe
has a skull fracture. He was
presented
Mr. Chauncey Davenport sub"We were destitute,”she said,
day.
resting easily late last night.
'T tried to borrow money at an
mitted
to
a
tonsillectomy
Wednes— Matiaees Daily at 2:10relating the reasons for the sudden
o
Jackson,
in
spite
of
his
wound
Allegan
bank, but I couldn’t get
day, and is making splendid imdecisionto hold up the bank. “It
P. Paris of Holland appeared on
Evenings at 7 and 9
provement since his other opera- and a close brush with death, was was either that or starve. We any.”
Wade’s Drug Stores
jubilant at the capture. He was
Wednesday afternoon before JusAustin broke down again and
tion.
were just driven to it. I wish we
tice M. Barense on a charge of
The Virginia Park Women’s active in forming the vigilantes. had both been killed. We just started talking about his wife
selling ice in the city without a
“Everythingwent off just as
with 98c. for the follow
anew. "She really didn’t have anyclub sponaored a picnic at Jenison
Frin Sat, July 21, 22
license. Paris demanded an ex- B inx to Peck’s and receive $1.00
we had planned," said Jackson. couldn’t make farming pay."
thing to do with the holdup.
Park
Wednesday
evening.
The
ing
merchandise;
Bottle
of
Her
husband,
from
his
hospital
amination which was set for July
Douglas Fairbanks, Ji. and Pahusbands and the members of the "The telephone operator did her
"I figured If I wasn’t suspected
25.
part in notifying all surrounding bed, talked last night after remen’s club were invitedguests.
of the robbery I would go right
tricia Ellis in
gaining some of hia composure.
1 Pore Eager Hair
towns,
the
sheriffs
department
o -----"How is the wife?” was his first back to live on the farm. If I
Chester LaHuis of Miami, Fla.,
and state police. It just shows
Shaving Brush $2.00
was under suspicion I aimed to
Hamilton
Special Only
was a Zeeland caller with friends
that a small town, properly organ- question, and it was plain that
go whereverI had to.
ized, can make it tough for bank upon her all his interestscenter.
1 pkg. Razor Blades .25
and relatives. He is spending a
'T didn't want to kill anyone ftnd
"I hope she doesn’t worry and
G. J. Bolks and sons, John and bandits."
vacation at the summer home of
I Tube Lenweli
Stanley, are in Chicago at the
his sister, Mrs. H. Coith at TenMon., lues., July 24, 25
The car in which the Austins have a nervous breakdown," he I didn't shoot until the officers
world's fair this week.
nessee beach.
Shaving
.60
were riding was carefully packed said, breaking into tears. "She’s J starting shooting at me) When
Kay Francis in
Ella Roggen, Janet and Jose- with most of their belongings. been a real pal. My marriage with they drew up beside me in their
1 Steptic
.15
euSer with kidney, phine Kaper attended a shower in They were apparently ready to get her is the only thing in my llfel car we all started shooting.
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Sander out for a time at least, although that has turned out successfully.| "In the bank I didn’t figure on
bowels, and liver troubles?
Stevens,
“She was married before and that man starting a tussle with
Schippera at Overisel Saturday there were some things in their
Total value $3.00
Use
BITTER’S to evening.
home, which was searched by of- l|ved in California. She was di- me. It Isn't very often a man will
stimulate these organs.
vorced several years before I met walk up against a gun like that.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schutmaat, ficers.
Wad., Thurs., July 26,27
All for 98c with this
time,
Alvin Veenhuis of Flint, Mr. and
In a lock box was found a di- her. She is a Michigan girl and But j WMn.t lctred
coupon.
ba(jy thinking of what
Ayres and Ginger Rogers in
Mr*. George Heneveld and two vorce decree granted Ernest Sig- ray mother knew her before I had i
children left for the north on a ley from Grace Sigley dated Feb.
was going on. My wife didn’t
Woolworth Building,
Quantity Limited.
fishing
•
"I was born in New Buffalo,1act scared either, but suffered
21, 1927. The charge was extreme
2 East 8th St.
The Kronemeyer Broe. and Jay cruelty. The court ordered Grace Michigan. My father ran a gen- pretty much from shock, I gapes,
Peters sang at the South Haven to quit claim deed within 30 days ersl store and did some farming. ! "I got Into the bank about 4 in
Holland,
Michigan
Thors., Fri, Sat.
Reformed church Sunday. Harvey to tiie plaintiff land in Detroit lo- I Asked
ic
~
Cor. River and Eighth
Wed. evening July
Hoffman, student of the 'Ifestern cated In the Grand River subdi bank
Austin said:
janitor
I tied him up,
Houra:
&30-12>00-1:00--600
tor the
didn’t know where I was going, was nice to him. I talked to
seminary, i* supplying tW) church vision.
Even Inge 7:00— (kJO Except
Sheriffs Convent ioa.
during the summer months.
There were «Uo n«Uirilii«tion She never uked *ny quwtioni.l end.trM not to ><an him.'

A

Man and Women
Stage Holdup

BASE BALL

At Fennville

Allegan-Base Line

The Team

that gave the

Nine

hardest

Holland

game

This Season
vs.

Mosser Leathers

Champion Team

Holland’s

RIVER VIEW PARK

m.

22—3:15

THEATRES

-

HOLLAND

-

JUST ARRIVED

STEAMER CHAIRS
—At—

89c

—

LAWN

SEATS
GLIDERS

To Broadway

at

$1*30

at
.

and

. .

FOLDING STOOLS at
BEACH UMBRELLAS at

Mama Loves Papa

--

-

Jas. A.

.

Brouwer Co.

BLACKSTONE

' *

Waterfront

‘

ClipThisCoupon
Worth

COLONIAL

When

-

-

Coupon

WAHOO BITTERS

-

The Narrow Corner

25c

Cream
Pencil

Mary

M.D.

Why

Dr. C. L.

Loew

WAHOO

Dentist

Uw

Peck s Drug Store

Don’t Bet on Love

robber.

trip.
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BIG PAVILION
SAUGATUCK
The Brightest Spot on the Great Lakes

Store Robbery
at

Grand Haven
Seems Strange

MAN POSES AS INSURANCE
IN PREVIOUS
ROBBERY

INSPECTOR

if

30

ml
ANGLERS

EIGHT BLIND
CATCH PLENTY OF FISH

Bowen Talks

I

On County's
Welfare Work

Eight blind anglers and their
guide will return to their homes
at Grand Rapids Monday after an
unusual week-end fishing trip.
Their 4xpeditk>n was arranged by

HOLLAND ROAD PROJECT

1N-I

CLUDED IN LIST OF LA- 2
Miss Roberta A. Griffith, secretary
of
the
Association
for
the
Blind,
BOR PROJECTS FOR
An attempt to rob Kieft Bros.
Clothing Store at Grand Haven in who was convincedthat anyone
WELFARE
the early morning waa frustrated who once could fish could continue
by the city
cuy police
ponce and
ana although
aunougn we
the to do so after he had lost his sight.
Carl T. Bowen, chairman of tht
bandits
its got away in a high-powered Miss Griffith reported Sunday that
HIS
county
welfare board, addresaad
car, t!
their evident plan of cleaning the trip was a success,the blind
the RoUrians at Grand Haven, tellthe atore
itore waa prevented and fishermen not only making a good
Crawfords Orchestra has recently returned frcm Califor- out the
ing of the welfare work which baa ^
thus the clothing merchant waa catch, but baiting their own hooks
nia, and was featured in several Holl^wocd rrcticn
been done for the last two yean
saved from loaa of possiblyseveral and removing their fish from the
in Ottawa county. At the tlaa
hundreds of dollars.
pictures and West Coast De Lux Theatres
hooks without help.
Governor Brucker in October, 1981,
There were apparently two men,
asked for welfare committees hi
one stationedin the car, while the
each county, Mr. Bowen waa made
other jimmied the lock. When the
chairmanof the committeein thlT
one spied the officers a signal was
county.
given and the other man jumped
Into the car and drove off at a furiDuring 1931 and 1932 out of j
Is
ous pace out Washington street to
funds furnished by the state hick*!
U.S.-31 toward Hollsnd. The local
way department and the county
policemen followed In the city car.
road commiiaion, 1,000 men were
They pushed the car to 75 miles
employed who receiver 147,000.
but the bandit car easily pulled JUDGE MILES RELEASES HIM
Of this, $5,200 was paid to welaway*
fare worken from Grand Haven,
FROM JAIL AFTER A MONTH
The offirers returned to the store
Of the men employed during thlij
BEHIND THE BARS
and found the lock broken in the
time 11 per cent of the total ia
same way as the lock on the Style
the
county were from Grand Ha»|
$50.00 in Cash for best costumes. 1st priies for “Fun- Shop two years ago, when that Mayor Lionel Heap of Grand
ven. This compares with 15 per
store was robbed of about $2,500 Haven, held in the county jail aince
cent of population in Grand Ha-]
niest”, “PrettiestGirl”, “Milk Maid”, “Any Nationworth of merchandise.
June 5 on a body execuUoa, was
ven and 13Vt per cent of the cook]
Officers Kinkema and VanTool released by Sheriff Ben Rosema at
ality”, “Vamp” and most distinctivecostumes
ty valuation ao those receiving
were drivingthrough the alley back 2 p. m. Saturday. The news that
help from Grand Haven were lew
of the Kieft store on their rounds the city official waa to be freed
than the average throughout tho!
about 4:00 a. m. They drove out was first learned when Judge F. T.
county.
on Third street and then to Wash- Miles of Holland, judge of the Otington street. They noticed the car tawa-Allegan circuit, filed a de<tae
Late in 1932 the RFC made^
parked in front of the Kieft store at the county clerk’s office with
availablefunds for welfare work,]
and thought at first that it was William Wilds.
No application waa made frewj
probably one of the owners going
Grand Haven until May, 1988. when
Mr. Heap has been incarcerated
fishing or making an early morning since June 5, 1933, and his release
they asked for 15,000. On May 19,
start of some kind.
was affected following a petition
they received of the amount
As the police car drove down made bv him in circuit court
064.54. This loan is made payable
Commencing Tuesday Night, July 28, and continuing each Washington street the other car wherein he declared his full finanover a five-yeer period, from the
dashed away and the local men cial position, showing that he has
Tuesday and Thursday Night, General AdmisGETS FIRST PASTORATE
amount received from delinquent
followed it as they realized they no property or assets from which
taxes. The four units in the cad
sion 40c., Dancing and Pictures Free
had come upon an attempted rob- the judgmentof nearly $8,000 held
ty consistingof Grand Haven
Rev.
Jacob
C.
Pelon,
native
of
bery. They noticed the license by his uster-in-law,Edna M. Heap,
Holland City and Holland and Pnn|
this
city,
has
taken
his
first
pastoFeature or Souvenir Parties every Monday, Wednesday plates were from Wayne county might be collected.
rate in the Reformed church at townships total welfare for May
and
the back end of the car seemed
In the decree Judge Miles says
and Friday hi this
The large committeenow work- E. K. Shaw, E. P. Stephan, Dr. C. Rotteniam, N. Y. Pelon was re- was $20,890.45. Of the
to be full of articles of some kind.
“Had the petitioner offered to come
F. Sulkers,Rev. H. D. Ter Keurst, ceived bv proper credentialsfrom under the congressionalrelief ae0
The officers suspicionedthat a pre- into court and reveal all of his ing untiringlyin order to put over
John Vandtrsluis, Gilbert Vandc the Baptist denomination and pass- grants Grand Haven received in
a
1,000
membership
in
the
new
Asvious haul had been made some- assets before the executionwas isDancing and Motion Pictures Every Night
sociationof Commerce, is report- Water, William Visscr, Walter C. ed a very satisfactoryexamination May $2,583.01 and in June $4,where.
sued and had he done so in the
This is the first attempt at a beginning as he now has, there ing much enthusiasm, new hope Walsh, Edward W. Winslow, C. C. before the classis of Schenectady, 883.81.
In April the supervisore reor-j
robbery of the kind since the state would have been no reason for the and many willing contributionsin Wood, L. F. Allen, Tony Dozeman, N. Y. He was graduated from Hope
college in 1929 and pursued his ganixed the welfare committee but
police post here has been aban- issuanceof the bodv execution pledges to the new "set-up" for a Fritz N. Jonkman.
Committee No. 6— Vernon Ten theological course in a seminary in regained Mr. Bowen aa chairman?
doned. Undoubtedlythe work was which sent him to jail for a month." greater Hollsnd, industriallyand
the cast.
one of experts, said Chief LawCate, chairman; John Cooper, Marof the committee.
Mr. Heap, when interviewed,laid commercially.
rence DeWitt, and they were aware he had nothing to say on the nutThere are few turn downs among tin Dykema, John Galien, Henry
The loans made to Ottawa eova3
that the state police were not with- ter other than that he expected to the citizensasked and many for- Gecriings, Andrew Hyma, Willis BOY BURNED AT WEST
ty previous to April were $60,008.j
OLIVE IS RECOVERING
in reaching distance.
get to work immediatelyon tity mer members are taking more Diekcma, Ben F. Harris, Joe E.
In April, $15,500; May, $20,4093
P. C. Kieft and his brother, Wil- affairs. Charles E. Misner, his atpledges than they held before in Kardux, C. D. Kaar, Bernard KeeJune, $18,000. The loana and]
ford Kieft, owners, recalled that torney, was out of the city and no
John Tylcn, 10 years old. who grants to Grand Haven City t|!S
fer, Raymond Knooihuizcn, Chris
the old organization.
Hsven
to
about 12 years ago, almost to the statementcould be secured from
A spirit of optimism has taken Korosc, Isaac Kouw, Wallace J. was burned at West Olive, is re- dale were loans $2,448,
448, grants $7^
day, they were robbed of $2,600
ported to be improvingat Hatton
him.
446.82. In Ottawa county dortaf
the city by storm since the an- Kuite, M. C. Lindeman, J. Thomas
worth of merchandise. The two
Mr. Heap noted with interest nouncement of “Bill” Connelly’s Mahan, Thomas H. Marsilje, C. J. hospital,Grand Haven, where he May. M00 families,
S consistingof
brothers had just started in busi- that the supervisors of Muskegon
was taken yesterday afternoon.The
McLean, A. H. Meyer, Fred Meyer,
sived relief, aa
ness then and carriedno insurance county had raised the cost of keep- coming was made.
lad is reported to have been stand- 6,300 persons, received
OILS—
and the loss was a bad blow to ing a civil prisoner from 50 cents The mayor and common council John J. Mikula, R. H. Muller, Dr. ing near a can of gasoline at a average of $3.25; In Jane, 879]
R. H. Nichols, W. R. Pemberton, filling station, when a motorist families,8,965 persons, an nvaty
these beginners.A truck was then per day to $3.00. He asked the Ot- have shown a fine spirit in taking
lighted match which age of $4.94. This reprasanta
backed up to the rear windows and tawa county board to fix the 6>rft the initiativein contributing to Elbern Parsons, C. L. Seery, Cor- threw
the goods were taken out through at $4.12, at the last meeting he this cause and the names of the nelius Vander Meulen, R. Don landed in the gasoline can and ex- decrease during June of 87 per]
representativemen who will round Matheson. Dr. C. Van Raalte,Wil- ploded it. The boy, standing nesr, cent of familiesbut an increassof
a window.
attended which was not done.
Mr. Kieft recalled that a few
out the projectby securing a large liam J. Westveer, Frank Weener, was covered with flames. It is re- 50 per cent in cost per person. Thla
o
days before an uncouth man came MUCH ACTIVITY AT
membership in the new organiza- Dr. William Westrate, Martin ported the burns are second degree is accounted for by the fast that
Wiersema, Henry Wilson, Adrian and the recovery of the lad is as- those who were off the relief an- :
into the store, saying he was an
HOLLAND SUGAR COMPANY tion, follow:
insurance inspector. He busied
L. Van Putten, Chester Van Ton- sured.
Committee
No.
1
William
tirely had previously been getting^
W. R.
General Manager
himself in the rear of the building
geren.
Arendshorst,
chairman;
Alex
Barless help than the ones who re-'1
There is much activity in evifor some time. He believed the
Committee No. 7— Alex Van TEACHER IS CLEARED
rosined on and the fact that tka
8-16 West Seventh
Holland, Mich.
dence at the Holland plant of the num, Vaudie Vandenberg, William
man was making plans of the rear
OF BEATING SCHOOL BOY soldiers’ relief funds were exhaustLake Shore Sugar company. A Waganaar, H. S. Covell, Russell Zanten, chairman; W. M. Berg,
entrance and other details that coned and the Red Cross goods and
mechanical unloading device is be- Haight, Joe Kramer, A. E. Rams- Henry Ter Haar, Dr. F. E. Detributed to the almost complete
A verdict of no cause for action flour were not available. In Jnly^
land, Herman Prins, D. B. K. Van Weese, James Vos, Simon DeWitt,
ing
installed
for
handling
beets
cleanout of the store at that time.
was returned Saturday in circuit
delivered to the plant by wagons Raalte, Volney Dibble,H. P. Zwe- A. Patsy Fabiano, Jacob Fris, court, Allegan, in a damage suit the applicationfrom ths four units
mer,
E.
B.
Rich
and
James
DeNicholas
Hoffman,
Jr.,
Jerry
Houtmentioned above were $17,500 for
and trucks. This power driven maagainst Mrs. Gertrude Trigg, rural
LETTER CARRIERS
ing, S. H. Houtman, Dr. W. C. school teacher, who was accused by the county of which Grand Haven
chinery dumps the beets out of the Young.
TO MEET JULY 24 wagop or truck and by means of a
Committee No. 2— Albert E. Van Kools, Dr. A. Leenhouts, Jacob CliffordKelley of having beaten is $5,000.
Mr. Bowen referred to the prolarge belt conveys them into the Lente, chairman;Joe H. Geerds, Lievense, James Nibbelink, Peter his son, Burton, 9 years old. Kelley
Russell Boeve, Frank Bolhuis, M. Notier, C. E. Ripley, George Schuil- charged that Mrs. Trigg beat and vision under the national indosstorage
yard
of
the
plant.
A
load
Rural letter carriers of Kent, Oting, Carl E. Swift, Dick Van Kol- kicked the child, causing a hernia. trial recovery act which
tawa, Muskegon,Oceana and New- of beets is unloaded in two or three Brandt, Frank Dyke, Theodore
ken, Dr. M. J. Cook, A. J. West- Mrs. Trigg denied the charge and available$12,700,000for Mi
aygo counties will hold their annual minutes with this equipment.This Kuiper, C. H. Landwehr, Edgar
_____
up-to-date
equipment
supplants Landwehr,M. H. Pellegrom,George veer, Mayo Hadden and Jack Zwe- said that she had spanked Burton highways. The state
district convention July 24 at Mus
If
let
with her bare hand when he mis- commissioner is the administrator
mer.
kegon. On the program will be forking the beets by hand into the B. Tinholt,John B. Vander Ploeg,
ly that
that “hurt of this fund in Michigan.
Evert Westing, T. Warner, Bert A.
Committee No. 8— H. W. Roll, behaved and undoubtedly
Senator Arthur H. Vandenbergand bins from the wagon.
r
take
Ottawa county applied for four
Coal for the campaign is coming Gebben, Alfred Van Duren, Arthur chairman;W. R. Buss, Eldon W. her more than it did him.”
National President W. G. Armprojects: Repaving through tht;
Dick, J. Frank Duffy, Henry A.
strong of Niles. The women’s aux in daily in carload lots. Other sup- W. Wrieden.
care of the refreshvillageof Spring Lake; widening
plies are also being received.
Committee No. 3— James Klom* Geerds, John J. Good, Alfred C. REFORMED PASTOR IS
iliary also will hold its convention.
HURT IN INDIANA the grade on trunk line No. 10
The
plant
is rapidly being put in parens, chairman; G. Buis, Henry Joldersma, Charles Kirchen, AdriThe state associatoinwill hold
feature at a
east from Nuniea to Marne; re-|
conditionwith an increased crew of Carley, Frank Duhrkopf, Mike Es- an Klaasen, J. Klingenberg, G.
its annual convention at Traverse
Rev. Frederick Olert of Holland, surfacing the pavement on trunk
senburg, S. L. Henkle, M. L. Hinga, John Kooiker, Otto P. Kramer, V.
reasonable
City July 25 to 27, with the wom- workers.
The beets are developing satis- John Hulst, A. C. Keppel, G. M. C. Mape, William J. Olive. A. M. pastor of the Reformed church at line No. 31 running south from
an's auxiliary meeting as a sepaPaducah, Ky., suffered a serious in- West Olive IVi miles and rebuild-.;
factorilyand the outlook is for a Laepple, Prof. A. E. Lampen, John Petersen, Gerrit Scholten, Reuben
pricerate body. Ottawa county will be
jury to his foot when his machine ing the road on M-21 across tht
good
harvest this fall— which re- Rooks, Joe H. Rowan, Arie Ter Tromp, J. A. Vander Veen, Arthur
represented by Harold Laug of
collided with a heavy truck near
Vriesland sink hole about one-half
minds us, we will soon be asking Haar, John Vander Brock, William Van Duren, Charles K. Van Duren,
Coopersvilleand Harry Vredeveld
Hammond, Ind. He was taken to
for beet sugar and getting it.
J. G. Van liCcuwen,Dr. G. W. Van Hammond hospital for treatment. mile in length.
Zonncbelt,
Tony
Groenevcld,
Abel
of Zeeland.
o
Mr. Bowen also spoke of thai
Smeenge, Prof. Wynand Wichers, Verst, Charles Van Zylen, W. L. The car was badly damaged.
Thomas Abbs of Eau Claire is
All kinds of cakes,
project of a road between the eit-'j
J.
Klaascn
and
M.
I). Langerveld.
Wishmcier,
Neal
Tiesenga.
BLACK8TONE
COMING
Olert
left
Holland
for
Cnicago
to
state president and Gala Maxwell
Committee No. 9— Randall C. get prices and designs on glass for ies of Hollsnd and Grand Haven
Committee No. 4— John ArendTO HOLLAND THEATER
of Cleo is state secretary.
pies, cookies, breads
shorst, chairman; Phillips Brooks, Bosch, chairman;Fred Becuwkes, windows in the new church nearing along the lake shore for county
Blackstone and his big necro- Earnest C. Brooks, Andrew DuMez. Peter Bontekoc, Albert Boone, G. completion in Paducah, to replace welfare and unemployment relm.
ASKS $17,500 FOR
delicamantic extravaganza is announced Thad Taft, Gerrit Aalderink.G. W. J. Bosch, Mayor NicodcmusBosch, the one destroyed by fire in 1932. Sonic of the reasons advanced for
OTTAWA WELFARE as the headline attractionat the
Kelley, Jack Knoll, G. A. Lacey, Stuart E. Boyd, William J. Brou- The church, when completed, will this road are as follows:
cies a specialty.
Holland theater, matinee and night Jacob Lokkcr, G. R. Leachman, wer, Klaas Buurma, Kenneth De- compare favorably with Hope Mecommunities directly
Application for $17,500 to the
Monday,
Tuesday
and
Wednesday,
morial
chapel.
He
has
served
the connected by this projectare now I
Pree.
W.
E.
Dunn,
Gerrit
Elenbaas,
Henry
Meengs,
George
Mooi,
Ray
nationalindustrial recovery departsecuring $20,000 per month fedJuly 24, 26 and 26. The favorite E. Nics, Dick Schaftener,John F. Frank Essenburg, R. D. Estcn, A. church there three years.
ment for welfare purposes has been
Rev. Olert, when released from eral funds for welfare relief.
Applcdorn, Faasen, Charles Fabiano, A. J.
made by Carl Bowen, director of now-you-eee-it-now-you-don'tman Sundin, John
It is the best project in tht i
promises to disclose t program of Henry Venhuizcn, Thomas W. Vcn- Fairbanks,E. E. Fell, C. A. French. the hospital,will be brought to
county welfare for the July allotJust Like
Holland for recuperation. He is county to employ labor.
J. D. French, G. T. Haan, Merrick
ment. This is $2,000 less than the many new and intriguingfeatures. huizen.
Can be startedat once.
Committee No. 5— J. R. Ride- W. Hanchett, Harry Harrington, the brother of John Olert, local
amount in June. A total of $19,- For his tour of the varieties he has
culled the most imposingof the nour, chairman; John Bosman, Ru- E. V. Hartman. Ray Hoek, J. A. grocer.
Work can be carried on ia
549.96 was spent in June, of which
o—
winter due to sandy soil.
spectacular illusions shown in his dolph Brink, Peter J. Damstra, Hoover, Cecil Huntley, Henry Keall but $8,763.68has been paid by
ANGLERS WHO ARE OVER 60
It is a feeder system to fed- ]
road show.
Marinas H. De Fouw, Milo De tel, Peter Mass, Charles H. Mcthe federal government. Of the
IK) NOT NEED LICENSES eral highways.
“Blown
Into Eternity” is credit- Vries, C. E. Drew. D. J. Du Saar, Bride, Dick Miles, John Olert, E.
July application $10,500 will be
ed with being the most pretentious W. L. Eaton, John Eaton, R. W. H. Ormiston, Martin Oudemool,
5— It is a much needed project:
spent in Holland.
of the many mystifying exhibits. Everett. Edwin Heeringa, Oscar Harold Yonkers, George A. PelIf you are over 60 years old in and a permanent improvement
o
Connects Ottawa county’s,
The illusion is based on an incident Hoek, Dr. Harry C. In in. Clarence grim, Oscar Peterson,Henry Prins, West Virginia, you don’t need to
DIRECTORS RE-ELECTED •
AT LOAN GROUP MEETING of the Sepoy mutiny in India. Jalving,C. W. Dornbos, Fred Kam- John H. Raven, Carl Shaw, Dr. W. buy a fishing license, according to largest centers of unemployment
Blackstone is fastened to the ferbeek, John S. Dykstra,Frank M. Tappan, R. W. Tardiff, Bert a new law passed this year. A man
Joins two Michigan state
58 E. 8th
Phone 2542
The annual meeting of the stock- mouth of a cannon with yards of M. Lievense, Ben Lievense, Clar- Vander Poel, Henry Vander Poel, over 60 may fish in any stream of parks and a county park and Gets
zoo.
holdersof the Ottawa Buildingand hempen thongs. His captors ignite ence A. Lokker. Nelson Miles, Hen- William Vander Schel, Louis Van West Virginia, not closed by order
of the Conservation Commission. If
Is part of the Michigan seeuii
Loan associationwas held Tuesday the lethal weapon. Comes a blind- ry Oosting, A. Peters, John Pieper, Hartesveldt, Dick Van Tatenhove,
approached by a game warden, the highway system.
evening in the association’s
office ing flash— an ear-wracking deton- Peter A. Selles, Raymond L. Smith, Peter Weller, Joe White, Thomas
burden of proof is upon the fisherThe resort traffic to thi
in the First State bank building. ation— the figure at the cannon's Andrew Steketee, C. C. Steketee, White, Jacob Zuidema and George
man that ne is over 60. The law Holland and Grand Haven state]
month
collapses—
and
in
a
trice
at
Louis Steketee,John L. Van Huis, Schurman.
Jacob Zuidema, Herman Damson
does not apply to hunting.
Die opposite side of the stage is
parks creates congestion on parti

Saturday Night, July 22
JACK CRAWFORD

AND

VICTOR RECORDING ORCHESTRA.

_

_

Monday Night, July 24
VISOR NIGHT

Mayor Heap of
Grand Haven
Again Free

Wednesday Night, July 26

I

Man

'

OUR GREAT ANNUAL

COSTUME PARTY

l

Friday Night, July 28

j

CANARY BIRD PARTY
NOTICE!

MU

Big Committee Putting Over

Chamber

of

Commerce Drive

COMPLETE
AUTO SERVICE
EXPERT MECHANICS ALEMITE SERVICE

WASHING

PENNZOIL

-

HOLLAND CHEVROLET SALES CORP.

a

-

j

]

—

PEMBERTON,

Street

GOING TO HAVE

i

A

PARTY?

_

so
French
Pastry Shop

]

ment
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>
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-
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i
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'i and other
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1—

Van

Home

2—
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Made.

French Pastry Shop
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St. NEW LOCATION
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10—

HERE

IS

REAL NEWS!

You may now
a brand new
Electric

purchase

Washer

For only

$27.SO
This Offer

for a limited

time only.

Mass Furniture Co.
River at Tenth St.

and Abel Postma were

re-elected

Blackstone himself.
directorsof the association.
The Blackstoneprogram runs SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS
TWO GIRLS BURNED AS
Vernon Ten Cate, attorney for
the association,reported on legis- nearly an hour in itself. Among
BOILER EXPLODES
OPENS AT PINE LODGE
lative acts that affected building the highlightsof his contributions
and loan groups. By-laws were may be included “Butterfliesof
Two girls were severely burned
A Sunday school teachers’ trainamended to includethe new acts. the World," “Rainbow Waters,”
by stesm Friday when a boiler
John H. Post, secretary, gave an "The Ghost Handkerchief," “Duck ing school, third in the series of
summer conferencesat Pine Lodge, rxplodcd at the residenceof Henry
annual report L. J. Vanderburg, Inn," “Fiesta of Flowers,”“Mystic
Wyngarden at Vriesland. The inpresidentwas in charge of the Glass of Osiris," "The Animated Holland, opened Sunday and will
Hat Boxes,"
Modern Fairy close July 22. The summer school jured are his daughter, Ha, 13 years
meeting.
Tale," “Flight of the Ring,” "Girls of misaions is scheduled for July old, and her companion,Emiline
from Nowhere,"“A Child’s Dream 22 to July 29. Teachers next week De Hope, also 13. The boiler, used
HOLLAND YOUTHS CROSS
NATION IN SHORT TIME of Toyland”and “The Tramp and are Rev. A. Pieters, Rev. John R. by Wyngardenin his work as a
Mulder of the seminary, and de- string butcher, exploded as the
the Bear.”
Supplementinghit regular pro- velopmentunder Rev. Bernie Mul- girls stood beside it They were
Henry Buursma, 18, and Arnold
showered about their legs and the
Fox, 17, Holland High pupils, set gram the master magician will der of Grand Rapids.
A musician’s camp also opened lower part of their bodies by steam.
a record in hitch-hikingacross the stage several special events. At
country,making the trip from this the Monday, July 24, matinee the at the lodge Sunday, sponsored by The girls were treated at their
homes by Dr. Gerrit Kimmie of
city to Portland, Oregon, in six kiddies will have their innings. Christian Reformed churches of
days and five hoars. At one time Many rabbits will be materialised western Michigan. At least 60 Drenthe. Their condition is serithe boys were given a life of 585 by the mystery man and presented high school musicians were en- ous, but it is believedthey will re'•*
miles. Another lift was good for to his little admirers in the audi- rolled. Two public concerts will be
300 miles. They will spend some ence, Tuesday, July 25, will be given in the lodge auditorium, the
time with Norman Estelle, rela- Spook Night At this time Black first Wednesday evening, and the SAUGATUCK SCHOOLS
tive of Bnursma, before making stone will expose the charlatanism last on the final evening in camp,
TO OPEN SEPT. 18
of apUjtualista. Wednesday,July July 28.
their return trip.
26, at the evening performance, he
The Saugatuck public schools will
Stanley Le Roy left Saturday for agreM to escape from a steel boilMiss Retta Pas is spending three open on September18.
Chicago where he expects to visit er af^er having been welded in by
The tuition for next year has
the Century of Progress for a few the employes of Benjamin Baldus weeks In New York, Boston and
Northficld,visiting friends.
been set at $60 per student. V*
Boiler tompsny.
days.

"A

cover.

HOLLAND MINISTER
TO SPEAK AT BIBLE
MEET IN NEW YORK
anting, paste
manucl church,has been booked for
a series of speeches at a Bible conference in Hawthorne,N. J. Guest
preachers for the local church during his absence will includeRev. A.
Telford of Metropolitan tablernade

of US-31 between Holland andy
Grand Haven.
The county and cities ha^
11—

paid over $270,000 for paving
10 miles of road which now
nects the two state parka to
31.

About half of this
would serve aa jart of a
location of US-31 between H
and Grand Haven.
Ottawa county has
over
$1,000,000on the
in Ottawa, Ont., Rev. Thomas
Wright of Calvary Baptist church tion of state trunk lines in
county.
uskegon and Wendell F
P. LoveWill provide work for
of Moody Bible instituteat
men— two-day week, for
Chicago.
weeks.
12—

13—

14—

In

Kirchen Director
MILK PRICE
Furniture Association
,

Charles Kirchen, head of the
West Michigan Furniture Co., was
recentlymade director of the Grand
Furniture ExhibitionA*aoThe Holland man was re-

for three years. Fonner
Governor Fred Green was
Sf

%mtf

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Edwin Barkel is spending a week
with friendsin Milwaukee.

LOCALS

Mrs. Peter Medavis,

Among

thoee from Holland who
attended the world’s fair
Chicago wore Mr. and Mrs. Pe-

Huimenga and children, Hope
Jack, and Miu Evelyn Hefi; Mr. and Mra. G. W. Hardie
son, James, and their guests,
, and Mrs. Henry Burggraaft
of Glen, N. Y.; John Tymes, Ralph
in, Rev. and Mrs. Gernt

a widely
known Indian woman, died in her
home in the Indian settlementnear
Bradley, Allegan. She is survived
by five children, Sampson Pigeon,
Johnson Medavis and Mrs. Selkirk
Sprague of Bradley, Mrs. Carl Paul
of Plainwell. and another daughter
residingin Oklahoma. Funeral
services were held from the Indian
diati cemechurch with burial in Indian
tery Monday afternoon.

QfalAjM
The Holland Socialist party
branch will hold a picnic Saturday afternoon and evening, July
22, at Jenison Park. Ernest J.

Moore, prominent Socialist speaker
and humorist,will talk at 3:30 and
7 o’clock. Free transportationwill
be provided to all who desire to
attend. Cars will leave the Socialist hall, 205 River avenue, each
and children, Clarence, Peter Hilaridesdied early Tues- hour starting at 1 o’clockin the
afternoon.
and I*is; Mrs. W. G. Winday morning at his home, 180 West
Miss Sadie Grace Masselink,
Sixteenth street, following an illJohn Winter and William Winter.
Mrs. Katherine Strong,her chilness of several weeks. He is survived by his wife, one son, four dren and grandchildren enjoyed a
Mrs. B. J. Danhof, wife of Rev.
reunion at Tunnel Park Friday eveDanhof, pastor of the Christian daughters and three grandchildren. ning. Supper was served in the
Funeral
services were held this
church at Drenthe, unThursday afternoon at 2 o'clock grove, after which the group went
int a major operation at Holfrom the home, Rev. E. J. Blekkink to the beach. Swimming and a
land hospitalMonday.
camp fire featured the evening enofficiating.
1

Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Dregman and
daughter, Margaret, have returned
The X L class of Third Reformed
from a two weeks’ vacationat Bel- church will have its annual outing
laire in northern Michigan.
tonight,Friday, at Ottawa Beach.
Members will meet at 6 o'clock
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Kui- across from the city hall. Each
per, 68 West Fourteenthstreet, is requestedto bring her own dishon July 12, a daughter, Jacqueline es and coffee. Mrs. Ed Van Dyke
Dorothy.
has arranged the affair. Prof. Albert E. Dampen is teacher of the
1 Mr. and Mrs. James Langeland class.
and family have returned from a
week's trip to northern Michigan.
Members of Company D, MichiMrs. Frank Bertsch and daugh- gan national guard, will leave Holirs, Mrs. 0. E. Dodson and Mrs. land by special train at 6:40 o’clock
[uliua Van Eenenaam, and Mr. tonight, Friday,for Camp Grayling
left Monday morning on a to receivetheir annual training in

Niagara Falls. They also army maneuvers. The unit
et to visit relatvies in De- spend 15 days in camp.

tertainment.Twenty-five were
present.

William H. Vande Water, Sr.,
celebratedhis eighty-fourthbirthday anniversary Thursdayevening
with a reunion of his children at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Smallegan on Lincoln avenue. Thirty
guests were present.

Miss Alice White and Miss Doro-

Local

Members of the choir of Bethel
Reformed church and friends enjoyed a picnic at Tunnel Park last
week, Thursday evening. A wiener
roast was held, after which sports
were enjoyed.

Joe Bolton of New York City
entertained with a dinner at the
troit.
A new signal light has been Pantlind hotel in Grand Rapids on
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wiekcrink, placed on the south breakwater at Monday evening in honor of Mr.
26 West Twenty-second street, Macatawa Park as a part of the and Mrs. Adrian L. Van Putten of
ited their twenty-fifth wed- government constructionin prog- this city. Following dinner, the
guests motored to Grand Haven
ding anniversary Monday.
ress this summer.
where they danced at the Barn.

The

tRer. and Mrs. Peter Jonker and
family are spending a week's vaat Crystal lake. The folweek the family will atthe world’sfair in Chicago.
J. E. Telling, Jr., is spending a
few days in New York City.

Bernard Vos, 350 River avenue,
claims the record for tall corn
which last week was held by C. J.
Dorn bos, 87 West Eighteenth
street. Mr. Vos has four stalks
of corn that are 10 feet lO1^ inches
tall, one stalk of which developed
With the exception of apples four ears with the remainder havand imall fruits, the fruit crop in ing one and two ears each.
this- sectionwill be light, accordMiss Jean Houting of Holland
ing to a survey made by Gerrit J.
Deur, a prominent grower. Deur was elected one of the vice presipredicts a good crop of most varie- dents of the girls’ conferenceat
1 ties of apples, both early and late. Pine Lodge at the closing session
Saturday. Thirty-four girls were
• Averments that general cutting registered at the lodge for the conof ragweed would decrease hay fe- ference last week.
ver are doubtlesswell founded, but
who ever cuts ragweed Wheat- Kollcn park has been opened for
fields after harvest are often full automobiles with the completion of
of it but it does not seem to af- a new road starting at the foot of
. feet the following year’s crop, and Tenth street. Formerly the park
| it grows along all highways. The was only accessible to pedestrians.
places,'as well as other weeds, but
this wise law is seldom observed.
I Nine-tenths of all this weed might
be cut and enough left to infect
all the sufferersfrom hay fever.

thy White are on a two weeks’ trip
id Chambersburg,Pa., where they

Bourdreau of Seventeenthstreet

and Homestead avenue, on July 13,
Candidate John H. Schaal of Hola son; to Mr. and Mra. Gerald Bolland, graduate of Calvin seminary,
huis, 97 East Eighteenthstreet,
Grand Rapids, has been extended
on July 14,- a son.
a call from a church in Milwood,
a suburb of Kalamazoo.
Dr. and Mrs. O. Vander Velde
speaker of the afternoon.
and family are spending three
weeks at their cottage north of
Candidate Ralph Heynen, recent
Approximately100 members of Lakewood farm.
graduate of Calvin seminary, Grand
the Uirkse family from Chicago,
Rapids, received a call from the
Kalamazoo,Hamilton, Grand RapTheodore Schaap, student at ChristianReformedchurch at Rock
ids, Grand Haven, Olive Center,
Pine Creek and Holland gathered Western Theologicalseminary, con- Rapids, Iowa.
at Tunnel park last week, Thurs- ducted servicesat Trinity Reday afternoon and evening for an formed church in Kalamazoo SunMiss Ruth Mecngs is spending a
annual picnic and reunion.Those day.
few weeks with her brother,Anwho attended enjoyed swimming
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bovcn and thony Meengs, and wife of Frankand indoor baseball during the afternoon. Officersof the past year, family have moved from their home lin, Indiana, who are at a cottage
at Northport.
re-elected,are: Peter Dirkse of at Montello Park to Grand Haven,
Holland, president;Mrs. Ike Dirkse, Kalamazoo, secretary, and J. D.
Dirkse of Grand Haven, treasurer.

Mrs. Julius H. Bontekoewas

MOW

ORDER

hostess at a kitchen shower this
week at her home, “The Wee-Two’’
on Zeeland road, honoring Miss
Dorothy De Goede, who will be
the bride of Marvin Kruizengain
August. Sixteen guests were pres-

Us Before Building

Consult With
No

how

matter

large or small

or what type of

Miss Esther Van Faasen, daughand Mrs. H. Van Faasen, and Jay Prins, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Prins, were united in
marriage Saturday afternoon by
Rev. P. Jonker, pastor of Sixteenth
Street Christian Reformed church.
Immediatelyafter the ceremony
the couple left for Chicago, where
they will visit the world’s fair.
After August 1 Mr. and Mrs. Prins
will reside at Glendale at Virginia
Park. Mr. Prins is manager of
the East End I. G. A. store.

guests present included Mr.

and Mrs. Van Putten, Miss Grace
Gardie and Edgar Landwehr of
Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Maxon,
Mr. and Mrs. St. John Brenon,
Mr. and Mrs. W. Lowry and Cyril
Hendie of Detroit, Miss Mitzi Coghill and Harry Williams of Chicago.

House, Barn, Cottage, Garage

House

WILL PAY YOU

to consult with
F

us. Our

Dykhuizen,pastor of the Dutch
Reformed church at Schoharie,
New York, was graduatedfrom
Hope collegein the class of 1925
and for three years taught in Mei-

Gekuin college, Tokio. He was
graduated from Western Theologicalseminary in 1931. Miss
Peck is a graduate of Glen Falls,
New York, High school and of Russell Sage college, Troy, New York,
member of the faculty of Central
High school at Schoharie.

perience is yours for the asking.

ONE IDEA

underlies our business; IT'S

FOUNDATION. That EVERY CUSTOMER,

with

EVERY SALE,

SATISFIED. We

shall

be

try to do it with

QUALITY OF MATERIAL
VALUE FOR THE PRICE,

with

with

SER

VICE.
Plans Made

From Yonr Own

Ideas

Bolhuis Lumber & Mfg. Co.
HoUand, Mich.

200 E. 17th St.

“OLD FROCK,
I

thought that we

were through,
but

I

declare

NEW’’

look like

Our Hind

you

Finishing is the secret of your satisfaction!

a perfectly
marvelousone. You don't have to pay an exhorIt

turns a perfectly good cleaning job into

bitant price for your dry cleaning.

Our

ultra

modern

plant makes poesible not only the best cleaning avail*
aple but does

Our

it at a

MINIMUM COST.

the Past Matrons’ club of the Star
of Bethlehemchapter, No. 40, Order of the Eastern Star, their husbands and friends, at a supper on
Thursday evening at Lacey lodge,
Virginia Park. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bertsch, Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Tyner, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Van Duren, Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Bamum, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry White, Mr. and Mrs, Herbert Stanaway,Mrs. Kathryn Van
Duren, Alfred Van Duren, Mrs. P.
J. Fox, Mrs. D. B. Thompson. Mrs.
William Murphy and Mr. and Mrs.
Lacey.

$7*00
Plus State Sales

Your Bin

Fill

Low

Holland, Mich.

can increase that business greatly if each of us will

New

own

We

can contribute even

vacations here.

And wherever you

go, dispel worry by telephoning
home and office frequently. Call friends to tell them
when you will arrive. Telephone ahead for hotel res-

3138

Michigan Gas &

Elect. Co.

v

Or Your Local Dealer

v; r;
;

>;

ADVERTISE IN

v;

NEWS

>:

Campers, Cottagers And All

!

Other Visitors--

GREET AND WELCOME
YOU TO
Holland State Park

West

You are invited to come and
of ball

grass on East Eighteenthstreet

approximately$785,000 was

listen to our Radio broadcast

games, musical progams

etc.

For your convenience and satisfaction we
have the following merchandise and supplies
Razor Blades
Tooth Brushes

Kindling wood
Charcoal

Tooth Paste

Canned Goods

Skin Lotions

Bread
Butter

Milk

re

turned to municipalitiesand townships. The figures are for June
30. Up to that date licenses had
yielded $871,608 in revenue with
$309,623 in income from the state
barrel tax.

Sugar
Paper Plates

REMEDY

Sandwiches
Coffee
Bottled

Goods

Cream
Candy

A reunion of old school friends
of Laketown, school district No. 1,
will be held at Jenison Park on
August 2. The outing will be in
the form of a basket picnic and
members from Grand Rapids, Fremont and Holland and vicinity are
expected to attend. Ben Neerken,
teacher at the schoM for several
years, will be the guest of honor.
An impromptu program will be
staged.

Cigarettes

Ice

Cold

Ice

Cracker Jack

Marshmellows
Popcorn
Tobacco
Cigars
Post

Genuine Millers Creek

COAL

OUTDOOR FIGURE Block, per ton $6.75
$6.50

Sun Umbrellas
Coffee Pots

The Big Building Inside

PORTRAIT

CALL YOUR DEALER!

bii-

^

Swimming Suits

Post No. 6

ing for Eight Weeks

..

FOR RENT
Locker Rooms

American Legion

SPECIAL NEW LOW
CASH PRICES for
mer Painting Classes
Summer Delivery
BeginningJuly 3rd and continu-

Egg, per ton

Cards

Souvenirs
Sun Glasses
Hair Sets
Dry Cleaner

Mich.

Write for Circular

urge others to visit Michigan.

at This

Plans for a week-end camp to be
held July 21 to 23 at White’s cottage, north of Getz farm, were
completed at the regular meeting
of the Holland assembly of the
Rainbow Girls last week in the Masonic temple.

LANDSCAPE
STILL UFE

We

ervations.Long Distance rates are low.

On Sunday morning at 11:45
o'clockthe firemen were called to
th'1 reiidence of Mrs. Martha ('.
Robbins, 93
Fourteenth
street. Food on a stove became
ignitedbut no damage was caused
by the fire.
At 9:40 o’clock Sunday evening
the fire departmentwas called to
the Bolhuis Lumber and Mfg Co.,
whose sheds were threatened when

Mrs. G. Van Wynen entertained
with a bridal shower at her home
in honor of Miss Nelle Van Den
Berg of Grand Rapids,who will become the bride of Richard A. Elve
in August. Games and music were
enjoyed.Refreshments were served
to the twenty guests present.

Course*:

visitors spend a great deal of money in
summer, creating employment for many

people and adding to the prosperityof Michigan.

Tax

Price!

PHONE

Announces the Annual Sum*

The House of Service

our state each

THREE FIRE ALARMS
WITHIN TWO DAYS

The Taylor Art School

Ideal Dry Cleaners

Thousands of

CASH ON DELIVERY

the winners of games. The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year: Albert J. Rooks of
Grand Rapids, president; A. P.
Rooks of Holland, vice president
Miss Julia Rooks of Grand Rapids
secretary,and Corbin Rooks of
Grand Rapids, treasurer. Hoad of
the sports committeewill be John
W. Rooks of Grand Rapids.

deliveries are always prompt.

fit:

system of highways; Its hotels, resorts and other recreational facilities.

near the buildingscaught fire. It
is bcljeved that sparks from a
switch engine which passed shortly before the blaze startedwas responsible for the fire. The blaze
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Van Putten was extinguished and no damage
were honored at a luncheon Sat- was caused.
urday noon given by Harry Williams of Chicago at the Whitehouse BEER YIELDS STATE
Inn on the Park road. The guests
11,181,231IN REVENUE
included Mr. and Mrs. C. H. I^andMichigan beer revenues in the
wchr, Miss Grace Gardei, Edgar firsA seven weeks’ operation under
Landwehr, Jacob Van Putten of the new beer law yielded $1,181,231.
Chicago, Mrs. J. J. Ricmersma and the state liquor control commission
Mr. and Mrs. C. Bennett.
reported today. Of this amount,

315, Saugatuck,

U tion In Michigan... to enjoy its thousands of

Special Price for July

The Holland fire department was
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Lacey were called out three times within two
host and hostess to members of days.

Box

relative* and friends in other state* to vaca-

unexcelled lakes, streams and beaches; its splendid

The Wide Awake Sunday school
class of Sixth Reformed church
held an outing at Ottawa Beach
Friday afternoon. Swimming was
enjoyed after which games were
played. A wiener roast was held
at the close of the afternoon.Those
present were Muss Esther Johnson,
Miss Nora Van Gelderen, Miss Doris Regnerus, Miss Mildred Oosterbaan. Miss Lorraine Strong,
Miss Florence Nienhuis, Miss
Martha Burch, Miss Eunice Bennett and Miss ChristineSpykhoven,
the teacher

a

building knowledge and ex-

RGE

further by spending our

in the class of 1932. She has been

IT

THEM OF

MICHIGAN’S 5000 LAKES

GENUINE GAS COKE

ter of Mr.

ji

buildiog or structure you contemplate erecting—

or Poultry

TELL

Your Winter Supply

A

K,

MICHIGAN BELL
TELEPHONE CO.

visit friends. They also exBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert pect to visit Washington, D. C.
will-

Plans are being completedby
the Junior Welfare league for a
midsummer party to be given Saturday evening,July 29, at the Holland Country club. The dance committee is headed by Miss Dorothy
Vandcr Schcl. She will be assistMr. and Mrs. Dorman De Witt,
ed by Miss Margaret Boter, Miss who were secretly married in MichEvelyn Bolhuis and Miss Helen igan City, Indiana, on July 10, were
Eberhardt.
pleasantlysurprised last week by
a group of young people who gathMiss Bernice Peck, daughter of ered at their home on Holland route
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Peck of 5. The guests were entertained
Schuylerville,
New York, will be- with a light luncheon, after which
come the bride of Rev. Cornelius the group enjoyed a wiener roast
Candidate D. H. Wolters, recent A. Dykhuizen, son of Mrs. H. Dyk- on the farm ground. Mrs. De
graduate of Calvin seminary at huizen of Holland, Tuesday, Aug- Witt before her marriage was Miss
Grand Rapids, has been extended ust I. The wedding will be sol- Fanny Tiesenga of Zeeland. There
a call from the ChristianReformed emnized in the Bacon Hill Re- were twenty-six guests present.
formed church, near Schuylerville.
church at PrairieCity, Iowa.
This will be the first wedding to
The annual Rooks family reunion
take place in the church, which will was held Saturday at Tunnel park.
be 113 years old on November 20. Approximatelyfifty members atreception will be held on the tended and enjoyed swimming,
lawn at the Peck residence immedi- miscellaneoussports and a basket
ately following the ceremony. Rev. supper. Prizes were awarded to

“|'law requires its cutting in such

News

ent

will

trip to

The women’s missionary society
of First Reformed church was
among the fourteensocietiesin
Michigan that qualifiedfor the
golden anniversary honor roll of
the women’s board of domestic
missions in the Reformed church,
Mrs. James Wayer, president of
the society, announcedat the regular meeting of the group last
week. Mrs. J. R. Kempers,missionary from Chiapas, Mexico, was the

_

--

____

the oval

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
ACCIDENT CAUSES

Among

AMPUTATION OF LEG

Local

News

those from Holland

visited the world's -fair at

who

Chicago

recentlywere Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Voc .;nd family, Mrs. Ray Hoek and
Ure Von Iim, SO, of Holland route
4, who sustained injuries on June
Julian Arendahond,sou of Mi. he*, niece, Mai iorie Last; Mr. and
4 when he was crushed between and Mrs. William A) < ndshoi at, and Mis. Jerry Hofmeyer, James Quist,
a house and a car he had cranked, Victor Chen on, ren of Air. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sutton, Mr.
had his left leg arngutated at Hol- V. W. Cherven, both members of and Mrs. William J. Olive.
land hospital.He was reported the Holland Junior High school
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Bert Konto be making satisfactoryrecov- band, were selected as members of ing, 78 East Twenty-fourth street,
ery after the operation. Gangrene
on July 15, a son, Lloyd Allen; to
developed which made necessary a Michigan all-stateband. They Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Wooden of
the amputation of his leg about six are spending the week at the na- Montello Park, on July 7, a son,
inches below the knee.
tional music camp nt Interlochcn, William Paul.
where they will participatein a
concert this Friday evening.
Mr. and Mr*. Julius Dykstra have
Interest in Universal
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Harold moved from their home at 74 East
Language Not Lasting
Fourteenth street, to a residenceat
Johann SI. Sch lever invented a Tibbc of Castle Park, on July 2, a 472 Michigan avenue.
daughter, Shirley Mac.
universallanguage in 1870 which
he called Voiapuk, meaning world
«i»eech. He taught It In Paris in
1880. It created much Interest and
Report of the Condition of the
for a time was used In commercial
correspondence.Its adoption In
diplomacy and science was urged
hut It failed to last and now Is a
thing of the past
At Holland, Michigan, at the close of business June 30th, 1933, as
Its roots are principallyborcalled for by the Commiaaionet oi the Banking Department:
rowed from the Latin, German and
RESOURCES:
English. The orthography Is strictly phonetic. The alphabet had 27
Moratorium Commercial Savings Dols. Cts.
letters, 8 vowels and 10 consonants.
Dept.
Each letter had but one sound.

Fred J. Steinhiber of

Expires August 5

field representative

Lansing,]

of the

newL

Expires July 29—14093

STATE OF MICHIGAN

NOTICE OF DETERMINATION state emergency welfare commia-trhf Probate Court for tho County
OF BOARD OF COUNTY ROAD sion, was in Holland Monday to
of Ottawa
COMMISSIONERS OF THE confer with Earnest C. Brooks, one At a sessionot said Court, held
COUNTY OF OTTAWA ABAN- of the three members of the com- at the Probate Office in the City
mission, in connection with relief of Grand Haven in said County on
DONING A COUNTY ROAD. activities in Holland.
the 10th day of July, A. D. 1933.

ttmmam
Marble and
Granite Blocks

Present, Hon. Cora Vandewater,
Judge of Probate.
In our monument plans wo deaign
Notice is hereby given that at a
Expires July 29-13527
In the matter of the Estate of and carvo markers and other me*
MEAD
meeting of the Board of County STATE OF MICHIGAN -The Prebate
moriala in the hardest ef marbles
Johanna De I'rce, Deceased.
Road Commissioners of the County
Court for the Ceuntv of Ottawa.
It appearingto the court that and granites. These objects of art
of Ottawa, duly held in the City of
At a session of aaid Court, held at the time for presentationof claims are imperishable and so firmly net
Grand Haven, on the 13th day of (be Probate Office in the City ef Grand against said estate should be lim- upon their foundationsin the cemeJuly, 1933, it was determined that Haven in said County, on the 7th day
tery as te defy the ages. From our
ited, and that a time and place be
many beautiful and appropriatedethe road hereinafterdescribedshall of July, A. 0. 1911.
appointed to reccivo, examine and
Present:Hon. Cora Vandeweter.
signs there is one that we feel will
be abandonedas a county road:
adjust
all claims and demands
Judge of Probate.
meet your require menta.
Beginning at a point 33 feet
against said deceased by and before
In the matter of the Estate of
North and 550 feet West of the
said court:
East quarter comer of Section
Katherine Vegter, Deceased.
It is ordered, That creditorsof
20, Town 6 North, Range 16
The Holland City State Bank, by said deceased are required to pre
West and running thence Otto P. Kramer, having filed in
sent their claims to said court at I Block North and One-Half Woat of Warm PricMl Tavarn
Westerly along the North
Phone 4284
said court its petition, praying for said Probate Office on or before 18 Weat Seventh
right of way line of the Pere
licenseto sell the interest of said the
Marquette Railway 700 feet
estate in certainreal estate therein
more or less thence North 0°
described,
15th Day of November, A. I). 1933.
20' West 400 feet to the South
It is Ordered. That the
Expires July 22-12746
DR. E, J.
at
tea o'clock in the forenoon, said
Right of Way line of the new
1st Day of August, A. I). 1933,
time and place being hereby appoimrd
location of said road.
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
OSTEOPATH
at ten o'clockin the forenoon, at fortheexamlnatloaand adjustmentof
The Probste Court for the
BOARD OF COUNTY ROAD said probate office, be and is here- all claims and demands against said
Office at 84 West 8th St
County of Ottawa
COMMISSIONERS OF THE by appointed for hearing said peti- deceased,
Office Houra: 9-12 A. M. 14 P.M.
tion, and that all persons interested
It is Further Ordered, That pubAt a sessbn of said Court, held
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
in said estate appear before said lic notice thereof be given by pub- at the Probate Office, in the City
By WILLIAM WILDS,
court, at said time and place, to lication of a copy of this order, for of Grand Haven in said County,
Consonants were sounded as In
show cause why a license to sell the three successiveweeks previous to on the 23rd day cf June, A* D.
County Clerk.
Expires July 22
Loans and Disc. $418,91107
50.00
English except the letters c and J:
interest of said estate in said real said day of hearing, in the Holland 1933.
CHANCERY SALE
City News, a newspaper printed Present,Hon. Cora Van De Waestate should not be granted;
g was hard and h aspirate. The
$418,912.07
50.00
$418,962.07
Totals ---It is Further Ordered, That pub- and circulatedin said county.
ter, Judge of Probate.
accent was invariablyon the last
lic notice thereof be given by pubIn the Matter of the Estate of
$311,084.74
syllable.There was only one conCORA VAN DE WATER,
Real Estate Mort’a $256,084 74 55.000 00
lication of a copy of this order,
In pursuance and by virtue of a
Judge of Probate.
jugation and no Irregular verbs.
Gerrit J. Diekema, Deceased.
for three successive weeks prevBONDS
decree of the Circuit Court for the
A true copy.
All the word forms and Inflections
Leonn
M.
Diekema,
having
filed
ious to said day of hearing, in the
County of OtUwa, State of MichiSECURITIES:
HARRIET SWART,
were regular. The letter w be
in said court her petitionpraying
Holland City News, a newspaper Register of Probate.
gan, in Chancery, made and encame v, and the letter 1 was sub- Other Bonds in
that her dower in the real estate
printed and circulated in said
tered on the 30th day of March, A.
stituted for the letter r. Almost
whereof
*aid
deceased
died
aeizttl
Office ..... $10,510.00
county.
D. 1933, in a certaincause therein
all the words were one syllable.
be
assigned,
and
that
commisaionCORA VANnEWATER.
$10.51000
Totals ....... $10,51000
pending wherein Henry De Jongh
Expire*
Oct.
7
Nouns had one declensionand four
er* be appointed to admeasure the
Judge of Probate
is Plaintiff,and Derk Dirkse, ElisaRESERVES, viz:
A true copy,
cases. Adjectivea were formed by
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE BALE same.
beth J. Dirkse, Cornelius Mast,
Harriti
Swart
It
is
Ordered,
that
the
adding Ik to the substantive,and
Due from State
Default having been made in the
Hatttie Mast, Marinus Jacobusse,
Register of Probate.
18th Day of July. A. D. 1933,
adverbs by adding the letter o to
condition* of a certain mortgage,
Treas- ...... $30,028.30
Jennie Jacobusse and Albert Johnat
ten
o'clock
in
the
forenoon,
at
the adjective. For example the
given by John Dampen and Henrison and Mae Johnson are DefendCash and Due from
word fam, which In Voiapuk was
etta Dampen, hi* wife, to People* said probate office,be and i* here- ants:
Banks in Res. Cit. $81,205-67 $41755-27 $1181132
by appointed for hearing said peExpires July 29-13481
glory; famlk, glorious; and famState Bank, a corporation,of HolNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
tition;
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
Iko, gloriously.
land, Michigan, dated the 28th day
that I shall sell at public auction to
$111,233-97 $42,755-27 $12,81132 $166,801.56
Total ..
It is Further Ordered, that pubof February, A. D. 1923, and rethe highest bidder at the north
lic notice thereof be given by pubACCOUNTS, viz:
The Probate Court for the County corded in the office of the Register licationof a copy of this order, front door of the Court House in
of Deed* for the County of Ottawa
Period of Pueblo Home
the City of Grand Haven, County
of Ottawa.
Banking House ............................... $75,000.00
and Stnte of Michigan on the 10th for three successiveweeks previous of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
Revealed by Tree Rings
At a session of said Court, held day of March, A. D. 1923 in Liber to said day of hearing, in the HoL
Furniture and Fixtures .................
20,000.00
at the Probate Office in the City 135 of Mortgage*on page 188, on land City News, a newspaper said Court House being the place
An ancient tragedy resulted in
8
East 8th St.
of holding of said court for said
Customers’Bonds Depoaited with Bank for
1100.00
of Grand Haven in said County, on
printed and circulated in said
the discoveryby a Smithsonian Inwhich mortgagethere is claimed to
county, on Monday, the 24th day of
Kramer
Building
tho
5th
day
of
July,
A.
D.
1933.
county.
stitution expedition of what Is
be due at the time of this notice
July, A. D. 1933, at ten o’clockin
$1,004,458.37
TOTAL ....................
Present,Hon. Cora Van De WaCORA VAN DE WATER.
probably the oldest known Inhabfor principaland interest the sum
ter, Judge of Probate.
Judge of Probate. the forenoon of said day, all of the
ited site north of Mexico which
of Thirty--fiveHundred EightyLIABILITIES
lands and tenements hereinafter
In the Matter of the Estate of
A true copy.
can be positively dated, says the
five and 94*100 ($3,585.94) dollar*,
described.
Maggie P. Hummer, Deceased.
Capital Stock Paid in ............................$150,000.00
and an attorney’*fee a* provided HARRIET SWART.
Pathfinder Magazine. More than
The amount found due by the
14121— Exp. July 29
Daniel TenCate and Vernon TenRegister of Probate.
Undivided Profits, net ..........................
184.49
for in said mortgage, and no suit
1.000 years ago an early Ameri<aid decree is the sum of Six HunSTATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probite Cate, having fded in said court or proceeding* at law having been
ran's family fled from Its burning
dred Ninety Dollars, together with
Court for the County of Ottawa.
their final administration account,
institutedto teeover the money*
home and lost everything.The COMMERCIAL DEPOSITS, viz:
interest thereon at the rate of 7%
Expires July 22-14061
At a session of said Court, held at ami their petitionpraying for the
secured by said mortgage, or any
per annum from the said 80th day
Commercial Depositssubject to check $41,731.37
tire which destroyed the home for
the Probste Office in the City of Grand allowance thereof also for the alpart thereof.
of March, A. D. 1933, and the furthe family preserved It for posterHsvenin said County, on the 12th day lowance for extraordinaryand difDemand Certificatesof Deposit .....
119-12
STATE OF MICHIGAN
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
ther *um of Thirteen Dollars and
ity. Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts.Jr..
of July. A. D. 1933.
ficult legal servicesrendered by
200.00
CertifiedChecks ...................
that by virtue of the power of sale I he Probste Court for the County Forty-four cents for taxes with inInstitution archeologist, found the
Present: Hon. Cora Vsndewaler, said Executors on behalf of said es- containedin said mortgage and
of Ottawa.
terest thereon at the rate of 7%
Cashier’s Checks ..................
56^53
rharred remains of the home while
Judge of Probate.
tate, and for the assignmentand
pursuant to the statute in such case
per annum from the date of said
excavating an ancient site on a
distributionof the residue of said
In the Metier of the Eetete of
made and provided,the said mortAt n session of *aid Court, held decree,and the costa and expenses
Totals ..................... ........ $4161702 $42,617.02
low mesa overlooking the Puereo
estate.
gage will lx1 foreclosedby sale of at the Probate Office in the City of this sale.
AMY BUSH, Deceased
It is Ordered, That the
rher valley In eastern Arizona.
the premises therein described at of Grand Haven in said County, on
..$796,740.78 $796,740.78 Orry Bush having filed in said
Miratorium Deposits ...........
The property which I shall sell
Ut Hay of August, A. D. 1933,
The flames caused the roof to cave
public auction to the highest biddet the 30th day of June, A. D. 1933.
it* above described is situated in
court hit petition praying that a cerat
ten
o’clock
in
the
forenoon,
at
In, pinning down all the household
SAVINGS DEPOSITS, viz:
at the North front door of the Court
tain instrumentin writing, purPresent, Hon. Cora Van De Wa- the Township of Holland, County
said probate office, be and is hereby
equipment, Includingclay pots and
House in the City of Grand Haven. ter, Judge of Probate.
portingto be the last will and testaof Ottawa and State of Michigan,
Book Acc’ls— Subject to Savings By-Laws 11812.32
appointed
for
examining
and
allowcorn grinding utensils, just ns the
ment of said deceased,now on file in
Michigan, that being the place
In the Matter of the Estate of describedas follows:
ing
-‘aid account and hearing said
family had left them. Some of the
where the Circuit Court for the
Frank W. Hadden, Deceased.
12,812.32 $12,81132 said court be admittedto probate
"The West Half of the
Totals ............................
and that the administrationof said petition;
limbers,the archeologistreported,
County of Ottawa i* hdd, on MonIt appearingto the court that
Northeast Quarter of Section
It
ii
Further
Ordsreo,
fhat
public
estate
be
granted
to
Thomas
H.
were charred but not destroyed Customers’Bonds Deposited with Bank lor
day, the 16th day of October, A. D. the time for presentationof claim* ' Eight in Township number
Mtrsilje or to some other suitable notic* tharaof bt &iv*n by poblicatior 1933, at three o'clock in the afterand thus preserved from rotting.
$2,100 00
ngAinst said estate should be limFive North of Range Fifteen
safekeeping......................
of • copy of thisordar, for thr»« sue*
person
noon of that day, Eastern Standard ited, and that a time and place be
The ancient tree rings on these
West, containing Eighty Acres
caniva waaki pravioui to laid day of
Other Liabilities .......................
376
Time, which premise* are described appointed to receive, examine and
It is Ordered, that the
timbers are still clear. By checkof land according to the Govtlgarin&, in tha Holland City Ntwa, a
in said mortgage as follows; to- adjust all claims and demands
ernment survey."
ing them with the Douglass tree
newspaper printed and circulated
15th Day ef Au|ust, A.D. 1933
TOTAL ................................. $1,004,458.37
wit:
Hgainst said deceased by and before
Dated this 6th day of June, A.
ring calendar the building was
said County.
at ten o’clock in tho forenoon, at
Lot numbered Ninety -one said court:
D. 1933.
CORA VANDEWATER.
dated exactly at 700 A. D. This
In addition to above assets the Bank has $939,931*06 in asset!
said Probste Office,bs and la hereby
(91) of Posts Third Addition
It is ordered, That creditor*of
Judge of Probate
old structurewas of the pit house
which have been set aside in a Trust Fund to cover 50 percent of appointed for hearing said petition. A tnjf copy
DANIEL F. PAGELSEN,
to the said City of Holland,ac•aid deceased are required to pretype and dates from the Pueblo I
cording to the recorded plat
It it Farther Ordered, Thtt
Harriet Swart,
sent their claim* to *aid court at Circuit Court Commissionerin and
the
Bank’s
Old
Deposit
Liability.
period.
Register of Probate
thereof, in City of Holland, Otfor Ottawa County, Michigan.
notice thersof be |iven by piblica
said Probate Office on or before
STATE OF MICHIGAN— County oi Otiawa-ss:
don sf s copy of this order for three
tawa County, Michigan.
the
ssccessivs weeks previoas to said dsy
Dated: This Oth day of July, A 8th Day of November. A. I). 1933. MILES & SMITH.
I, CLARENCE L* JALVING, Cashier of the above named
Looks Bad, Smells Bad
of hearing in (he Holland City News, SPITZ OWNERS, ATTENTION! D. 1933.
Attorney* for Plaintiff,
at ten o’clockin the forenoon,said
An Algerian centipede,recently bank do tolemly swear, that the above statement is true to the best a newspaper printed end circalstsd ir
Holland, Michigan.
— Have your female Spitz dogs
PEOPLES
STATE
BANK,
time
and
place
being
hereby
apreceived at the liOndon too, is a
said county.
bred to a full blooded white PomMortgagee pointed for the examinationand
of my knowledge and belief and correctly represents the true state
horrid-lookingcreature, nearly G
CORA VANDEWATER, eranian male; reasonable fee. CY- LOKKER & DEN HERDER,
adjustmentof all claim* and deinches In length, with a narrow, of the severalrattlers therein contained, as shown by the books of
Expires August G
RUS VANDE LUYSTER, Old Hoi- Attorneys for Mortgagee.
A true
J ad he of Probate
mand* againnt said deceased.
worm-like body divided into about
the bank.
land-Zeeland road, two mile* east Business Address:
It
is
Further
Ordered,
that
pub'WM HARRIET SWART.
10 or 12 rings, or portions, to each
MORTGAGE SALE
of Holland.
Holland, Michigan.
CLARENCE L. JALVING, Cashter.
lic notice thereof be given by pub| Register of Probate
of which Is attached a pair of legs
of bright orange-yellow.It lias
Subscribedand sworn to before me, this 11th day of July, 1933.
two small black horns on its bead.
CLARENCE KLAASEN,
“id d.y "f he.ring,in the Holl.nd ^'d LV.
d.tSThJ’m
Not only has the centipede more
City New. . new.p.per printed
1931. executed
Notary
Public
Ottawa
County.
than 20 legs, each one of which
leaves ft poisonous trail behind It
My Commissionexpires December 20, 1936.
|
ns it passes over human skin, but
Judge of Probate. Rapids, County of Kent and State
Correct
Attest:
it is also armed with fangs Just as
A true
| of Michigan, as mortgagors,to
sharp as those of the scorpion. If
HARRIET
'Thomas P. Riordan, of 618 I^eat
GEORGE B. TINHOLT.
it Is attseked this hateful creature
Regi*ter of
I Chicago Avenue, of the City of
H.
S. COVELL,
Chicago, County of Cook and State
puts out an evil-smelling fluid a*
. of Illinois,Trustee, as specified In
J. H. DEN HERDER,
a protection. In the tropics centiExpire* Sept. 23
| said mortgage, as mortgagee, which
pedes grow much bigger, and are us
Directors.
mortgage is recorded in the office
dangerous ns certain poisonous
TAN WITHOUT NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE of the Rr-ginter of Deed* for the
snakes.
PAIN— The aniwer
County1 of Ottawa, Michigan, on
the 10th day of July, A.D. 1981, in
to
every
vacationWhereas,
Hendrik
Oosting
and
PLANE OF ITALIAN AIR
Liber 165 of Mortgages on Page
er's
prayer
Is
a
Julia
Oozing
of
the
City
of
HolARMADA. Hsrs It a front
Scratch Owl’s "Spell"
89, on which mortgage there ia
golden coat of tan.
land, Ottawa County, Michigan, exview of the Italian Seaplane
In neglectedorchards,and often
claimed to be due at this time the
ecuted a mortgage dated Augunt
Joan
Mavla
flnda
“Savola Marchettl 8 55 X,"
close to the cities, you will And the
sum of Five thousand two hundred
25,
1931,
to
Otto
P.
Kramer,
Trusnon-greasy Vinaeighteen and eleven one-hundredths
screech owl. It rarely stirs abroad
one of the Italian Air Armatee for Bernice (iebben,under the
balm put on prior
($5,218.11) Dollars for principal
da making tho greatestmail
before dark, being a nocturnal
will of W. N. Quackcnbunh, de- and interest, and the further sum
to exposure elimi2'
bird, whose silent ghostly flight
long
distance
flight
In
hieDr.
ceased, of the same place, which of Fifty ($60.00) Dollar*, being the
nates a preliminary
may account somewhat for the
tory. Most of the planet of
was recorded in the office of the legal attorney fee in said mortgage
Dentist
coat of oil and ta
superstitions that surround it. In
tho Armada are of thlo typo
Register of Deeds of Ottawa Coun- provided, and no suit or proceedHour*:
8:80 to
Phon*
useful
as
a
relief
Uulslana, folks call It the ahivor
ty, on August 26, 1931, in Liber ings having been instituted at law
l:30to6p.ir. 8.4804
from sunburn.
ing owl, and In Mississippi, the su153 of Mortgage*at Page 227; and to recover the debt or any part
212 Med. Art* Bldg.
perstitious among the darkles turn
whereas the amount claimed to be thereof,secured by said mortgage
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH
due on said mortgage at the time whereby the power of sale containtheir pockets Inside out to avert
of this notice is the sum of Two ed in said mortgage has become
its evil spell when they hear its
Thousand One Hundred Seven Dol- operative.
quavering voice. In South CaroAttorneys-at-Law
Jiij
NOW THEREFORE, notice is
ars and Thirty-two cents ($2,107lina a piece of iron in tossed into
.32), beside* an attorney fee of hereby given that by virtue of said
the lire to effect the same release
When Quality i* wanted, you
power of sale and in pursuance of
Offioe— over the Firat State
$35 00 provided for in *aul mortfrom
,
will (hoo*e the
gage and expense of this foreclo- the statute in such case made and
Bank
provided,the said mortgagewill be
sure sale: and no suit or proceedHolland. Mich.
foreclosedby the sale of tne preming* has been institutedat law to
Zeeland Art Studio
Dormouia a European
ises therein described, at public
recover
the debt now remaining seAlthough the white-footedmouse
auction, to the highest bidder at
cured thereby,or any part thereof; the north front door of the courtfor
your
fineal
Photograph*
to
dlaeuss
the
ultimats
of the United State* Is sometime*
And Whereas default ha* been house in the City of Grand Haven,
outcome, Mary Plckford reK. J.
termed the dormouse, the true dorE. J. MacDERMAND
made in the payment of the money Ottawa County, Michigan, that begretfully admits marital difjCOOL
mice are Inhabitantsonly of the
D. Cn Ph. C.
secured by said mortgage, where- ing the place where the Circuit
Zeeland, Mich.
ficultieswith hor equallyfabudge, now featured
Old world. The dormouse Is n
;
by the power of Bale contained Court for the County of Ottawa i*
mous
husband.
Douglas
Fairjmovls star, hldsa
sort of cross between the real
Phone 107 for Appointment
therein has become operative:
held, on Monday the 7th day of
CHIROPRACTOR
banks,
who
Is
In
Europe.
At
her
brief
and
coal
mouse and the squirrel. It aecmsl
Now, therefore,notice i* hereby August, 1933, at two o’clock in the
Office:
Holland
City
State
Bank
right
-Mary's
Istoot
photo
•porta costume bcto hire characteristics of both.
given that by virtue of said power afternoon of that date, which premHurra. 18.11 dto a.m.: 14 4 7-8 n-»
|hlnd the wheel ef a
It usually lives in trees ami
of *ale, and in pursuancethereof ise* are describedin said mortgage
schooner
buihes and feeds freely on berries
and the statute in such case made a* follows: *
| but we gst the Idea,
and nuts. It Is thoughtfulof the
and provided, the said mortgage The following described real esH. R.
future, like the squirrel, and lays
•anyway.will be foreclosed by sale of the tate situate and being in the Townmortgaged premises nt public ven- ship of Spring Lake, County of Otup a good store of food for the
Drugs, Medicines and
due to the highest bidder, at the Uwa and SUtc of Michigan, known
winter and then curls up to sleep
and describeda* follows, to-wit:
Toilet Articles
CARL B HOFFMAN
Ea*t front door of the Court House
during the cold months. On warm
Lot number One Hundred Eightyat the City of Grand Haven, in the
days during the winter the dorfour (184) of Grand Haven Beach
*aid
County
of
Ottawa,
that
being
mouse wakes up, eats a bit and
Subdivision number two (2), toAttorneys
Langelaad Fueial Bout
the place of holding the Circuit gether with all and singular the
then goes back to sleep.
Court within *aid County, on the tenement*, hereditaments and apMORTICIANS
22nd day of September, A. D. 1933. purtenancesthereunto belonging,
Over Fri» Book Store
at two o’clock in the afternoon.
21 W. Ifith
Phone 4561
and all apparatus and fixtures of
“Fsucktwangsr's Cants"
The descriptionof Raid premi*es every kind for the purpose of supThe "Feuchtwanger nickel cents''
Holland.Mich.
contained in said mortgage is as plying or distributingheat, light,
are well known to coin collectors.
follows:
water or power, and all other fix*r W. 8th BLPhona 4483
Doctor Feuchtwangerwas a chemtures now placed in any building
The East One-Half (E.V.i of
ist whose specialtywas metal ex|
on said land, includingall
TYLER VAN LANDEGEND
J ot No. ElgM (8) and the Weat
perlments. He tried to persuade I
materials placed on
Mill supplies, electric pomps,
One-Half (W.H) of Lot No.
the government to adopt nickel for
use in the
plumbing and heating, tin and
Nine (9), all in Block No.
dwelling
coinage purposes,but officials would
«heet metal work.
Fifty-five(55) of the City of
estate,
19 W. 8th ST., HOLLAND. MICH
not listen to him. So In 1837, at hi*
Holland, according to the rethe said
Phone 8204
own expense, he put thousands of
corded plat thereof on record
TEST GIANT THERMOMETIR-C. A. Donne!, aenlor motor*
premises.
nickel cents and three-centpiece*
in the office of the Register of
Dated this 5th day of
otoglst of the
weather bureau In Chicago, comparti tho
Deeds
for
Ottawa
County,
Into circulation to prove their utilDR. J. G. HUIZENGA
TRYING A HAND STAND. Hers is the
1938.
readingon hja official -allnf* thermometer with the 2-<ootwide
Rye,
Bar,
Nose
and
TVoat
Michigan.
ity. Twenty years later nickel was
of Grant k Hoizcngs, Gd. Rapids
THOMAS P.
method A. J. Erwin, San Francisco
Specialist
"mercury''columns on the huge Havellnt thermometer shown
OTTO P. KRAMER,
Bye— Ear— Noae— Throat
adopted for coinage purposes.
steelworker,
used
to
strengthen
his
son,
In the background. The 211-foot tower, the largest thermometer
Trustee
under CHARLES I
[Vander Vfen Block]
ustee for Bernice Gebben, under
Peoples State Bank Building
o
Alfred Jr. aged 2tt years. Erwin ie a firm
in the world, ohowe visitors to the Contury of Progreso Exposithe
will of W. N. Quackenbush, 1 Atty. for !
Holland,
Michigan
'
Iffice
hours:
M0
a.
*4
p.
mJohn Woldring is spending a
believer In sxerciac for body building
tion just hew hot It la day and night
deceased.
Hoom:18 to 12 and 2 te 4:30
Bvenlnga— Toes, and Saturday
week’s vacation In the northern
Phone
—
Office
3669;
Residence
211
7:80 to 0:00
part of Michigan.
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Three railroad employes in the
early nineties met here this week
as a result of a visit to Holland by
Lee Chapman of Spokane, Wash.,
and rehearsed incidents of their
railroadcareers.The others were
Samuel W. Miller and Willard A.
Cobb. Chapman then served as car
checker.Miller as ticker and Cobb
as vardman. Cobb is the only one
still in the service, holding the position as yardmaster at Waverly.
Sergt. Wright G. Needham of
Laming, member of the safety and
traffic division of the state police,
ordered a 90-day suspension of the
driver’s permit for P. Brinkman,
Holland, following a hearing re-

2 East Eighth street, on July 22,
1933. He is a graduate of the
University of Michigan and spent

SENATOR VANDENBERG
ADDRESSES LEGIONNAIRES

the past year there in post-graduate work. While in Detroithe was
an active worker in the Medford
Avenue Presbyterian church. Dr.
Loew was born and raised southeast of Holland and is well known
in that section.
Mrs. C. Koetsier is spending a
week with her brother in Ohio.
Rev. and Mrs. John Geerlings
and daughter, Viola and Walter
Lubbinge, have returned to their
home in Harrison, South Dakota,
after spending eight weeks in
Holland.

Approximately 250 delegates
were in Holland Friday evening to
attend the rally of the 26 Ameri-

can Legion poets of the Fifth district, including Ottawa and Kent
counties.
Alfred C. Joldersmaof Holland
was endorsed by the district for
another term as state finance officer of the Legion at the opening
session of the rally in the city hall
at 6 o'clock.
Followingthe business session
a parade was staged on the main
streets of Holland in which the LeMr. and Mrs. John Vander Hoop gion bands of Holland, Zeeland and
of Redlands, California, are spend- Casnovia took part.
A dinner was served to the deleing two weeks with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Vander Hoop, 125 gates at the Virginia Park community clubhouse by the Legion
West Eighteenth street.

Allegan County

territonr recently. The fire
out by local people.

.....

was put

News

Infant baptism was administered
at Ebcnczer church to the following little ones: Elaine Rose, daughThe Allegan county band will ter of Mr. and Mrs. B. Lemmen;
give a band concertat county park Marcia Ann, daughterof Mr. and
on Sunday, July 80, at 2 o'clock Mrs. Van Slooten; and Carol June,
p.m., under the directionof Ami daughter of Mrs. C. Vanden Brink.
• • •
Miller.All musicians are invited
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Sluvter of
to take part in this concert and the
public is invited to listen to them. Fillmorewere hosts to Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Runderman of Drenthe
• * •
over the week-end.
At the annual meeting of district
» • *
No. 2, Saugatuck, Lemuel R. Brady
Authorities were without clues
and Ira Koning were re-elected
members of the school board. Brady today in a hunt for yeggs who
was chosen president;Charles entered the ShifTert Department
Parish, secretary, and Koning store, Fennville, early yesterday
morning. The intruders made off
treasurer.The board has arranged
with money which had been left in
a budget for the coming year that
a cash register when the store was
shows a reduction of 40 per cent
closed late Saturday night. A
and the same corps of teachers has
quantity of tobacco also was stolen.
been hired at greatly reduced sala
aries. School will open Sept 18.

ooested by Police Chief Peter A.
Lievense Friday afternoon.BrinkThe Misses Evelyn and Hazel auxiliary.
Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg
man faces a charge in circuit court Albers and Miss Fredericka Nieuof leaving the scene of an accident, sma have left for Nashville, Tenn., in his address to the delegates, deHAMILTON
in which two children allegedly where they will be employed by rcribedthe dangers of dictatorship,
When dogs cannot or do not
ot pay
and the battle of congress to write
were struck by his car here several
the New York Statistical company
Rev. John Kempers, missionary
hey are shot What
V
weeks ago. In case of conviction, for a few weeks.
into "new deal" legislation definite their poll tax they
to Mexico, will have charge of the
will
be
done
rith
the
thousands
Brinkman’spermit will be autolimits which even the “most hardRainbow Girls of Holland will boiled top sergeant" could not over- who will not pay their $2 tax for service at the First church next
matically suspendedfor one year
spend
a
week-end
camp
at
the
sumpoor relief? That will be the situ- Sunday afternoon.
from date of conviction.
step.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeyer,
No action was taken in the case mer home of Mr. and Mrs. G. A.
The senator dwelt particularlyation. Will anybody pay the tax
of Mrs. Cornelius Driy, Holland, Lacey on the Park road insteadof upon the economy bill, in its rela- for them or go to jail for them in and Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
R.F.D. No. 4, who also appeared at at cottages north of Lakewood tion to veteran’sbenefits, tracing case the tax is not collectible as attended the Allegan county Mail
it surely will be? Reports from Carriers’meeting on the golf links
a hearing before Needham. It was farm, it was announced today. The
its course from its inception as the
about the state are that it is sur- of Floyd Hitchcockat Dunningstated by officers that he was not girls expecting to attend the threeresult of the “most terrifyingsitsubject to spell.
day outing, which begins Friday uation" of crumbling credits, clos- prising how many people find them- ville last Saturday afternoon.
Mr. E. Van Tassel of New York
The Oscar J. Lingeman,cement and ends Sunday, are requested to ing banks and mounting federal selves eligible to the $30 per month
benefit Chances are that there will City, representing the large Kurboat from Bay City, arrivedin port bring pillows, blankets, dishes, one
deficits which confrontedPresi- be scamps calling and claiming to
Sundav and several thousand bar- dish for the Friday evening pottin & Kurtin Co., of the big city,
be collectors of the $2 tax. Don’t spent this week in this vicinity,
rels of cement will be unloaded. luck and money to defray expenses.
be fooled by such. The tax collecThis is the second trip the boat has Mrs. Harry Orr will purchase the
co-operating with the farm bureau
tors will be persons you know and
made to that port this season. En- food for the group. Cars will
in the interest of the egg industry.
will
have
proofs
of
their
right
to
route it will unload part of the
Mrs. E. Archambault and her
leave the Masonic temple Friday
call.—
Allegan
Gazette.
cargo at Manistee.
children were in Lake City during
afternoon at 3 and 4 o’clock.
• •
the past week-end.
The following scores were made
Miss E. Judith Odell, daughter
Nels Hemwall of Chicago, who
Mr. and Mrs. William Ten Brink
at the weekly match of the Holland of Mr. and Mrs. Smith Odell of
if'was recentlymarried, brought his
visited with relativesin KalamaRifle club held Tuesday evening: Skaneateles,New York, and Allan
bride to visit at the home of his
zoo Sunday.
Herman Prins 50, Bud Prins and Atwood Abbott of Holland were
brother, George Hemwall, at GibAndrew Lubbers and family were
Don Prins 47 each; Howard Work- united in marriage Saturday aftson. His many friendsin this comentertained
at supper at the home
ing 46; Mart Klomparens, John ernoon at 4 o’clock at the home of
munity were invited to attend a
Kleis and L. Michmershuizen45; the bride’s parents. The ceremony
supper Saturday evening given at of Mary Lubbers at East SaugaGeorge Louwsma, Leonard Vander was performedby Rev. Albert C.
the pavilion at Rest-U-Well Camp. tuck Sunday.
Mrs. P. H. Fisher accompanied
Ploeg and William Dykcn 44; Fulton of the Presbyterian church
The tables and dining room were
Kenneth Woldring, Don Hop, Shud of Skaneateles. The bride, given
profusely decorated with roses and Dr, and Mrs. Cornie Fisher of
Althuis and *C. VerMeulen 43; in marriage by her father, was atgreenery.Besidesthe delicious sup. Holland to Schqplcraft Sunday.
per the guests enjoyed music and
Helene McNaney of Jackson is a
Stanley Loyer, Milo VanAuken and tended by her sister, Mrs. Ernest
dancing until a late hour. Mr. quest at the Andrew Lubbers
A. VanPutten 42; V. Gillette, Sam W. Dorland, as matron of honor.
Hemwall is an old friend to the home this week.
Althuis,Louis Vanlngen, William Mr. Abbott was attended by John
people of Gibson and everyone
Mr. and Mrs. Garret Vos and
Woldring and Eugene VanDeVusse Odell, a brother of the bride. The
joined in wishing him and his bride daughter, Gertrude; Mr. and Mrs.
41; Simon Helmus and James Van ceremonywas followedby a recepmuch happiness.
Langeland 40; Fred VanSlooten tion at the home and by a wedding
Bert Vos and family, Mr. and Mrs.
•
Henry Drenten and family; Mr.
and Roy Smith 39; Fred TerVree dinner for 100 guests at Krebs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Berlien of and Mrs. Neal Nyhoff and family
37; Ted Wyma 36, John Jonkers Mr. Abbott and his bride, who will
Chicago spent the past week visit- were among the folks from here
and Charles Dulyea 32; C. Van An- make their home at Le Roy, New
ing friends in Gibson and at Go- who attended the Vos family redel 31, Alex Barnum 29 and Lloyd York, left for a trip to Lake Placid
shorn Lake.
union held at the Allegan county
Cobb 27.
and Lake George. Mrs. Abbott
park last week, Thursday.
was
a
graduate
of
the
college
of
Kathleen Barkel, three-year-old
Eric Engstrom is visiting his
The local baseball teams were
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert fine arts, Syracuse university. She
aunt, Miss Emily Erickson, at her more successful this week. The
Barkel, corner of Lincoln avenue is a member of Delta Delta Delta, dent Rooseveltat his inauguration. summer cottage on Goshom Lake.
Independents were at Wayland and
and Thirteenth street, and Patsy Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Kappa
The senator launched a bitter
Miss Irene Gustafson of Detroit played a 1-to-l tie game, which was
Goetx, three-year-olddaughter of Phi. Mr. Abbott, a graduate of Lttack upon the proposal that the visited her parents at their farm,
called on account of darkness.It
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Goetz, 251 East Michigan State college,was af- president be authorized to declare north of Gibson, over the 4th.
was a well pitched and well played
filiated
with
Kappa
Sigma
fraterThirteenth street, were cut and
•
an embargo upon arms shipments
game. Richard Wentzel, local
bruised about the face when they nity.
to any nation. This, he said,
The county picnic of the Rewere struck by a car driven by
A meeting of Mrs. H. Van Ton- amounted to nothing short of giv- bekahs will be held at the Allegan hurler, was in his splendidold-time
Henry Van Dyke, comer of Fair- geren’s Sunday school class was ing the presidentthe right of ef- tair grounds on Sunday, July 30. form. Hamilton's counter came in
banks avenue and Thirteenth held Tuesday evening at the home fecting a one-man declarationof Picnic dinner at 12:30, followed by the fourth inning on a hit by R.
Wentzel followed by a double from
street
accidentoccurred of Miss Rolene Van Voorst, 271 war.
games and speeches.
the bat of Duff Dangremond.Wayabout 7 o’clock Monday evening on East Sixteenth street. Devotions
His new attitude toward cash
• • •
land tied the score in the seventh
the eerner of Lincoln avenue and were conducted by Miss Christine payment of the bonus, Senator
Inspector Walters of the post and threatened to add another
Thirteenth street Mr. Van Dyke Spykhoven, after which a short Vandenbergexplained,is in no
office departmentwas in Allegan when a fast double play, Wentzel
took the two children to Holland business session was held. Plans wise due to any lessened objections
late last week making preparations to Freeman to Callahan, retired
hospital where they were treated were made to hold a beach party to the idea of uncontrolled inflafor building that post office that the side.
and were released shortly after- next Tuesday evening.Dainty re- tion, or printing press money.
Allegan does not need. In the presThe Merchants defeated the Alwards. Louis B. Dalman, a wit- freshments were served. Those
“But the situation,” the speaker ent furore for spending money it
ness, said the children apparently present were Mrs. Van Tongeren, insisted, "is now totally different. seems to have been determined to legan Cardinals at Allegan by a
were attempting to cross the street Mrs. Eugene Vande Vusse, Miss Congress has authorized the is- build it anyhow.— Allegan Gazette. score of 9 to 6, but were defeated
by the Virginia Park aggregation,
when the accident occurred.
• • •
Anna Van Eyck, Miss Alice Ry- suance of greenbacks to the extent
10 to 2. The locals led until the
of
$3,000,000
to
pay
the
maturing
zenga,
Miss
Bertha
Bosma,
Miss
About 11 o’clockSunday night,
Mrs. Thomas DeVries of Holland
last inning, 2 to 0, when the Hubs
obligations
of
the
government
only.
the sheriff of Allegan county invisited Mrs. C. N. Addison of Los Ada Coster, Miss Bertha Coster,
got to the delivery and obtained
Angeles, who is spending several Miss Bernice Scholten.Miss Spyk- Even with those limitationsI seri- vestigated a catastrophewhich
10 runs. These teams are now on
hoven
and
Miss
Van
Voorst.
ously
doubt
the
wisdom
of
the
exhappened
about
one-half
mile
north
weeks with relatives here, Sunday.
even terms. Both have won two
periment.
of
va
Hamilton.
a
<»ii
1 visii. v-o
car
i
driven
by
—Grand Haven Tribune.
who is said to be games. Undoubtedly the deciding
“But that has been done, and Harry McGarry,who
ZUTPHEN
Dr. and Mrs. George Manting
cannot be undone. So I say, pay employed in Allegan, collided with game will be played in the near fuand Mr. and Mrs. Graham Baker
the adjusted compensation certifi- a car driven by Max Hicks, who is ture. Both teams are made up of
of St Louis are guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. George Dalman cates at par now, for the follow- with the Allegan Gas and Oil com- youngsters, but are able to play
Mrs. Maynard Manting.— Grand and son were entertained at the ing reasons:
pany. Again both cars were badly fast and smart baseball.
gea and one of two little
Haven Tribune.
Genevieve Kooiker of Western
“Payment for the retirement of damai
home of Mr. and Mrs. William De
‘ JP™
who were in the car with Mr. Hicks State was home with her parents,
these greenbacks is $40,000,000 a
Troop No. 16, ChristianRe- Vree recently.
suffered lacerations about the face. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker, during
Misses Elizabeth Karsten and year less that the budget item for
formed church of Grand Haven,
It is alleged that McGarry’scar the past week.
retiring
compensation
certificates,
has been camping this week at Bertha Sharpe of Zeeland were the
was over on the left of the highway
A surprise birthday party was
Camp McCarthy on the Lake Mich- guests of Miss Dena Hoppen on and the governmentwould balance and had crowded the Hicks car off
given in honor of Aileen Dangrethe budget just that much quicker.
igan shore between Holland and Sunday.
the road.
mond at the home of Gladys Lub"Payment of the bonus would
• » •
Grand Haven. Henry Huisman, Mr. and Mrs. William Albrecht
bers last week, Friday evening
Scoutmaster, is in charge. About of Hudsonville were callers at the take every veteran off the relief
The report of the prosecutingatthirty boys of Holland's First Re- home of Mr. and Mrs. George rolls of his community for at least torney of Allegan county to the After the young lady had been givrousing surprise by her
a year.
formed church troop will go to Brinks and Ruth on Thursday.
office of the attomev general for en
"Payment of other obligations the six months ended June 30, friends the party motored to CasMr. and Mrs. John Kalman of
Port Sheldon to camp next week.
Zeeland were entertained at the would constitute a violationof the 1933, shows a total of 128 cases tle Park and the beach. Those
—Grand Haven Tribune.
home
of their son, Mr. and Mrs. word of the United States,for ev- prosecutedf of which ninety-nine present were Dr. and Mrs. M. H.
The Douglas hospital was visitery government bond reads “pay- were convictions,eight acquittals, Hamelink, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Andrew Kalman, Sunday.
ed by fire Saturday when flames,
Sunday morning the services able in gold,’ and these greenbacks eight dismissedon payment of Billings, Mr. and Mrs. John Brink,
originatingin the water heater in
costs, twelve dropped on motion of Jr., Cliet Voorhorst, Merton Danwere conducted by Rev. K. Berg- are not backed by gold."
the basement, resulted in about
Senator Vandenbergconcluded the prosecutor,and one dropped on gremond, Josephine Timmerman,
sma
and Rev. S. Vroon preached
$500 damage. There were no pahis address with what he termed examination.It is interestingto Dr. J. L. Wierda and Gladys Lubthe afternoon sermon.
tients in the building and the manThe Young People’ssocietywas “a boast" of his authorship of the note that of the total number of bers.
ager, Mrs. Faith Nevins, was visitcases prosecutedfourteen were for
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van Dyke and
led by Rev. S. Vroon. The subject federal bank deposit insurance
ing in Kalamazoo. The only ocwas “Peter on the Waves." Mar- plan which becomes effective on assault and battery, thirty-five for children of Holland visitedtheir
cupants were Miss Benjamin, a
theft in its various criminalforms, father, J. H. Maatman, last Sattin Ver Hage gave a reading and January 1.
nurse, and her helper. Repairs to
and thirteen offenses caused by urday.
Alvin Ringewohl played selections
liquor.
the building will consume about a
Alvin Bauman of Holland visitwith his tromboneaccompaniedby
SERVICE
IN
THIRD
CHURCH
month, it was estimated.
ed his uncle, Andrew Lubbers, sevMiss Rosena Heyboer.
The marriage of Miss Marie Loveral days this week.
Dr. C. D. Loew, who has been
Some local folks attended the
Sunday services at Third Re- eridge, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hamelink of Holin active practicefor fifteen years meeting at Pine Lodge Thursday
George Loveridge of Fennville, to
in Detroit, is opening a modem where Revs. Drukker and William formed church will be in charge of Mr. Eugene R. Wallace of Chicago land visitedat the home of their
Dr. John E. Kuizcnga of Princedental office on the second floor Van Perseum were the main speakhas been announced by the bride’s children, Dr. and Mrs. M. H. Hamton university.
over the Woolworth building,No. ers.
parents, the ceremony having taken elink, Saturday.
A vocal solo will be sung by Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Nyenhuis
place on Wednesday,July 5th. at
Helen Bosman at the morning servCrown Point. Indiana.Mr. Wallace and children attended the Nyenice, and the Central Park Reformed
is employed oy the General Electric huis family reunion at Zeeland on
church male chorus will sing at the X-Ray company In Chicago. Mrs. Tuesday.
evening service.
Rev. J. A. Roggen is exchanging
Wallace graduated in the class of
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Soft

Bull

bathroom tiaouo

*

1

1

A

5

Sic
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Country Club

SALAD

-

-

«£ He

largo No. 2 tall

dressing

4

Or Spafhatti - bulk

Rand

-

25c

-

5

ib.

Hollywood

-

Coffee

—

•> tic

25

Large giant bars

Carto

n,. 19c

sum

joii

bottio

25c

Pen-Jet, 2 pkfe. 27c

Brtad

>b.

io.f

Mason

7c

Famoua Country Club

Jars Quaru

Pint*, do*. BBc

FRESH FRUITS

—

2

do*.

79c

quarta,do*. )1.0*

AND VEGETABLES

BANANAS
Ripanad to tha peak

25c

bulk

SOAP 6

G

pan

fin* quality

Japan Taa

fancy fruit

Smooth and frayrant

Rye

Syrup

Corn
Dark

White Naptha Laundry Soap

Jawel

tic

2

Grapafruit
Country Club

iba.

can

25c

quart

Embassy Brand — Smooth, delicious

Macaroni

tic

fancy quality

Pork A Baani 3

Or Brown Mulo Tobacco

• •

The

Country Club

Durham

1

Catiup

Waldorf Tiiiuo 6 mu 15c

20c

of thair flavor

Watermelons

Wateom - Red,

Cabbago

ript

-

24-lb.

areran each 43c

Hmrxi

Boots

Carrots or

2

lk-

5c

b«h.. Sc

3*

ORANGES

California— Sweat and juicy — 2S8 siaa

CHOICEST QUALITY MEATS

a

Fancy Freih Dretied
Laffe 4 to I lb. avaraya

16
Shanklass Picnics *

11c

Bacon

1

££ He

Ham

»

Ring

Roast

Bologna

Or Franks

Country Club - Cellophane wrapped

Spiced

Bttf Chuck

«>

Ifc

Choice fancy cut*

Oacar Mayor - Cellophana wrappod

Sliced

c

Me

Pig

— Hamad's

Foot

t

t

tic

»-« >•”

tic

1928, Fennville High school, and pulpits with other pastors during
Armour’s Star
MR. AND MRS. PETER
from the Ravenswoodhospital, his vacation. Last Sunday he was
Chicago, with the nurses’ training at Third Kalamazoo and Rev. A.
DORNBOS TO OBSERVE
SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY class of 1933. She is a charming Klerk led the servicesat the First
and talentedyoung woman, with a church.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dornbos of large circle of friends.
Another automobile accident
• • •
333 River avenue, will celebrate
took place in this town last Montheir sixtieth wedding anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Matron of day. It was a case of a third car
July 27. They will hold open house Allegan have leased Hotel Sher- causing two others to collide. The
All meat — No waeke
for friends and telatives in the man. It is announceda number of accident took place at the corner
afternoon at their home from 2 to improvementsare to be made and of Main and Madison in front of
5 o’clock. A family picnic will be the hostelry placed in first clan the bank building. Accordingto
held July 29 at the Ottawa Beach condition.
the witnesses of the accident the
oval.
collision resultedfrom an attempt
Welbome S. Luna, prosecuting to avoid hitting the car which atMr. Dornbos. who was born in
Park is visitingEvelyn and Jean evening, 4 to 0. Russ Sakkers, Boosters the victory over the HasThe Netherlands,came to America attorney, reports that the neces- tempted to turn to the left between
Schutmaat this week.
Booster southpaw, pitched two-hit tings Independents at Hastings.
sary
fifteen
farmers
have
signed
at the age of 18 years, where later
the two approaching. Both cars
ball in besting Larry Hyma in a
• • •
Jess
Kool
and
Floyed
Kaper
arc
the
petition
for
the
appointment
of
he married Mrs. Dornbos.
were badly damaged, but fortumound duel. Les Van Dorpel got
A. E. Fitzgerald,Bud Hinga, Jim
Mrs. Dornbos, who will be 79 a conciliation commissioner for Al- nately no one was seriously in- the champion fishermen now.
More than 100 ladies gathered a pair of singles for the Mossers, Klomparens and Clarence Jalving
years on December31, was born in legan county in connectionwith the jured. Well, if we would do as
and Sakkers held the remaining
amendment
to
the
federal
bank
The Netherlands, and came to this
some folks these days we might at the First Reformed church last Mosser players hitless.Neal Une- are four of the golfers who qualified for the quarter-finalsof the
country at the age of 12 years. niptcy act. Upon proper petition consider this a put-up job was Thursday afternoon at the meetma pounded out a double with two July handicap tournament at the
under this act farmers may be
She lived for a time with her parmuch
as
it was a local man who ing of the Women’s Church league. aboard in the fifth, and Garry
granted an extension of time in
Holland Country club by winning
Invitationshad been extended to
ents in Chicago, after which the
which to pay their obligations. The caused the mixup and escaped
Batema and De Witt followed with second-roundmatches early this
the
societies
of
the
Overisel
and
family moved to Muskegon.
petition nas been sent to Judge while two outside cars were damdoubles in the sixth for the Boo- week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dornbos moved to Raymond in Grand Rapids and it aged. Now it is evident that we Second Hamilton churches. Mrs.
• » *
ster runs.
Holland two years after their mar- is expected the appointment will be have a dangerous corner for stran- Veenschotengave an interesthw
• • *
Saturdaythe Mosser Leathers
address
and
sang
two
solos
in
her
riage. Mr. Dornbos was employed made reasonably soon.
gers and it might be well to put
Finals in the third annual city will play the Baseline Lake baseusual inspiringmanner. Ella Roge • •
at the Cappon-BerUchLeather Co.
some kind of a signal.
tennis tournamentwill be played ball nine at Riverview park at 3
for thirty-threeyears, and later
A good crop of hay in Allegan Dr. J. L. Wierda of Philadelphia gen was her accompanist.Jose- tomorrow afternoon.Irvin Woltwas employed at the West Michi- county has been secured by the was a guest at the home of Dr. phine Bolks played the guitar while man, defending champion, will o’clock. The Mossers won a close
gan Furniture company and the farmers particularlyalfalfa,but gpd Mrs. M. H. Hamelink last the offering was taken. Refresh- meet Frank Visacher in the singles decision from the Baseline team
several weeks ago and will be out
ments were served on the church
Holland Furniture company. Mr. the conditionof other grains is not weck.
at the seminary court, while Floyd to make H two straight.Next
...
lawn.
Dornbos will be 81 years old on favorable. tin...*
Wheat is ‘'spotted"
Dr. and Mrs. G. E. Vermeer and
Otteman and Glen Loveland will week, Saturday, the Holland BooFebruary8.
that is, is poor in places. This U daughters, Margueriteand Helen,
oppose Lester and RussellVan Ta- Iters will meet the Chicky Bars of
Mr. and Mrs. Dornbos are the attributedto water standing upon of Sheldon, Iowa, and Rev. and
tenhove in the doubles. The winner Grand Rapids in a feature attracparents of two sons, Cornelius J., it in the spring. Oats and barley Mrs. John W. Brink and children,
in the singles will be awarded a tion.
suffered
also
from
the
excess
of
of Holland, and Peter of Zeeland,
Gertrude and Willard of Boyden,
silver trophy, and the doubles
» *
<
rain
preventing
so
early
sowing
as
and six daughters, Mrs. Sarah
Iowa, visited the Roggen family
champions will receive medals.
-Unless beaten in the next five
Nordhoff, Mrs. Frank Kampen, is necessary to these two crope. Tuesday evening.
Corn, however, is doing exceptiongames by second-divisionteams.
Mrs. John Groeneveld and Mrs.
Merton Dangremond is employed
The Mosser Leathers and Hoi- the Allen Radios will be the new
George Gaffelar,all of Holland, ally well. It has plenty of moisture at the Heinz company of Holland.
PAST, PRESENT AND
land Boosters won games Saturday champion of the city soft ball
and Mrs. Kate Cook of Grand and warmth ana is stretchingup
About 400 people gathered at
most vigorously.
by 5 to 3 scores. The Tanners league. The Virginia Park Hutw
FUTURE
SPORTS
NEWS
Rapids, and Mrs. Louis Hamm of
the Hamilton Community hall on
took the decision from the Laporte won the first half of the class B
Denver, Colorado.
Monday
nightat
the
depositors’
Slight damage was done to wild
Coalers of Laporte, Indiana, with baseballleague schedule,while the
o
life in the section between Perch meeting.
The Holland Boosters took the Bill Vandenberg
seven- Maple Avenue Christian Reformed
idenberg pitching
pi
Rev. and Mrs. L. Van Lalkr and lake and Kalamazoo river northAntoinette Kuite was at Zeeland lead in the second half of tfie city
Lefty
Sakk
ers,
who
came church soft ball team has won bine
family are spending three w
of Fennvillewhen a heavy fire last week.
loigue baseball schedule by defeat- in for relief pitching,singled two
vacation in Grand Rapids.
Augusta Hencveld of Virginia ing the Mosser Leathers Tuesday runs home in the ninth to give the league.
ragod over a square mile of the
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